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The purpose of this study was to examine hockey’s identity, how the game 
constructs identity, and how the increasing participation of females in hockey in Canada 
and Turkey is altering identity. Through qualitative research and personal experience it is 
revealed that in order for hockey and Turkey to modernize, a new male identity needs to 
emerge that views females as equals and not a threat to their constructed idea of 
masculinity. 
The sport of ice hockey is identified as being Canadian and Canadians identify 
themselves through hockey. Hockey has given Canadians an imagined community, which 
is built upon the successes of the men’s national hockey teams in international 
competition. Sports like hockey play and important role in forming gender identity. 
Hockey is recognized in popular culture as being violent and history reveals that violence 
has always been a part of hockey. However, the aggressive and physical nature of the 
sport is inherent and not only reserved for the male side of hockey. The dominating and 
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aggressive behaviour portrayed in the media in men’s hockey is what is known as 
hegemonic masculinity. This hegemonic masculinity is also evident in Turkey’s 
patriarchal culture. Because of this patriarchal culture, women in Turkey are treated 
poorly with high reports of physical and mental abuse. The poor treatment of women is 
one of the reasons why Turkey’s application into the European Union is being delayed.  
But this hegemonic masculinity can be altered and constructed in a different way 
according to feminist theorists like Simone de Beauvoir, Gloria Anzaldua, and Judith 
Butler. Women playing ice hockey is a way to change the constructed gender identity. In 
order to get a current view on women’s hockey, women currently playing in Turkey were 
interviewed. Two players were Canadian and one was Turkish and both provided great 
current insight into the women’s hockey culture in Turkey. While more subjects would 
have been helpful for this research, constraints with time and finances did not allow 
enough time to gain the trust of that many participants.  
The results of this study revealed that identity is fluid and not permanent and what 
is portrayed through the media, constructs what our ideas of gender are. The terrible 
treatment of Women in Turkey is linked to the cultural shift from a patriarchal culture, to 
a more balanced one between the genders. Hockey is helping give women in Turkey 
confidence while also altering the traditional identity of femininity.  In order for a new 
male identity to emerge, a new male gaze that recognizes that women are equal and can 
play hockey is required. This new male gaze is being formed already due to the shift in 
media coverage of women’s hockey and the participation of women in ice hockey.  And 
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from that new male gaze, there are already examples of this new male identity emerging, 
providing hope for continued growth.  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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The mere participation by women in hockey upsets the traditional norm accepted 
by popular culture: hockey is violent and aggressive and played by males. Despite 
women playing the game for almost as long as men, the game’s identity has remained 
masculine. And this isn’t just with hockey; sports, in general, is a male-controlled domain 
that has constructed ideas of masculinity for hundreds of years. Since the 1990s women’s 
hockey has been gaining popularity, which is evident in registration numbers. For the 
1990 World Championships, Canada had an estimated pool of 15,000 registered female 
hockey players to select for its national team (Etue et al.). According to the most recent 
IIHF Annual Report, Canada has over 86,000 registered female hockey players. Globally, 
there are over 178,995 registered female hockey players, an increase of 2,633 from 2011 
(“IIHF 2012 Annual Report”). Hockey is a unique sport when examined from a financial 
viewpoint. A participant cannot simply buy one or two pieces of equipment but requires a 
full set of expensive body armour from head-to-toe. Instead of running shoes or cleats, 
two razor sharp blades are used to move around the playing surface that requires great 
balance and dexterity. So increase in participations numbers, even if just over 2,000, is a 
remarkable accomplishment because it isn’t just the players that are taking it up, it is the 
parents spending the time and money. The increase in women participating in hockey has 
begun to break down the boundaries established by the hegemonic male order and proves 
that identities are constructed and can be changed.  
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With a geographic presence in both Europe and Asia, Turkey’s complex binary 
identity continues to evolve as it negotiates inclusion with the European Union. But this 
shift in identity is nothing new for a country that has seen different peoples, empires and 
religions occupy this space on the Anatolia peninsula.  The country identifies itself 
religiously as a secular Islamist state, but that identity has come into question with the 
Justice and Development Party’s (AKP) governmental control (Gol).  Turkey’s 
patriarchal and machismo traditions are still prevalent in a lot of the country. Proof of this 
can be found in the treatment of the country’s women (Akca et al, Altinay et al., Buken et 
al., Onal).  However, Turkey’s traditions have been challenged since Mustafa Kemal 
Ataturk came into power in 1923 and started granting equal rights for women (Cosar et 
al.).  The women continue to challenge Turkey’s ethnic traditions by participating in a 
sport that mirrors Turkey’s machismo culture: hockey. Women’s hockey is still in its very 
early stages of growth in Turkey, but the women’s desire to play the sport is giving them 
a voice and is breaking down the boundaries that have plagued them for so long.  Despite 
the equal rights and opportunities for women, the country is still plagued with honour 
killings, virginity testing, abuse, rape, harassment, and general disregard for women’s 
rights. These violations of women’s rights are some of the core issues limiting Turkey’s 
acceptance into the European Union (Rumelili). What is needed in Turkey and in hockey 
is a new male to emerge.  
The first part of seeking change is to understand our identities. How we act is 
largely from predispositions and assumptions pushed on us through our surroundings (de 
Beauvoir): family, media, and religion are just some of the ways our identities are 
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formed. But our identities can change and are never solidified as long as there is a 
willingness to change. Even our gender identities can be altered, just like how women 
playing hockey are altering the construction of femininity. Sports play a very important 
role in constructing our identities, primarily for males as male sports dominate our 
popular culture. But why do sports matter so much in our society? Sports cause us to go 
crazy or “fanatical” as we spend money on souvenirs, tickets, TV sports packages, and 
travel to far off places to watch a game, call in sick to work to watch a game, cry, cheer, 
fight, and in some sad cases even kill (“Rioting fans kill seven”).  But the root of the 
reason why sports matter so much in our society is that they create imagined communities 
for fans and nations. Key sporting moments help forge a collective identity that people 
enjoy being a part because it gives us a history even if we haven’t met.  
Of course, those sports that make people like me go crazy has long been male 
sports. The World Series, Super Bowl, Stanley Cup Playoffs, FIFA World Cup all invoke 
images of men playing, at least for me and the majority of the sporting world. What if I 
said the Clarkson Cup playoffs? Most people, even fans of women’s hockey, wouldn’t 
know that it is the trophy given to the champion of the Canadian Women’s Hockey 
League annually. Masculinity dominates our sporting culture and with that domination 
has created an aggressive, physically dominating identity of masculinity. This identity has 
been defined as hegemonic masculinity.  
Hockey’s identity is arguably Canadian due to its birthplace in Montreal. Its other 
identity is masculine because of the game’s popularity through the National Hockey 
League. No other hockey league in the world offers the same salaries to attract the best 
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male stars, compete in thousand seat stadiums, and have their images broadcasted to 
millions around the world. What young players and fans see on a regular basis is male 
hockey players fighting, hitting, slashing, and knocking each other’s teeth out. But 
hockey has always been violent, even on the women’s side. Due to the sport’s confines 
and equipment, aggressiveness and physicality are by-products of the sport.  
However, the biggest change for equality and acceptance starts with the males. 
Using feminist theories from Judith Butler, Simone de Beauvoir, and Gloria Anzaldua, I 
will show how gender is fluid and not solidified.  In Gloria Anzaldua’s essay “Towards a 
new Consciousness” she discusses how a new man is needed to bring change. It is this 
new man that, I argue, is required for equal acceptance in women’s hockey and for 
Turkey to end the terrible treatment of women. Before I do that, it must be shown why I 
am a credible source for these topics.    
Establishing My Credibility 
I learned to ice skate when I was four years old while living on Vancouver Island 
in British Columbia. I began playing organized hockey at five, and since then hockey has 
been the key feature of my life. Having played at almost every Under-21 level Hockey 
Canada established, I eventually moved onto the collegiate level. After playing every 
collegiate level possible (NCAA, Canadian Interuniversity Sport, and the American 
Collegiate Hockey Association), I earned a pay cheque playing professionally and 
became the first goaltender in Turkish Super Lig history to win both the Goaltender of the 
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Year and Most Valuable Player awards. I have played against and have been teammates 
with Olympians, NHL superstars, and Stanley Cup Champions.  I began coaching and 
instructing when I was 17, and over ten years later continue to coach, most recently at the 
NCAA Division 1 women’s level. The level of players I have coached range from first 
timers on skates to Olympians to NHL goaltenders.  
    Hockey has provided me with extensive travel opportunities as I have lived in 
five different Canadian provinces, three American states, and Turkey. Through my 
travels, I have met many different people from diverse backgrounds that share the passion 
and desire that I do for hockey. I have literally dedicated my entire life to hockey and it 
has rewarded me time and time again with memories and friends.  
    I have also played baseball, soccer (at high school and NCAA level), and 
lacrosse. Lacrosse is the official summer sport of Canada and its violent history is linked 
to hockey’s (Robidoux 2002). After reading Robidoux’s history of lacrosse, I can 
personally attest to its brute violence. Lacrosse has provided me with four cracked ribs, 
six fake teeth, concussions, and a trip to the hospital in an ambulance due to a legal cross 
check that left my legs numb.  I am also a part of the masculine hockey violence having 
registered three fighting majors (as a goalie) with one resulting in a three-game 
suspension that triggered one of the biggest bench-clearing brawls in the Kootenay 
International Junior Hockey League’s history.  
These experiences have constructed my identity but I too am part of changing 
breed of males. With my education and coaching experiences at the University of Maine, 
I have been given a new lens. I have been able to change and it was upon my reflection of 
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the blog I kept while playing professional hockey in Turkey that opened eyes to how little 
attention I paid to the fact that women played hockey in Turkey. So why are females 
playing ice hockey in Turkey? What identity issues do they face playing a sport that has 
been identified, like their country, by hegemonic masculinity? What is needed for women 
to be able to play hockey without these issues? These are some of the questions I seek to 
answer through my research and ‘new lens’ I have acquired through my studies at the 
University of Maine. Because I was unable to travel back to Turkey for financial and job 
reasons, I opted to interview friends that I have made through hockey and that are 
currently living in Turkey.  
Interviews 
In order to get a current view on the climate of women’s hockey in Turkey, I 
decided to conduct interviews with three current players. Being able to interview an 
entire team and other people associated with hockey that are not players would have been 
ideal for this study. However, due to work, school, and financial commitments, travelling 
to Turkey was not an option. Gaining the trust of a large number of people without face-
to-face interaction is a difficult task but fortunately for me, I have three valuable 
connections in Turkey. Each individual has strong ties to ice hockey in Turkey and offers 
views not only through a Turkish lens, but also through gender, and nationality lenses.  
I became close friends with an English speaking PE teacher from Ankara, Liz. Liz 
plays for the Turkish women’s national team and has since quit her PE teaching job and 
now coaches a women’s hockey club in Erzurum. I am currently helping her fill her 
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women’s team roster with two players from Canada. Liz has amazing insight into the 
politics of female sports, and other issues she faces a national team player and as a female 
coach in hockey. Also, the trust her players have in her will help them open up to me in 
my research.  
The two players that I have helped Liz secure have also agreed to participate in 
my research. I thought it would be prudent to have two Canadians offer their views on 
Turkey, hockey, and issues they face being females. They are currently residing in the 
eastern part of Turkey whereas I lived in the central part. This will offer a different 
geographic view of hockey in Turkey. 
These three sources will help explain the current situation of ice hockey and 
provide new knowledge that will help answer my questions but also show that progress 
will only be made with a change in men like myself.   
The Study 
  
The research in this project is qualitative and seeks to gain a better understanding 
of not only hockey’s identity but also how identities are constructed and can be changed 
in a unique setting like Turkey. Qualitative research has had its criticism as it can be 
viewed as: “merely an assembly of anecdote and personal impressions” (Mays, 109). Yes, 
some of the research comes from my personal impressions and the people I interviewed, 
but that is due to the lack of information about this subject. Hockey has lots of 
information about its history and constructed identity, but it is lacking feminist theory and 
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examinations on the global growth of the game; especially the female side. There is no 
literary research on hockey in Turkey, let alone women’s hockey, which makes this study 
very unique and important. Turkey itself is a unique case study with complex identities, 
shifting ideas, and poor record of civil liberties. So this qualitative research study should 
be viewed as: “a site of ongoing investigation for theoretical research” (Volante, 6). The 
hope for this study is to increase further research and help create a new male identity, as 
well as continue hockey’s global growth.  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CHAPTER 2: IDENTITY AND THEORY 
 This study examines ice hockey, Canada, Turkey, and women playing ice hockey. 
One cannot examine these subjects without talking about identity and how it is 
constructed. Sports help construct our identities and also perpetuate the unequal 
separation of genders, but it’s the importance of sports that allows these gender identities 
to be constructed. The masculinity that is portrayed through the sports media – from TV 
to the internet to print – is that of aggressiveness and dominance. This dominating 
masculine identity is referred to as hegemonic masculinity and it hasn’t only been seen in 
sports. Turkey’s culture is deeply rooted in traditional ideas that women are second-class 
citizens to men.  However, the sporting culture has been changing and women are playing 
more sports now and getting more media attention in doing so. They are showing that 
sports are not just for men and that they too can play changing the identity of genders.   
Identity 
Defining our identity is one of the most important parts of humanity. Are you a 
boy? Straight? White? American? Who are you? Those questions seem to be asked as 
frequently as ‘how are you doing today?’ But according to theorists like Simone de 
Beavoir and Judith Butler, our identities are constructed and we become shaped by what 
assumptions and predispositions are pushed on us. In essence, through repetitive 
messages in our society (media, family, literature, etc.), we become what is believed to be 
‘us’; and this goes for nations as well. Popular statements through media that I have been 
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subjected to like “Hockey is Canada” and “Hockey is violent” are examples of my 
constructed identity.  In Buma’s book Refereeing Identity, he explains the central idea of 
his study is that “Canadian hockey novels work to inculcate and enforce the ideas of 
hockey-as-nation and masculinity-as-toughness. This is accomplished largely through the 
repetitive and exemplary rehearsal of these identities, as well as through arbitrative 
refereeing of their terms” (34). The repetition of these identities is splashed across 
magazines, newspapers, websites, television and any other media platforms that feature 
sports. And that message is that the sporting arena is reserved for males.  One of the most 
popular mediums used for entertainment are films and sports films are a great example of 
how gender identities are constructed.  
Garry Whannel studied some of the most popular sporting films to be released in 
the last 30 years to examine how gender is constructed, the reason for this study is that 
“Sport as a cultural practice demarcates the genders” (170).  Some of the movies he 
reviewed included roles with leading women; A League of their Own (1992), the story of 
the first professional women’s baseball league; Dawn! (1979), a biopic about an 
Australian female Olympic gold medal-winning swimmer; and Bend it like Beckham 
(2002), the popular movie about an Asian immigrant family’s youngest daughter wanting 
to play soccer in their new country, England; Offside (2006), the story of an Iranian 
female soccer fan attempt to sneak into a World Cup qualifying match when women are 
banned from entering sport stadiums in Iran. What is similar to all of these films is the 
penetration by females into the male sporting culture. These films seek to break the 
traditional role of the dominating male sporting identity and construct an identity of the 
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female athlete or fan. Unfortunately, these titles were just a small piece of the sporting 
films that largely focus on males. The most popular films largely focus on males and 
construct the dominating male identity. Whannel offers his observations when he says: 
Whilst many women do follow and play sport, and many men do not, the 
dominant construction of sport is that of male oriented and dominated 
cultural practice in which masculinity is confirmed and conferred. So men 
who do not like sport can be made to feel emasculated, incomplete or 
marginal, whereas it is women who are keen on sport who are made to feel 
aberrant. (197)  
One of the most popular sports that have constructed the ideals of masculinity and 
aberrant women is the sport that Canada identifies itself with: ice hockey. But before ice 
hockey’s identity is explored, the question that first needs to be asked is: why do sports 
matter? Sports are not only used to construct our identities, but nations to build their 
identity on them.  
Sports Matter: Imagined Communities 
Sports are not only an important part of entertainment; they shape our culture and 
teach us valuable life skills. Eileen McDonagh and Laura Pappano argue in Playing with 
Boys, that some sociologists are arguing that sports have replaced religion in many 
American lives (2).  Sports give us an escape from our daily lives, whether we are 
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playing, watching our kids play, or cheering on our favourite team, one cannot deny the 
impact sports have in today’s modern world.  
Sporting events have been drawing spectators since ancient Greece; however, the 
19th century saw the emergence of professional sports and new sources of revenue 
through mass media (Whannel). Millions of people around the world tune into the Super 
Bowl ever year making it one of the most-watched events ever; an estimated108.41 
million people watched the 2013 Super Bowl (Baker, Liana B.).  Soccer, the world’s most 
participated in sport, has the FIFA World Cup which takes place every four years and 
some participating nations report significantly higher than normal sick days when the 
national team is playing (“Sickies expected to peak during soccer World Cup,” 
McDermott). Professional athletes are modern day gods as they are worshipped and 
looked to as leaders and heroes (Lee, Berkow). Ken Dryden, a former Montreal 
Canadiens goaltender, became a Member of Parliament for the Liberal party’s riding in 
York Centre. He also became the popular candidate to take over as leader of the Liberal 
Party in 2006 but did not win the vote (Popplewell). CBC’s Don Cherry, one of the most 
outspoken voices in hockey, is continually being asked to run for Prime Minister (Black). 
Canada actually passed a bill through parliament proclaiming its two official sports: 
hockey and lacrosse. And just announced this year the Government of Canada approved 
the building of a statue to commemorate a former Governor General, Lord Stanley 
(Galloway). Lord Stanley is not being recognized for his politics, he will be immortalized 
on Parliament Hill handing over the silver cup named after him and awarded annually to 
the National Hockey League champion – the Stanley Cup.  And no Canadian will forget 
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the passing of one of the greatest hockey players, Maurice “The Rocket” Richard.  “The 
Rocket” never ran for public office (despite having political titles bestowed on him), he 
never cured any diseases, or fought in any wars: he was a hockey player. Despite not 
lacing up the hockey skates for decades, when he passed away on May 27, 2000, the 
country stopped to honour a hockey player; the province of Quebec gave him a state 
funeral. Over 115,000 people passed by his coffin as he lay in state at the Montreal 
Canadiens arena; 2,700 attended his funeral including the Prime Minister of Canada and 
Premier of Quebec, and his funeral was nationally televised (“Maurice Richard’s Funeral 
Brings Canada to a Standstill”). One of his former teammates, Dickie Moore, said that 
Richard was, “The Babe Ruth of hockey,” and to solidify his statement the then Montreal 
Expos wore his number ‘9’ for the rest of their season in his honour (Branswell). Canada 
is not the only sport crazed nation as many go crazy to support their national sport or 
national sporting heroes. Turkey isn’t as crazy about hockey as Canada, but they certainly 
are crazy about soccer.  
There are hundreds of soccer  clubs in Turkey, yet ask any citizen and they will tell 1
you they support only one of the big four: Besikitas, Galatasaray, Trabzonspor, or 
Fenerbache. Out of all of the soccer championships in Turkey, all of them except one was 
won by one of these four (“Underdog Bursaspor wins Turkish soccer championship” 
2010). And these are not just soccer clubs. They are corporations with shareholders and 
members of their boards who are in the government. Even the current prime minister of 
Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, has a hard time having an article written about him 
 The sport of ‘soccer’ is called ‘football’ outside of North America 1
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without including his soccer skills (Tisdall, “Turkish PM lauds Galatasaray’s new apple 
of the eye, Drogba”). Erdogan is also a proud supporter of Galatasaray, so it was no 
surprise that his club received lots of federal dollars to build a state of the art stadium 
(“PM: Galatasaray didn’t give even a penny for new stadium”). The lines of politics and 
football are also continually blurred in Turkey as it seems like they go hand-in-hand 
(Villelabeitia, “Armenia, Turkey Pursue ‘Football’ Diplomacy,” “Pro-Kurdish party 
leader warns Turkey’s football federation,” “Syrian president, Turkish premier joke about 
football match”).  
The soccer clubs in Turkey do not just have soccer: they have volleyball, 
basketball, badminton, handball, gymnastics, and even rally racecar teams. To showcase 
all of these sports, these clubs have started their own TV channels that dedicate 24 hours, 
seven days a week to promoting their club and why they are superior to their competition. 
So if you are a supporter of the Fenerbache soccer club, you are most certainly a 
supporter of the Fenerbache rally racecar team. Walk down any street in Ankara or 
Istanbul on a Saturday and the bars and cafes that line the streets will be flying one of the 
four flags of these teams. But the fans of these clubs are so passionate that there have 
been cases of violence erupting amongst these fans.  But why are sports such a major part 2
of our culture? And why do they make people go so crazy that they will literally fight a 
fan of an opposing team just because of that simple reason? 
 While I was living in Ankara, two bars beside each other that supported rival teams erupted in a brawl 2
that destroyed both bars and sent numerous people to hospital. This happened a block away from my 
apartment.  
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The easiest explanation is how sports create communities and nations that people 
eventually identify themselves with. Benedict Anderson writes in his book Imagined 
Communities, “the members of the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of 
their communion” (6). Sports gives people an identity, and that identity welcomes them 
into a community that is shared by many other people, most of whom they will never 
meet. Manchester United is a great example of this imagined community, as the club is 
located in England, yet has fans that span the entire world. Through their success on the 
pitch, they have built a fan base that has made the club the wealthiest franchise in the 
world, valued at $3.3 billion (Ozanian). Fans of “ManU” can join fan clubs and meet up 
around bars all over the world to cheer on their club.   By simply supporting a team they 3
immediately are a part of a history and have other ‘fans’ to share their experiences with. 
Or as Michael Buma writes, touching on Eric Hobsbawm’s Inventing Traditions, “The 
process of national imagining, then, involves constructing shared mythologies that appear 
to be both objectively real and grounded in history” (6).  These imagined communities 
are what pulls people in and make them sports fans, but how are these communities 
created? 
As human beings, we love to celebrate victories. Whether it is a bloody battle won 
in World War II, or come-from-behind victory in the Super Bowl, or winning over an 
opponent are some of the things that create imagined communities. One of the best 
 There are also soccer forums online that have social gatherings for fans of Manchester United and FC 3
Barcelona. I attended a FC Barcelona gathering in Halifax, Nova Scotia in 2010 and was welcomed with 
open arms by people who never met me or cared where I was from; as long as I supported FC Barcelona. 
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examples is hockey and Canada. Kristi A. Allain explains that “Sports are used to 
disseminate ideas about what it means to be Canadian. As well, national victories are 
used to bolster the spirit of the nation’s inhabitants” (8).  National victories came early 
and often for Canada’s men’s hockey team as they won every Olympic gold medal from 
1920-1932, bolstering Canada’s imagined community and creating its global hockey 
identity (“IIHF Championship Past Tournaments”). None of those victories, however, 
bolstered Canada’s spirit as a nation as the one in 1972. One of the biggest victories for 
Canadian culture came in 1972 after a ‘friendly’ series between the former Soviet Union 
(USSR) and Canada’s top professionals.  Fueled by TV and radio, what made this event 
so powerful for Canadian nationalism was that the Soviet Union was winning almost 
every World Championship and Olympic gold medal in hockey since embarrassing 
Canada at the 1954 World Championship (Lawrence). The series became known as the 
‘1972 Summit Series’ and featured four games in Canada and four in Russia. Both teams 
headed into game eight with identical records, three wins and one tie, setting up the 
dramatic conclusion that caused Canada to come to a halt: “Approximately three out of 
every four Canadians were glued to their TV’s and radios for that final game from 
Moscow”(Deacon). My mom could personally attest to that statement as she remembers 
her entire high school gathering in the gymnasium to watch the game live. Canada won 
the game in the dying minutes of the third period after a goal by Paul Henderson. That 
goal and subsequent victory solidified hockey into Canada’s tradition and created a new 
common event that Canadian’s could collectively form their identity around.  Neil Earle 
(1995) couldn’t explain it better when he wrote, “Millions of adult Canadians reserve 
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hallowed psychic space, not just for Pearl Harbour or the assassination of President John 
F Kennedy, but also to the memory of Paul Henderson’s winning goal in Game Eight of 
the 1972 Canada-Soviet series.” That goal became such a Canadian iconic event that a 
famed Frank Lennon picture of Henderson celebrating the goal became minted on a 
Canadian silver dollar in 1997. The 1972 Summit series helped solidify an imagined 
community that was already there in Canada. Canadians have long identified the sport as 
their own, and for good reason, as the game we know today was first formed in Canada. 
So the sport is essentially Canadian by birth.  
Hockey’s Canadian Identity 
The first recorded hockey game took place in 1875 in Montreal and due to this 
historical aspect of hockey and Canada’s early dominance in global competition 
(discussed further below), it is no surprise that hockey is identified as being Canadian and 
Canadians identify the sport as their national pastime. But Canadians have struggled with 
an identity unique to themselves. The Canadian Multiculturalism Act of 1971 even states 
we have no official culture (Buma).  It is difficult for Canada to find a united symbol 
because it has “a population divided by vast distances, six time zones, two federally 
recognized official languages, two island provinces, and seven climatic zones…” (Blake, 
19). What Blake didn’t mention is that the city that played host to the first hockey game 
is located in a province that has tried twice to separate from Canada and form its own 
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nation; Quebec. Despite all these aspects of Canada, one thing that continually unites the 
world’s second largest nation by land mass and culturally identifies it is hockey.  
Former Prime Minister of Canada Pierre Trudeau was quoted as saying “Canada 
is a country whose main exports are hockey players and cold fronts. Our main imports are 
baseball players and acid rain” (Holland, 108). In Michael Robidoux’s article “Imagining 
a Canadian Identity through Sport: A Historical Interpretation of Lacrosse and Hockey” 
he cites Benedict Anderson’s “Imagined Communities” to prove that nationalism is 
imagined: “the task of defining a national identity is a creative process that requires 
constructing a shared history and mythology(ies) that best suit the identity imagined by 
those few responsible for the responding to this task”(200). Canada (1867) and Hockey 
(1875) grew together and it was through this sport that Canadians could collectively join 
in together (or play against each other) and form their identity. Through the sport’s 
globalization, the sport forged an identity for Canada (see Chapter 3, Hockey’s History) 
and through Canada’s National Sport Act of 1994, ice hockey became the official winter 
sport of Canada (Buma).  So Canada may have formed its collective identity around 
hockey, but when examining those events one common theme emerges: male sports.  
Yes, there are professional sporting leagues for females and yes there are lots of 
opportunities for women to play sports now more than ever. However, McDonagh and 
Pappano couldn’t have stated it any better when they wrote: 
We live in a society (North America) in which key elements are gendered 
male. Winning is male. Power is male. Money is male. Physical 
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dominance is male. And big-time Las Vegas-lined, network-covered, sold-
out-venue, sponsor-rich sports are male. (3) 
Males control the sporting industry, and the sporting industry portrays social norms 
through many different media outlets. One of those socially accepted norms is how males 
are supposed to act. Hockey is portrayed in the media as being a violent, aggressive sport 
with the object to physically dominate the other opponent to win. This is what has come 
to be defined as hegemonic masculinity.  
Hegemonic Masculinity 
  
In R.W. Connell’s “Hegemonic Masculinity, Rethinking the Concept,” he writes 
the first time the concept of hegemonic masculinity was proposed was in a 1983 
Australian study about masculinity. What came out of that study was the belief that 
masculinities formed a hierarchy and that hegemonic masculinity was the version that 
encouraged men to dominate men while subordinate women (Connell et al.).   
In the Dictionary of Sociolinguistics hegemonic masculinity is further defined: “it 
is consistent with a model of masculinity as a set of contextualized practices, rather than a 
fixed attribute: a hegemonic masculinity occupies the dominant position in a given set of 
gender relations, but this position may be contested.” So when applied to a physical sport 
like hockey, the object of the game is to dominate one’s opponent by being physical and 
‘beating’ them by scoring more goals. The more dominating the team, the more prestige 
and honour it will receive.  
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 This dominating style of masculinity is also present in the hockey novels Michael 
Buma examines as he writes: “…hockey novels maintain that a man’s value consists 
primarily in his physical strength, tenacity, and willingness to battle” (145). The more 
physical strength and aggression a man can exert in a game, the more likely he will 
dominate his opponent and be victorious. Out of that aggression and physical play have 
emerged acts of violence, fighting, slashing, spearing, head-butting, and others. One of 
the other acts that emerge is the language used by male hockey players as observed by 
Michael Robidoux in his book Men at Play. Robidoux spends an entire season with a 
men’s minor pro hockey team and writes about everything from bus trips to family life of 
the players. When discussing the form of hegemonic masculinity the players portray, he 
highlights the language as being a key component. He says that languages used on the ice 
and in the locker room “are riddled with derogatory comments about women and 
homosexuals” (129), despite the players identifying later that they are not misogynists or 
homophobes (130). It is the sports inherent tradition of hegemonic masculinity that 
causes them to act out violently, verbally or physically. It is this forced tradition of 
hegemonic masculinity that also plagues the image of female sports.  
 Sports, especially hockey, have a long tradition of trying to keep the genders apart 
and ensure the lack of fluidity between the identities. And that separation of gender 
identity ensures that males are taught that they are supposed to dominate and conquer. B. 
Mark Schoenberg, the author of Growing up Male, believes that boys need these defined 
gender roles in order for society to flourish (5-7). This exclusiveness is evident in every 
male locker room I have experienced. The locker room is a sacred area, only reserved for 
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those males who exhibit the proper masculinity.  This exclusivity is proven during 
Michael Robidoux’s time spent with a male professional hockey team: “What quickly 
became evident from my study with the Reds [professional hockey team] was that the 
construction of male solidarity is an act of power that attempts  
to reduce the status of all other experience, while strengthening this one limited  
model of masculinity” (141).  This solidarity of masculinity isn’t just reserved for sports, 
as I have observed in my time in Turkey; a country that suffers from a hegemonic 
masculine identity problem. 
The country of Turkey is located on two different continents, Europe and Asia. 
Most of the country is in Asia with just a small portion of it laying across the Bosporus in 
Europe. This geographic makeup is just the beginning of this country’s complicated 
binary identity. Turkey is facing a shift in identities as it continues to negotiate inclusion 
with the European Union. But this shift in identity is nothing new for a country that has 
seen different peoples, empires and religions occupy this space on the Anatolia peninsula.  
The country identifies itself religiously as a secular Islamist state, but that identity has 
come into question with the Justice and Development Party’s (AKP) governmental 
control (Gol). There is no denying that a lot of the country still holds on to the traditional 
ideas of Islam, and this is very evident by the machismo and patriarchal culture 
(discussed further in Chapter 3).  However, this culture has been challenged since 
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk came into power in 1923 and started granting equal rights for 
women (Cosar et al.). Despite the equal rights and opportunities for women, the country 
is still plagued with honour killings, virginity testing, abuse, rape, harassment, and 
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general disregard for women’s rights. This is one of the core issues limiting Turkey’s 
acceptance into the European Union (Rumelili). 
 Ataturk (literally translating to ‘father of the Turks’) had a vision for this new 
republic to be more westernized and break away from the Ottoman laws. The Ottoman 
laws were directly tied to the Sharia laws – religious law of Islam. Ataturk wanted Turkey 
to be secular and therefore have more rights for women.  But despite the new rights for 
women, including rights to vote in 1935 (Cosar et al.), it was the men of the country that 
struggled with the idea of equality amongst the sexes. The more the government pushed 
for equality, the more men struggled with this adjustment. Gloria Anzaldua writes about 
this effect on males in her essay, “La Conciencia de la Mestiza/Towards a New 
Consciousness,” “the loss of a sense of dignity and respect in the macho breeds a false 
machismo which leads to him to put down women and even to brutalize them” (873). The 
country’s application for admission into the European Union has brought on more 
scrutiny over its domestic violence against women, but as discussed in Sev’er and 
Yurdakul’s “Honor Killings in Rural Turkey,” it is the country’s patriarchal traditions of 
honor, not the country’s religious identity that is to blame for the violence. Through the 
author’s research, they prove that one of the prevalent issues facing Turkey, honor 
killings, “predate Islam and are not consistent with the Qur’an” (966).  These honor 
killings are defining example of hegemonic masculinity in Turkey. A family’s honor is the 
most important part of its identity in society. Only females can tarnish a family’s honor 
because of the patriarchal society in where the men are in charge. They did not choose 
whom they could marry, they weren’t allowed to wear revealing clothing, and even 
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education wasn’t allowed. If a female (any age) tarnished a family’s honour, the 
punishment was usually death. With Turkey’s western ideas and progression away from 
its traditional roots, the men have felt they are losing control. Nothing exemplifies this 
more than one of the men featured in Ayse Onal’s book Honour Killing, Stories of Men 
Who Killed.  This one individual, Mehmet Sait, killed his older sister after she refused to 
return to her severely abusive husband and divorce wasn’t allowed in their traditions. He 
killed his older sister when he was 25 by shooting her twice in front her mom and three 
children. When Onal interviewed Mehmet in prison about the murder, this is what he 
said: 
You want to make us modern, don’t you? For us your modern airs and 
graces are ignorance. Instead of telling our women, ‘Do this, these are 
your rights,’ you should teach them to obey our customs and traditions. 
The people who don’t, who tell our women to break with our ways, are the 
real murderers. Okay, we’re the ones who pull the trigger, we’re the ones 
who serve the sentence, but you’re the one who cause the murder. (79)  
This is just a sample of the violence women face in Turkey. In the last five years, there 
have been multiple studies researching violence against women in Turkey (Kocacik et al., 
Altinay and Arat, Ergönen et al., Akar et al.). All of these studies produced alarming 
statistics of violence towards women across the country. Contrary to popular belief in 
Turkey, and I was told this many times while living in Ankara, violence towards women 
wasn’t just an isolated incident in rural parts of Turkey, but occurred in more developed 
centers like Istanbul and Ankara (Altinay and Arat).   
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There is hope for Turkey’s future as new ideas of gender and sports will help 
construct new ideas. In order for Turkey to continue to modernize, the males will need to 
progress as well.  One of the progressions is through a sport that is western and not 
traditionally played in Turkey: ice hockey. Hockey is growing in popularity with not only 
males, but females as well (discussed further in Chapter 3). Hockey’s identity has long 
been that of hegemonic masculinity, so where did its identity come from?  
Ice Hockey’s Masculine Identity 
Ice hockey has been portrayed as the embodiment of masculinity with its acts of 
violence and aggression. Take away the construction of gender surrounding ice hockey 
and you are left with a violent sport. Famous Canadian poet Al Purdy wrote in his poem 
“Hockey Players” that hockey is a “combination of ballet and murder.”(Kennedy, 
Michael P.J.). My argument is that hockey is violent naturally, not because men play it. 
The participants skate on a confined frozen sheet of water with two steel razor sharp 
blades strapped their feet. Those steel blades allow the players to propel themselves 
around the ice at unnatural speeds. In their hands is a stick used to slap a vulcanized disc, 
or ‘puck’, of rubber around the ice. Slashing and spearing is an anticipated side effect of 
trying to knock the puck loose from an opponent. And due to the confines of the hockey 
rink, the players will bump, hit, and push into each other, sometimes causing emotions to 
heat up and eventually boil over. Violence has literally always been a part of ice hockey 
as the first recorded game that took place in Montreal in 1875 had reports of a player 
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being “struck across the head” and a fight breaking out (Robidoux 2002, 219).  
Unfortunately, the violence progressed to murder in the early 1900’s.  Authors Lorenz 
and Osborne revealed in their study “Talk About Strenuous Hockey”: Violence, Manhood, 
and the 1907 Ottawa Silver Seven-Montreal Wanderer Rivalry, two separate incidents 
where two players were killed from being hit on the head by another player’s hockey 
stick, deliberately.  The first incident happened in 1905 and the second in 1907, and 
despite both players being initially charged with murder, the sentences were reduced to 
manslaughter and eventually the players were acquitted in the courts, “mainly because 
such violence was deemed intrinsic to the sport” (126). A quote from the Montreal Star 
newspaper in 1907 further illustrates the inherent violence in hockey: 
The one by Spittal (Ottawa Silver Seven player) on Blatchford (Montreal 
Wanderer player), in which Blatchford did not hurt Spittal in any way, yet 
the latter deliberately tried to split his head by bringing down his hockey 
stick upon it with all the force his two hands could command. Blatchford 
was carried off senseless, the blood which dripped down in his wake 
marking the progress of his body to the dressing room. (133)  
Women’s hockey never had murder in its early start, but the evidence of hockey’s 
violent nature was reported in games as early as 1917. In a match between the Swastikas 
and Amazon women’s hockey clubs of Vancouver, reporters and observers were shocked 
by the “rough play and shin rapping” by the Amazons (Norton, 46-47). Shin rapping was 
the act of slashing an opponent’s shins by the hockey stick, which was a clever tactic to 
win possession of the puck as, noted by Norton, most women players in that era didn’t 
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wear shin protection. The most recent example of violent acts in women’s hockey 
happened this year in Russia where fights erupted between two youth-yes youth-girls 
hockey teams (Rhorbach). So because males popularized hockey, the sports identity was 
constructed as being masculine despite the sport’s natural tendency to bring out the 
violent behavior of its participants – male or female.   
Despite the sport’s inherent violence on both sides of the gender spectrum, the 
sports identity remains masculine. But when examining genders and the theories about 
gender, it becomes apparent that much like our nationality identity, our gender is 
constructed too.  
   
Hockey Theory - Feminism and Gender 
I would argue that no other sport complicates the binary of gender as hockey does. 
Males are encouraged to partake in team sports while females traditionally have been 
discouraged (Theberge 1993). So hockey is identified as being more masculine due to its 
characteristics, but what happens when women play hockey?  
The participation of females in the male sporting territory opens up the boundary 
established by the hegemonic order. In Judith Butler’s book Gender Trouble she writes 
about hegemonic order pertaining to the permeability of bodies: 
The construction of stable bodily contours relies upon fixed sites of 
corporeal permeability and impermeability. Those sexual practices in both 
homosexual and heterosexual contexts that open surfaces and orifices to 
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erotic signification or close down others effectively reinscribe the 
boundaries of the body along new cultural lines. (180)  
Butler is discussing how male bodies are considered impermeable by the hegemonic 
order and females are permeable. This relates to the case mentioned in Theberge’s book 
by taking the male side of hockey (which is the most masculine form according to 
popular belief) and making it permeable to allow a female to enter it (discussed more 
later in the chapter). This reverses the hegemonic order because males are not allowed, 
and I doubt there are a few that want to play in organized female hockey; female hockey 
is, therefore, impermeable to being penetrated by the participation of males.  
Despite women’s hockey’s impermeability, firsthand experience as a male 
coaching women’s hockey tells me that women’s hockey is still viewed as a not being 
equal with men’s hockey. Women’s hockey, therefore, has been socially constructed as 
being not as entertaining, softer, and weaker due to the perceived lack of aggression in 
females (Theberge 2003, Theberge 2000). The only difference in rules in women’s 
hockey is the elimination of body checking. Simone de Beauvoir says in her book The 
Second Sex that “one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman” (267). So for Beauvoir, 
gender is constructed and when Judith Butler examines Beauvoir in her book Gender 
Trouble, she asks, “If gender is constructed, could it be constructed differently, or does its 
constructedness imply some form of social determinism…?” (10).  So when women 
brought the act of aggression and slashing into their game as documented in Wayne 
Norton’s research, were they altering the construction of their gender? I theorize that the 
sport of hockey itself is aggressive, not that because it was first played by males who 
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made it aggressive. Due to the sport’s fast-paced nature and played within boundaries, 
that aggression is a result of the sport regardless of gender. The act of aggression and 
violence in hockey is constructed by our human nature. I think Butler would agree with 
me as she writes, “When the constructed status of gender is theorized as radically 
independent of sex, gender itself becomes a free-floating artifice, with the consequence 
that man and masculine might just as easily signify a female body as male one, and 
women and feminine a male body as easily as a female one” (9). So, for example, the act 
of body checking is a result of the game, not a result of what gender is playing on the ice.  
Regardless of what gender is playing hockey, the one gender that still holds a 
majority of control of it is male.  No matter how much growth and popularity women’s 
hockey gains, there is still a change that is needed on the male side because they control 
the sport: the president of Hockey Canada and USA Hockey are males, the president of 
the IIHF is male, sports broadcasts ads are geared towards male viewers, and outside of 
major events like the Olympics, women’s sports garner little attention. So the change is 
needed on the male side to accept and help promote the women’s sports as equals. The 
change is not only needed in the sporting culture but in countries like Turkey. The 
feminist movement in Turkey has had setbacks and two sides have formed, but their 
overall message is that the men need to change.   
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Feminism Divided in Turkey 
It is important to study the feminist movement in Turkey to get an idea of what 
challenges women are faced with there. The mere fact that women are allowed to play a 
very non-traditional sport like hockey shows that there are growth and forward thinking. 
Despite the growth, women in Turkey are still subjected to terrible violence and abuse as 
noted above. It is the feminist groups of Turkey who have helped bring these issues to the 
forefront of the nation and world. They helped give a voice to the seemingly powerless 
and made it known that despite the laws, violence is still occurring.  It is their voices that 
are helping Turkey progress into a more western state. Atil Eylmem Atakav, in “Mona 
Lisa in Veils: Cultural Identity, Politics, Religion and Feminism in Turkey,” discusses the 
history of Turkish feminism and how politics and religion shape the issues that affect 
Turkish women. Gul Aldikacti Marshall in “A Question of Compatibility: Feminism and 
Islam in Turkey,” examines the borders set up by secular and Islamist feminists in Turkey. 
While both discuss different aspects of feminism in Turkey, both reaffirm my argument 
that in order for Turkey to progress, the change must start in the males.  
Turkey is routinely overlooked when discussions of feminism or globalization are 
brought up, but this could be attributed to what surrounds Turkey. Civil unrest in Syria, 
nuclear weapons concerns in Iran, and the financial crisis in Greece are major global 
concerns surrounding Turkey. But inside this country is a story of the feminist movement 
that has come to a crossroad and has two women’s groups pitted against each other.    
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 The country’s founder, Ataturk, wanted Turkey to be secular, so he implemented 
more rights for women. As discussed in Simten Cosar and Funa Gencoglu Onbasi’s essay, 
“Women’s Movement in Turkey at a Crossroads: From Women’s Rights Advocacy to 
Feminism”, women of the upper class in the Ottoman Empire were already aware of what 
was happening around the world with other feminist movements and had started to 
organize and demand more rights (327-329). In 1926, three years after the Republic of 
Turkey was founded, the Turkish Civil Code was adopted which “abolished polygamy, 
endorsed compulsory civil marriage and recognized the right of divorce for both partners, 
while also anticipating egalitarian inheritance laws” (Cosar et al., 327). By 1935, women 
were given the full right to vote which was revolutionary when compared to other, more 
established countries around the world that had yet to grant this right to women (Cosar et 
al., 327).   
 In Atakav’s essay, she argues that “Turkey is one of the most important success 
stories of women’s empowerment: not only because it is an Islamic country, but also 
because the empowerment of women began in the early twentieth century” (11). Turkey 
has a unique aspect to it when compared to other westernized countries; it is located on 
two continents (Europe and Asia), shares borders with unstable Syria and Iran, and is 
predominately a Muslim country. Through its religious, political, and societal structures, 
Turkey is a country that would typically be viewed as a non-successful female 
empowering country.  
 Islam is the most practised religion in the country and it is a religion known for 
being a proponent of a patriarchal society that oppresses women and gives power to men. 
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Atakav uses a quote from the Qur’an that is commonly used to show how Islam 
oppresses women: 
Men are the managers of the affairs of women because Allah made the one 
superior to the other and because men spread their wealth on women. 
Virtuous women are, therefore, obedient... As for those women whose 
defiance you have to cause to fear, admonish them and keep them apart 
from your beds and beat them [Surah 4: An Nisa’: 34]. (14) 
Atakav uses arguments presented by Muslim feminist scholar, Riffat Hassan, that the 
Qur’an is interrupted how the reader wants to see it: “This depends on whether the reader 
is wearing androcentric lenses or androgynous lenses” (14).  She continues to state that: 
“Muslim views justifying male dominance are not found in the Qur’an at all, but came 
through androcentric interpretations of the biblical creation stories, already well known in 
Arabia when Islam began” (14). So the oppression of women is more rooted in the 
tradition of the cultures from that area.   
  The feminist movement in Turkey cooled off after the adoption of the new civil 
law and it wasn’t until the 1980’s that feminists started to again protest and demand more 
freedom and equality. Different factions of feminist groups emerged during this time 
period, each with unique stances and visions yet agreeing that cultural changes in men are 
needed to improve equality and stop violence against them (Atakav, 18). Atakav states 
that two important factions began to emerge during this decade that saw the Kemalist 
feminists fighting against Islam (especially in government) and the cultural traditions that 
brought violence against women while seeking more autonomy. Another faction of 
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women emerged that “embraced Muslim identity and attempted to reform the family 
using this religious framework” (18).  
 As Turkey progressed into the 21st century, so did the split between the two sides. 
Turkey began discussions with the European Union and thus started to amend and change 
laws allowing more freedom for women. Proposed changes to the civil code included 
guaranteed equality among sexes and elimination of violence against women (Atakav, 
19-20). Marshall’s essay goes deeper into this division between the two feminist 
movements in Turkey. She interviews 20 secular feminist and 20 Islamist women to argue 
her theory that, through cognitive frameworks, the two feminist groups are not 
compatible together.  
 The background of the two movements is discussed as in Atakav’s essay, but one 
important point that isn’t mentioned by Atakav is how the media is playing a more 
prominent role in the separation.  The secular media offers conflicting views of the 
secular feminists as they are portrayed as “men haters and radicals who are sexually 
deviant and hostile to the institution of family” (Marshall, 228). The other view 
presented, Marshall continues, is one of appreciation for their determination to stand up 
for women’s rights. However, the secular media’s view on Islamist feminist is very 
straight forward: “...as radical militants whose use of the head cover is a symbol of 
backward social order... as dupes who are under the influence of Islamist men” (Marshall, 
228). Islamist media share the similar negative view on secular feminist as enemies of the 
family that create hostility between men and women (Marshall, 228). Islamist women are 
portrayed as “martyrs who, in their efforts to wear Islamic headscarves, are being 
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oppressed by the secular state” (Marshall, 228). It is these views that are fuelling the 
separation between the two feminist movements and thus hindering progress for women’s 
rights.  
 Marshall theorizes that these two groups use framing and ideology to explain or 
rationalize why Islam and feminism are or are not compatible. Secular feminists use the 
framework of inequality while Islamists use the frameworks of morality and authenticity 
(Marshall, 228-229). The very small percentage of people think the two sides are 
compatible used the framework of practical action for the secular feminists and morality 
and authenticity for the Islamists (Marshall, 229). It is through these frameworks that the 
comparison to theories presented by Judith Halberstam and Gloria Anzaldua show how 
these two movements have set up borders.   
 In Judith Halberstam’s essay, “Transgender Butch: Butch/FTM Border Wars and 
the Masculine Continuum”, she discusses the border wars between butch lesbians and 
transgendered men. Butches view transgendered men as crossing this border of sexuality 
to leave their femininity in pursuit of masculinity (146). Both sides view they are on the 
right side of the border while refusing to find acceptance. To further illustrate the border 
set up between these sides, Halberstam writes: 
 Some lesbians seem to see FTMS [female-to-male transsexual] as traitors 
to a “women’s” movement who cross over and become the enemy. Some 
FTMS see lesbian feminism as a discourse that has demonized FTMS and 
their masculinity. Some butches consider FTMS to be butches who believe 
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in anatomy, and some FTMS consider butches to be FTMS who are too 
afraid to make the “transition” from female to male. (146) 
While the complexity of the feminist division is not quite like this is in Turkey, 
Halberstam’s essay gives a great example of the types of borders that can be established 
between sides when one identity is viewed as a threat to the other.  
Secular feminists view, through their frame of inequality, that Islam seeks to 
control a women’s body (e.g. headscarves) and places importance on a male God 
(Marshall, 231). They feel that Islamist women are bordered by Islam and not willing to 
fight for equality. Islamist women view secular feminists as having crossed the border of 
what Turkey was founded as, a Muslim state, to side with western ideas and create their 
own border between them. They feel the secular feminists create hostility towards men 
while advocating for sexual freedom; something that according to Islam is immoral 
(Marshall, 228).  Furthermore, “Islamist women claim that they are marginalized and 
oppressed by the secular regime, but their contention is not limited to challenging the 
hegemony of secularism” (Marshall, 227). While both sides are refusing to offer 
acceptance or some form of understanding to break down the border, Marshall reveals 
that a lot of the arguments are based on preconceived conceptions of what the sides are 
about. The secular feminists she interviews state that Islam and feminism cannot work 
even though they do not use any references to religious texts for their argument (230). 
The Islamist feminist view the secular feminists as not being ‘authentic’ or ‘moral’ 
because they are: “enemies of men and advocates of sexual freedom,” hostile towards the 
institution of family, and ‘western’ (232). Both sides fail to recognize that Turkey is in a 
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unique position as its government is secular and the country is Muslim. The Islamist 
feminist is arguing ideas of feminism despite the feminist in Turkey being Turkish and 
not immigrants. The secularist feminists are arguing against Islamist feminists about their 
religion despite failing to use any religious references.  
 Through her interviews, Marshall is able to find a small fraction of feminists that 
believe feminism and Islam could to work together: “some secular feminists believe that 
Islam and feminism can be together if Islam is interpreted in a particular way. That is, it is 
Islam that should be reinterpreted, not feminism” (233). It is in this quote that highlights 
a problem and what is unique about Turkey. One side states that the other needs to 
reinterpret their ideologies. Feminists say that Islam needs to be reinterpreted while 
Islamist women say that the feminism being introduced into Turkey is a western idea, 
foreign, and not what Turkey needs. Gloria Anzaldua’s essay, “Towards a New 
Consciousness” relates directly to this issue as she discusses the new mestiza, 
The borders and walls that are supposed to keep the undesirable ideas out 
are the entrenched habits and patterns of behaviour; these habits and 
patterns are the enemy within. Rigidity means death... The new mestiza 
copes by developing tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for 
ambiguity. (870-871) 
These ideologies that feminists and Islamists harbour within are creating the borders and 
making the enemy within. Instead of trying to find a solution together and use the power 
of their numbers, they are stuck behind their walls, refusing to accept differences. 
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Because of Turkey's need to find a balance of its duality, Feminist and Islamist need to 
reinterpret their frames in order for progress to be made.  
 The different interpretations of Islam allow constructed ethnic and religious 
identities to form in different ways, in the same way as our gender identities are 
constructed. Kristen Walseth, in “Young Muslim Women in Sport: the Impact of Identity 
Work,” studies the dual identities discussed above when she interviews 21 Muslim 
women between the ages of 16-25 about their identity and their participation in sport or 
leisure activities. Women playing sports does not just conflict with the male hegemonic 
control, with Muslim countries like Turkey, it changes the ethnic identity as well. Walseth 
concurs: “Young Muslim women’s sport participation seems to challenge the boundaries 
of their ethnic identities because their participation is in conflict with hegemonic notions 
of femininity” (91). This study looks at immigrants from Muslim countries in Norway 
and how the western influences on these young women changes their identity. Through 
the interviews, it is revealed that some of the girls identify more with Islam because of 
how they interpret the religion:  
Islam as a religion is open to interpretation and Alexandra, Kadrai and 
Zeyneb choose a modern interpretation of Islam including a view of 
gender where women can be mothers, athletes, and working women, and 
where there is equality between the sexes. (89) 
 Despite this open interpretation of the religion, there are still boundaries that 
young girls face. One such girl is Turkish and her desire to play basketball caused her 
problems with her parents “ethnic group” (89). Due to her mother’s constructed idea of 
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how and what a young Turkish woman is supposed to do, her mother forced her to quit 
playing. But after seeing how depressed Jess became, her mother reluctantly gave in and 
allowed her to play (89). Despite not agreeing with her daughter’s desire to be an athlete 
at first, Jess’s mother changed her stance upon seeing what the sport gave Jess: 
confidence and happiness. This is a great example of how one’s idea of identity can be 
changed. But this example happened in Norway where there are lots of western 
influences present. In a country like Turkey, the change is required in the males in order 
for continued progress.  
Anzaldua says that as long as the men are taught they are superior and favoured in 
society, and the women are less “there can be no real healing of our psyches”(874). This 
is true in Turkey as the ethnic tradition is that the males are superior. She continues to 
discuss that what is needed is a new form of masculinity, a new male. A new male is what 
is needed in Turkey in order for equality amongst the sexes.  
 While Atakav presents a successful story of feminism in Turkey, there is still a lot 
of work to do. The borders established by the secular feminists and the Islamist feminists 
are hindering progress instead of moving towards more equality. As Turkey progresses 
towards closer ties to the European Union and even possible acceptance, the laws will 
need to change. However, the laws can only do so much when men enforce them. The 
country requires a revolution of the males and the feminist groups need to unite to help 
change the current patriarchal structure that is in Turkey. A new man is not only needed 
for Turkey, but for sports in general.  
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The New Man 
Theorist Gloria Anzaldua says in her essay, “La Conciencia de la Mestiza/
Towards a New Consciousness”: “I’ve encountered a few scattered and isolated gentle 
straight men, the beginnings of a new breed, but they are confused, and entangled with 
sexist behaviors that they have not been able to eradicate. We need a new masculinity and 
the new man needs a movement”(874). This theory needs to be applied to male hockey: a 
new masculinity needs to be formed. Male hockey players portray the definition of brute 
machismo masculinity; violent and aggressive which is what hockey is embodied as. 
Hockey itself needs a new identity, a new movement, breaking away from the machismo 
definition that has been associated with it since its inception. This ‘New Man’ is also 
evident in Canadian hockey literature, as examined in Buma’s Refereeing Identity. Two 
important Canadian hockey novels, The Good Body and Puck Is a Four Letter Word, 
feature lead male characters that are sensitive, well-rounded, and culturally mobile (199).  
Buma asserts that these characters “ultimately subscribe to a version of masculinity based 
on strength and toughness” (199), but the mere development of these characters being 
different from the traditional violent, aggressive hero is a start.  
Because our identities can be constructed, this ‘new male’ is being developed 
already. With TV stations starting to broadcast women’s sports like hockey, a new male 
gaze is forming that is showing how women can play sports equally and as entertaining 
as male sports (“TSN scores record audience for women’s gold medal game”).  Men 
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watching more women sports will help construct their new gaze and break down the 
stereotypes they have long been fed through popular culture about sports. I know this 
because I am part of the new male identity. I have had my views on women’s sports 
altered since becoming a part of the sport and through my education.  
These ‘New Men’ will dissolve this border between male and female hockey 
players and the sport will be enjoyed for the pure athleticism that is required to play it. 
This theory of a new masculinity should not just be applied to hockey, but needs to be 
applied in Turkey due to its patriarchal society.  
Hegemonic masculinity is a constructed identity that can and will be changed. It is 
necessary for a new male identity to emerge for progress in not only women’s ice hockey 
but in patriarchal cultures like Turkey. In order to move forward, though, we must look 
back to see how we got to this spot and make improvements where we have failed in the 
past. 
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORY AND TURKEY’S CURRENT CULTURE 
 Being that Canadians are crazy about hockey, it should come as no surprise that 
there is a lot of literature on the sport. So through literature, hockey’s history will be 
revealed. One issue that is immediately apparent is the lack of any English history on 
hockey in Turkey. What is available will be retrieved from the International Ice Hockey 
Federation’s website.  
 Literature will also show the issues surrounding women’s participation in sport. 
Through studies conducted in Canada, Sweden, Norway, and the US, it will show what 
women have been challenged with as they participate in ice hockey.  
 Turkey’s political and cultural state will be discussed last. With the countries 
application in the European Union, a lot of red flags have arisen about the countries 
cultural practices. One of them is the treatment of women and how this is one of the key 
factors hindering Turkey’s progress into the EU.  
Hockey’s History 
Canada and Turkey 
 Hockey has been played for over a century in North America, yet it is still young 
in Turkey. The women’s game has seen peaks and valleys since the first recorded game 
and it is important to look at the history of the sport. There is very little literature on 
hockey in Turkey besides the occasional written newspaper article about the national 
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team or men’s league. However, in North America there is an abundance of literature on 
it: from the first recorded game in Montreal, to the games expansion into western Canada, 
and then to the world. Hockey’s growth will be explored through literature and explore its 
growth and constructed identity.  
 The first indoor hockey game was played in Montreal in 1875.  Ice hockey was 
not born overnight, but the game evolved from other field sports like lacrosse, rugby, 
field hockey, bandy, and fused ice games like ‘shanty’, ‘shinny’, and ‘hurley’ (Whalen). 
The combination of these sports lead to James G.A. Creighton of Halifax to rent out the 
Victoria Skating Rink in Montreal on March 3, 1875 to play his version of the game that 
we now know today (Whalen). The rules that were laid out in that early game were 
eventually written down in 1877 and helped form the base of rules that are used in 
today’s modern game (Dopp et al., Whalen). The first Montreal Winter Carnival in 1883 
featured hockey and the games played between McGill University, Montreal Victorias 
and the Quebec Hockey Club propelled hockey’s popularity (Whalen). Coincidentally, 34 
years later, a hockey carnival in Banff would propel women’s hockey into the spotlight. 
Ten years after the Montreal Carnival, hockey’s crown jewel-the Stanley Cup-was 
awarded to the Montreal AAA Club after Governor General Lord Stanley donated a silver 
cup to be awarded annually to the “champion hockey team of the Dominion” (Whalen).  
Since 1893, the pursuit of the Stanley Cup caused hockey to expand across the 
nation and North America. To help understand hockey’s growth, Stephen Hardy and 
Andrew Holman’s wrote an essay titled, “Periodizing Hockey History, one approach.” 
Hardy and Holman succeed in forming the periods of hockey around “convergence, 
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divergence, and re-convergence in playing styles and governance” (Hardy and Holman, 
32). Their reason for periodizing ice hockey’s history is important because “[h]istorians 
of sport have tended to accept the period markers outlined by works in national political, 
economic or military history, even when those markers had little direct impact on the 
sport’s world” (21).  The writers developed four periods of hockey’s history (22-27):  
• Part One. Imported Convergence: From Folk Games to the Montreal 
Game, 1700-1877  
• Part Two. Exported Convergence: A Game Becomes the Game: 1877-1920  
• Part Three. The Wide, Diverging World of the Montreal Game, 1921-1971  
• Part Four. Convergence toward the NHL and Corporate Hockey, 
1972-2002   
  
 They do not specifically argue about Canadian’s identity with the sport, but what 
is important about the information explored in this essay in relation to identity, is that the 
roots of ice hockey may be in Montreal, but the sport spread to other countries rather 
quickly. The game of ice hockey evolved after its growth in Canada (Part One and Two) 
and with its evolution came its growth around the globe as the authors continue to 
explain. By 1908 the Ligue Internationale de Hockey sur Glace (LIHG), which later 
became the current International Ice Hockey Federation, was formed by Britain, France, 
Belgium, and Switzerland (24). The LIHG then convinced the International Olympic 
Committee to include ice hockey as a sport, and ice hockey was premiered in the 1920 
Summer Olympics in Antwerp Belgium in which Canada won the first gold medal.  That 4
gold medal played an important part of creating hockey’s Canadian global identity 
 There were no Winter Olympics yet, so the Olympics were held in April. The first Winter Olympics were 4
held in 1924 in France. 
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(Hardy and Holman), something that Benedict Anderson would agree helped create 
Canada’s ‘imagined community.’  
The national myth of Canada’s hockey identity has been explored and examined 
by many. Kristi A. Allain and Michael Buma use EJ Hobsbawn’s 1983 essay “Inventing 
traditions,” to explain Canada’s forged identity through inventive communities. Hockey 
was invented within Canada’s borders, and thus the sport has its traditions entrenched in 
Canadian culture from an early age. The first game of hockey came just a few years after 
the Constitution act of 1867 that established the dominion of Canada. Canada’s identity 
as a country was growing along with a sport that was growing in popularity across the 
nation.  
Buma’s Refereeing Identity, investigates Canadian hockey novels to see how they 
“inculcate and enforce the ideas of hockey-as-nation and masculinity-as-toughness” (34).  
The books Buma examines cover topics such as capitalism, geography, history, gender, 
and violence, but all have the same recurring theme: Canada is hockey and hockey is 
Canada. Through his research Buma reveals that 80 per cent of the hockey novels in 
Canada were published during or after 1990 (28).  The outpouring of hockey literature 
could only be in response to the increasing globalization and capitalism of hockey. Buma 
concurs by writing “What this means is that the genre of adult-oriented hockey fiction 
developed largely over the period of time in which Canada’s hockey myth was never 
more widely challenge or less demographically true” (28).  The 1990’s saw Canada’s 
dollar drop to its lowest trading value with the US dollar, 63 cents (Orr), and two of its 
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NHL franchises sold and relocated to US cities.  So, Buma argues, when times get tough 5
for Canadians, the national response is to unify around hockey: “hockey became a vehicle 
of resistance against British and American hegemony, something that Canadians continue 
to call on in periods of political and national uncertainty” (Robidoux 2002, 221).   
In the most recent International Ice Hockey Association Annual Report (2011-12), 
there are 66 nations that have registered governing hockey associations affiliated with the 
International Ice Hockey Federation. Hockey is currently being played in traditional 
winter climate countries like Finland, Sweden, Estonia, Russia, and Latvia, but some 
surprising nations appear on the IIHF list like: Argentina, Australia, the Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea, Kuwait, New Zealand, Singapore, United Arab Emirates, 
and others. There are close to two million registered hockey players around the world 
with Canada - 617,707 - and the USA – 511,178 - carrying the bulk of those numbers 
(“IIHF 2012 Annual Report,” 21).  
There is very little, reliable information about the history of ice hockey in Turkey. 
Just a search of the phrase ‘hockey Turkey’ in a journal database only reveals a medical 
article about male Turkish hockey players and their usage of mouth guards (Caglar et al.). 
This could explain the popularity of my blog because currently, it is the only English 
resource on ice hockey in Turkey.  
What is known about Turkey’s formation of ice hockey can be pulled from the 
IIHF website. The Turkish Ice Hockey Federation (TBHF) was formed in 1991 and the 
 The Quebec Nordiques moved to Denver, Colorado in 1995. The Winnipeg Jets moved to Phoenix, 5
Arizona in 1996. 
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men’s national team played their first game in 1992 (“IIHF World Championships”). The 
first time the men’s national team participated in an IIHF World Championship was in 
2002  (“IIHF Past Tournament Championships”).  In the 2012 IIHF Men’s World 
Championships, Turkey participated in the lowest tier, Division 3, and went undefeated 
beating Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, Mongolia, and DPR Korea to earn promotion and 
it will host the Division 2B championships this year (“IIHF Past Tournament 
Championships”). A semi-professional men’s league has been around in Turkey since the 
late 90’s, according to sources spoken to while living in Turkey. Participating number of 
teams have varied in the men’s league from season to season. This year, in the “Super 
Lig”, the top level of competition and league I played in, seven teams competed: three 
from Ankara, one from Istanbul, one from Izmir, one from Erzurum, and one from 
Kocaeli (“TBHF ‘Super Lig’ 2012-13”). There is even less information about women’s 
hockey in Turkey, but to understand the growth of the women’s game it is important to 
examine the history.  
Women’s Hockey Through Literature 
Hockey has long been considered by popular culture as a male sport that is 
associated with violence and aggression. Participation by females in organized hockey 
has been met with ridicule, insults, and lack of interest. However, females all over the 
world are signing up in record numbers to play the sport. According to the International 
Ice Hockey Federation’s (IIHF) 2011 Annual Report, there were 176,362 registered 
female hockey players in 57 countries. Of those 57 countries, Canada and the USA had 
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85,827 and 65,609 registered female hockey players respectively. That means that North 
American players make up 86% of the female hockey players in the world.  In the 2012 
IIHF Report, overall registration for female hockey players increased by 2633. This 
number might seem small when compared to overall registration numbers, but according 
to the IIHF and an article recently published by ESPNW’s Val Ackerman, women’s 
hockey is one of the fastest growing sports in the world (“World Girls’ Ice Hockey 
Weekend,”Ackerman). 
Women’s hockey has been around for over a hundred years, yet the sport is still 
struggling to find its place not only in America but globally as well (Thompson). There 
are few articles and books about female’s participation in the sport and the ones that have 
been published concentrate on sexual harassment, gender constraints by society, mass 
media views, physicality of the sport, homosexuality, and the struggle for legitimacy. The 
following articles look at these issues through interviews, surveys, and experts from the 
public media. Reviewing these articles reveals both a lack of global coverage and present 
efforts to expand the game.  
History of Women’s Hockey 
The first documented evidence of women playing ice hockey was in Ottawa in 
1891 and first reference to women playing hockey in western Canada was in 1897 
(Norton, 10). The growth of women’s ice hockey in western Canada is important to 
examine because, as uncovered by Norton, it was the popularity of the women’s hockey 
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tournament at the Banff Winter Carnival that contributed to the formation of first 
women’s hockey governing body and the first Canadian women’s national championship 
in 1933 (Norton).  Norton’s book Women on Ice, The Early Years of Women’s Hockey in 
Western Canada chronicles the early era of women’s hockey in western Canada. The 
book primarily explores the history of women’s hockey in the provinces of British 
Columbia and Alberta from 1900 to 1940. Through his research of newspaper articles, 
photos, and other accounts from historical archives, he is able to show how the media and 
public viewed women’s hockey.  
Norton reveals through his research that British Columbia’s growth of hockey is 
attributed to the Patrick family of Quebec (Norton, 34). The Patrick family is a legendary 
name in hockey and one son in particular, Lester, went on to legendary status in the 
hockey world. The Patrick siblings, including three sisters, started hockey clubs in 
Nelson, Victoria and Vancouver (Norton, 34-40). Women’s hockey, and actually today’s 
modern game of hockey, owe a lot to the Patrick family; for they sold their lumber 
company in Nelson and moved to Vancouver to build the first ever artificially refrigerated 
ice arena in North America (“A Century of Hockey in Vancouver”).  The Patrick’s built 
rinks in Vancouver (the largest rink in North America in 1911) and Victoria and helped 
fund rinks in Spokane and Seattle, Washington.  There were already evidence of women’s 
teams in Revelstoke, Rossland, Fernie, Cranbook, but the Patrick family took both men’s 
and women’s hockey to new heights in British Columbia and Washington state (Norton). 
They set out to create the first professional hockey league in the west and since the 
Patrick sisters were adamant hockey players, they also formed teams, and were coached 
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by their brother, Frank (Norton, 34-36).  Despite forming a successful men’s professional 
league, and starting women’s hockey in the west, they revolutionized hockey with new 
rules and ideas that are still in use today. Some the rules and contributions include the 
forward pass, goalies permissions to drop to their knees, introduced three periods instead 
of two halves, putting numbers on player jerseys, the painted goalie crease, the blue line, 
the recording of statistics (introduced the ‘assist’ statistic), the first official game program 
in North America, player substitution during game play, and playoffs at the end of the 
season (“A Century of Hockey in Vancouver”).  While all of these are revolutionary, the 
forward pass will forever be the most important part of the game for it increased hockey’s 
speed. Because James G.A. Creighton, the pioneer of the sport,  was a rugby man, the 
first rules he used for passing were borrowed from rugby, only backward passing.  
Because of the access to artificial ice, men’s and women’s hockey teams were 
able to flourish. When the Banff Winter Carnival was started in 1917, the tournament 
organizers couldn’t secure any top men’s teams to play, so they turned to women’s 
hockey (58-59). Through photographs, Norton found evidence of women playing ice 
hockey in Banff in 1904 and 1905, so it was nothing new to the area and not including 
women’s hockey in the Banff Winter Carnival would have surprised the residents (59). 
The first few years saw women’s teams from Alberta competing, but the tournament 
organizers realized the potential for having the de facto women’s hockey tournament in 
western Canada and released a pamphlet in 1920 to summon teams “from as far afield as 
Vancouver and Ottawa… The Canadian girl, not to be outdone by her big brother… has 
donned the knickers and the hockey sweater and is fast becoming the most proficient 
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exponent of the very fascinating and contagious sport of hockey” (61). That call was 
answered by the Vancouver Amazons in 1921 and the Banff organizers made sure that 
everyone knew that the already legendary Patrick name was attached to the Amazons as 
one ad read “Don’t Miss Frank Patrick’s Ladies Hockey Team, Challengers for Western 
Canada Championship” (62). Frank didn’t make the trip to Banff, but instead sent his 
wife to chaperon the team (67). Despite the Amazon’s loosing to the defending three 
tournament champions, Calgary Regeants, Frank’s wife reported how much fan interest 
there was in the series (66). Frank, being the entrepreneurial man he was, decided to form 
the first women’s international playoff series for the Amazons between teams from 
Victoria and Seattle (67). The Amazons won the west coast championship in Seattle on 
March 9, 1921, and returned to Banff the following year to win their only ‘Alpine Cup’ 
despite many challenges in years to follow (67).  Only one other team from British 
Columbia would win Banff’s Alpine cup, the Fernie Swastikas in 1923, with the rest 
being won by teams from Alberta (123). The early success of the Banff Winter Carnival 
proved to be the catalyst for women’s hockey in western Canada and eventually unite 
Canada’s women’s hockey teams.  
In 1933, two important historical events took place in Edmonton: the first 
women’s national championship was played between the Edmonton Rustlers and the 
Preston Rivulettes; and during that championship the Dominion Women’s Amateur 
Hockey Association was born (first national governing body for women’s hockey)(108, 
143).  However, the mid-30’s was the peak of the women’s hockey wave, soon after 
women’s hockey all but disappeared on the west and east coast. The arena that Patrick’s 
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built in Vancouver burned to the ground in 1936 thus ending all hockey in the lower 
mainland, and general interest the sport waned by participants and fans by the late 1940s. 
This was largely due to the Great Depression that had reached Canada and then World 
War II started that not only hurt the women’s game but the men’s as well.  
Besides the historical information, Norton’s book provides valuable insight into 
the way the media viewed women’s hockey. For example, here is a quote he found from 
the Vancouver Sun about a women’s team, the Vancouver Amazons, roster: 
The defense (of the Vancouver team) is composed entirely of those who 
have taken the plunge into the sea of matrimony, and consequently should 
be settled. In the forward line are four debutantes who are seeking laurels 
in other fields. (42)  
No mention of the skill of the players, but instead the newspaper focuses on their 
marital status. Norton also discovers a report from one of the first games viewed by the 
public that states there was laughter from the stands and general amusement (42). 
The Vancouver Amazons practice of slashing the opponent’s shins caused some 
shock amongst reporters (Norton, 46-47). This leads to an important point that is brought 
out in this book: the on-ice attire worn by women players during the early 1900’s was 
what they would wear on the street (minus the hockey skates). The players wore full leg 
length skirts and sweater tops, with some wearing winter hats and other having their hair 
done up. Norton’s inclusion of photography from this era helps bring the players and 
setting to life. Very few women at that time wore shin guards (all men wore shin guards), 
so getting a tap on the shin would cause pain. But this aggressive nature brought by the 
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Amazons is a significant point because “respectable” women of this era were not allowed 
to view contact sports like boxing (Norton, 47).  
There was some positive attention and media reporting on women’s hockey when 
the Vancouver Sun reported on a game in 1921: 
The ladies game furnished thrills galore. The weaker sex did not appear 
very weak when it came to laying on the wood...Miss Kathleen Carson, 
Amazon left wing, uncorked a shot which should make [Vancouver 
Millionaires forward and leading scorer] Smokey Harris turn green with 
envy. (Norton, 68)  
 Two things could be taken from this quote; one is that the players impressed the 
public with their skills, and the other is that despite those skills, they were still viewed 
lesser than the other sex. Throughout the years, the comparison of women hockey players 
being lesser than male hockey players would reappear when the public and media discuss 
the sport.  
Despite the public and male-driven media, women’s game saw a significant 
number of fans that attended important games. For the first ever national championship 
that was hosted in Edmonton in 1933, a report stated that over 2,000 fans attended the 
game, a large number considering the local men’s professional team averaged between 
1,500 and 3,000 (Norton, 143). Attendance peaked in 1935 when 6,000 fans watched the 
Preston Rivulettes play a women’s team from Winnipeg for the National Championship 
in Galt, Ontario (Etue et al.). However, this would end up being the height of the 
women’s hockey wave in the 1930s.  
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Norton discovers there is very little information about women’s hockey between 
the 1940s and the 1970s. This is because women’s hockey in Canada almost disappeared 
after that initial national championship due to the Depression and World War II and didn’t 
begin to fully regain its popularity and emerge until the 1970s (Norton).  
The 1970s saw the reemergence of women’s hockey in North America. Amateur 
women teams began appearing again and the social ideas of women’s roles began to 
change (Etue et al.).  Richard Nixon signed an education amendment in 1972 that saw the 
birth of women’s varsity college hockey: Title IX (Wulf). With athletic scholarships now 
available to women hockey players everywhere in the world, there was more motivation 
to play the sport. That motivation saw the number of women’s collegiate teams in the 
U.S. go from 1,400 to 8,700 from the 70s to today (Auster, 312). By the 1990’s, women’s 
hockey saw its first world championship being supported by the International Ice Hockey 
Federation. Canada hosted and won the 1990 IIHF Women’s World Championship that 
had Finland, Japan, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, USA, and West Germany field 
women’s teams (Etue et al.). Canada and USA dominated in 1990 IIHF Worlds, and they 
continue to this day having won gold or silver at every championship except one (“IIHF 
Past Tournament Championships”). Despite the current imbalance on the global women’s 
hockey scene, countries are continuing to start and support women’s national team 
programs.  
Norton’s book does an excellent job of explaining the rise and fall of women’s 
hockey in western Canada. What is missing from his research are any personal accounts 
from the female hockey players of that era. This is a problem with this era due to the lack 
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of media reporting on the women’s game, there are little to no personal interviews in the 
media; much like the current issue facing my research of women’s hockey in Turkey.  
Issues Facing Female Hockey Players 
One key difference in the rules that govern men and women’s ice hockey is body 
checking. The men’s side is allowed to use their body by slamming it into an opposing 
player to gain possession of the puck. Women are not allowed to. To examine the 
physicality of women’s hockey, Nancy Theberge’s article “’It’s Part of the Game’: 
Physicality and the Production of Gender in Women’s Hockey” is discussed further. 
Through her interviews Theberge tries to answer some important questions surrounding 
women’s hockey like: should hitting be included in women’s hockey as it is in the male 
game and how does the media’s portrayal of women’s hockey make the players feel? 
Theberge spends a season with a women’s elite level hockey team in Ontario, 
Canada and interviews players to get their view on the physical part of women’s hockey. 
The reason for this study is that “the rules of play in men’s and women’s ice hockey are 
substantially the same, with one major difference: the rules of women’s hockey prohibit 
intentional body checking – that is, intentional efforts to hit, or take out an opposing 
player” (73). Because of this key rule difference, women’s hockey has long been 
considered by popular culture to be not a true form of hockey. The media and the top 
men’s league in the world, the National Hockey League, portray the sport as a violent and 
very physical game. Theberge’s article presents interviews with players showing that the 
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physical part of their game is there and asks whether they feel body checking should be 
allowed in the game.  
Responses vary in this article as some players had played women’s hockey in 
1980s when body checking was allowed. As Theberge points out, they view body 
checking as “‘part of the game’, ‘the way it should be’, ‘and part of the fun’” (74). 
However, some players who had not played the game with full body contact appreciate 
the skill and speed that comes from eliminating checking (74-75).  
With the difference in rules between the men’s and women’s game, comes 
concern on how to promote the gam. One player from Theberge’s interview, discusses 
how she feels the media constructs the identity of genders when they are trying to 
promote women’s hockey and how frustrating it is for her:  
It doesn’t make any sense to me. If they want to say, I don’t know, the 
words feminine, I don’t like those types of terms, masculine, feminine, all 
that crap. If they want to do it (promote women’s hockey), that’s not the 
way to do it, from my view. Hitting doesn’t make you any more of a boy 
than non-hitting. I just don’t know what they are trying to do. (76) 
Theberge concludes by pointing out the respondents feelings toward body 
checking and professional hockey. Male hockey players largely strive to become highly 
paid professionals in the NHL or Europe and therefore can risk their bodies to injury. 
Theberge included a quote from a player that echoed the link between professional 
hockey and body checking: “these people (we) aren’t being paid to play” and “they (we) 
have to get up and go to work the next day” (81).  
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Theberge’s article offers personal views by players who are playing at a very high 
level of competition. Physicality of the sport is a primary topic about women’s hockey 
and her articles examine this issue as well. The interviews are helpful, but again only 
concentrate on a small pool of participants of women’s hockey.  
Nancy Theberge’s article, “’No Fear Comes’ Adolescent Girls, Ice Hockey, and 
the Embodiment of Gender,” analyzes 24 interviews with adolescent girls who play 
hockey. The sample for this survey “comprised of 24 girls, who were between the ages of 
14 and 18. Playing experience ranged from less than 1 year to 10 years, and the average 
years of experience was 5” (497).  Girls interviewed were from summer hockey camps in 
British Columbia and Ontario, thus helping Theberge gain a sample from western and 
eastern parts of Canada. The goal of this article was to analyze interviews from these 
players to see what their views are about the physicality of their sport if they feel any 
gendered differences between men’s and women’s hockey.  
The age of these players is important because they are becoming more aware “of 
themselves as athletes” (501). With that awareness Theberge asked the players to 
describe how they play their game and the results were startling similar to what 
hegemonic masculinity has been described as. Most of the players describe some aspect 
of their game as being “aggressive”, “powerful” and “sometimes fearless in the use of 
their body” (504). Continuing on this physical aspect of the players styles, Theberge then 
discovers that the players enjoyed playing in an aggressive and physical sport. One 17-
year-old player went on to say, “I’m pumped for a game. I’m out there to kill.” (506).   
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When Theberge started discussing the physicality of games (body checking), she 
got even responses for both sides: some players enjoyed the emphasis on more skill and 
speed, while others felt that body checking was part of the game and should be included 
in female hockey (Theberge 2003). Here is what a 14-year-old player had to say in her 
response: 
I don’t like it. I think that it (women’s hockey) should be body contact. I 
mean, what do they think – we’re wimps or something? I don’t know. It 
kind of makes me mad in a way because it’s always the stereotype (that) 
we can’t handle it and stuff like that, but we can. (508)  
While the respondents didn’t agree on body checking’s place in women’s hockey, 
what Theberge did discover is “that hockey is a ‘physical’ sport” (506). She says that the 
overall majority agreed with this statement further illustrating that hockey is inherently 
rough or violent. Through her interviews she discovers that the players feel that the male 
hockey teams receive better coaching and more resources allowing them to develop 
better (509-510). This view is also an appeal for more elite female players to play on 
male hockey teams. This article, like many others, still concentrates on the physicality 
and masculine hegemony of the sport while not looking at what is being done to grow the 
game.  
Nancy Theberge’s book Higher Goals, Women’s Ice Hockey and the Politics of 
Gender discusses issues already brought up in her previous articles: physicality and 
gender, but she also examines homosexuality and the players struggle for legitimacy. 
Written in the mid-1990s, Theberge follows around a women’s team in the Provincial 
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Women’s Hockey League (Ontario) and chronicles the day-to-day grind of playing in the 
top women’s club league in Canada.  
 One of the most significant parts of women’s hockey in Canada that is mentioned 
in this book is the Blainey Case from the 1980s. This case is important because it’s the 
first legally documented evidence of women making male hockey penetrable. Justine 
Blainey was rejected from playing boys hockey in Ontario because she was a female, 
despite having a successful tryout, so she and her family took the case to court (Theberge 
2000, 151). This case caused a division amongst supporters of women’s hockey because 
the Ontario Women’s Hockey Association supported the Ontario Hockey Association’s 
decision to not let Blainey play while The Canadian Association for the Advancement of 
Women and Sport supported Blainey (Theberge 2000, 91). Blainey won the case allowing 
her to play boys hockey which upset a lot of women hockey players and supporters. They 
saw her victory as a defeat to women’s hockey and all the effort they had put into 
making, in a sense, a league of their own (Theberge 2000, 91). They feared that more 
players would jump to play boy’s hockey because of the better ice times and more 
resources available to them (Theberge 2000, 91). However, those fears would not come 
true and women’s ice hockey has continued to grow and gain more respect in the hockey 
world with better ice times and more resources available to females (Theberge 2000, 91). 
 Higher Goals, Women’s Ice Hockey and the Politics of Gender provided a unique 
view inside the locker room of a women’s hockey team. Theberge did an incomparable 
job of showing the everyday life of a female hockey player that in turn showed what 
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problems they faced as individuals and a team. Women’s hockey began to expand in the 
late 90’s not only in North America, but also globally.  
Global Look at Women’s Hockey 
 “Gender in Ice Hockey: Women in a Male Territory” by K. Gilenstam, S. Karp, 
and K. Henriksson-Larsen is a study of interviews conducted with women hockey players 
in Sweden. The sample group for this study is a women’s team from the top league in 
Sweden. The ages ranged from 19 to 27 and playing experience was between 3 and 11 
years (238). This article covers similar topics discussed by Theberge in her articles like 
physicality and views on gender but offers a view from a country that is still developing 
women’s hockey. 
 Like the other articles, the discussion is about female hockey players playing in a 
male dominated sport. Women’s hockey is quite young in Sweden when compared to 
Canada. The first women’s national championship was in 1987, compared to Canada’s 
first one taking place in 1933 (236).  
 The first questions to the women hockey players were about their views of male 
hockey players and how society viewed female hockey players. The responses were 
generally favourable views of male hockey players, where the males were always giving 
their best and as one player said: “it is possible to push boys harder, you know. Girls give 
up if things get too tough...practically” (239). One view that wasn’t different from 
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Theberge’s study is that the female players felt if they trained with boys they would be 
better hockey players (240).  
 Next the authors looked at what conditions women hockey players have face in 
regards to ice times. It becomes obvious that Swedish female hockey players are not 
given top priority as they are usually given the latest hours to practice and sometimes 
forced to practice on the outdoor rinks while the male youth players get the indoor 
practice times (240-241). When questioned about why the female players get little media 
attention, the consensus from interviewed players are that since males are more interested 
in sports, male hockey players will get all the media attention (239-241). The players 
don’t object too much to less media attention and poorer ice times; they point out that the 
best that these female players can be is just amateurs, and that their sport is a hobby at 
best (241). The issue of professional versus amateur is another recurring theme in 
women’s hockey.  
 Another similarity to Theberge’s responses is the physical part of the game. 
Players enjoyed the physicality of the sport; one player comments, “as it feels good to be 
allowed to go beyond what is allowed in society” (242). Female hockey players in this 
survey are on the same side as their North American female comrades; that body 
checking should be allowed in their sport (240).  
 Despite the limitation of body checking in their sport, the women’s responses to 
the questions lead the authors to conclude that “[t]hey feel they are real ice hockey 
players… they are made for ice hockey just as men, and they are not frail and weak 
women” (240). This is a strong point because the women feel it necessary to point out 
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that they are not weak and frail; which is what the media in Sweden has constructed as 
women as being.  
 This article provided similarities between North American players and Swedish 
players; however, it showed significant differences when it came to viewing their self-
worth in the realm of ice hockey. The study was an excellent insight into the views of 
Swedish ice hockey players, but was lacking a larger pool of players to interview. 
Interviews with Olympic women hockey players would prove very valuable to this 
article.  
 A study from Norway examines the correlation between females participating in 
traditionally male sports and their experiences with sexual harassment. The study is 
called “Prevalence of Sexual Harassment among Norwegian Female Elite Athletes in 
Relation to Sport Type” and was done by Kari Fasting, Celia Brackenridge, and Jorunn 
Sundgot-Borgen. This study was the result of a questionnaire given out by the Norwegian 
Olympic Committee analyzing eating disorders that featured sexual harassment 
questions. The study was completed by 572 athletes which was an 87% response rate and 
of that total of responses, only 19 decided not to answer the questions related to sexual 
harassment (378).  
 To examine sexual harassment amongst females from different sports types, the 
sports were sorted by four different categories: 1) Formation of sport – team or individual 
2) Extent to which the sport’s clothing was revealing – little, moderate, or a lot 3) Gender 
structure – male or female dominated membership statistics and 4) Gender culture – 
masculine, feminine, or neutral (375 - 376). For example, according to this study 
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rhythmic gymnastics would be considered an individual sport, with little clothing that 
was feminine in gender structure and culture (Fasting et al.). Hockey was categorized as a 
team sport with a lot of clothing that was masculine in gender structure and gender 
culture (376). The definitions used as sexual harassment are as follows: 
The items ranged from mild harassment such as repeated unwanted sexual 
remarks concerning one’s body, private life, sexual orientation etc. to 
severe sexual abuse defined as ‘attempted rape or rape. (378)  
 The results from the surveys provide no significant differences linked to clothing 
or team versus individual sports, but did provide an alarming statistic that 51% of the all 
of the female athletes had experienced some form of sexual harassment (380, 382). 
Female athletes that participated in masculine sports reported higher sexual harassment 
cases than other female athletes participating in neutral or feminine sports (380, 382). 
The authors provide a solution to the higher responses of sexual harassment towards 
females in male cultured sports (i.e. ice hockey); those sports are dominated by 
“traditional masculine values” where sexual harassment is more common amongst males 
and that sexual harassment is a way to “exhibit power over women” (383).  These 
findings, shockingly, provide another example of hegemonic masculinity in sports. And 
when these findings are compared to statistics of violence towards women in Turkey 
(discussed further in this chapter), it is evident that males clearly need to change in order 
for progression to be made.  One form of progression is through law and I argue that no 
other law helped women’s sports than Title IX did in the USA.  
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Collegiate Hockey in the United States 
 As of 2013, the most annually competitive league in the world for female hockey 
players is the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) Division 1 women’s 
hockey level. Currently there are 36 women’s division 1 and 54 division 2/3 teams in the 
NCAA (United States College Hockey Online).   The primary reason for all these teams 6
is enactment of Title IX in 1972 that states: 
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving 
Federal financial assistance. (Wulf) 
 Carol J. Auster did a study of 85 women who played collegiate hockey in the US 
at the same school but at different years. The purpose of her study was to examine why 
they chose to play collegiate hockey and if “habitus” and “recreational capital” can be 
used to explain their choices (322). The study was titled “The Effect of Cohort on 
Women’s Sport Participation: An Intergenerational Study of Collegiate Women Ice 
Hockey Players.” 
 In her introduction to the study she provides some interesting statistics relating to 
female intercollegiate participation numbers up to the year 2006: 
 The NCAA does not sponsor a Division 2 national championship for men’s or women’s ice hockey; so 6
Division 2 schools with ice hockey participate at the Division 3 level but are not allowed to compete in the 
Division 3 tournament. 
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...while in 1970 about 16,000 women participated on intercollegiate teams 
in the U.S., this grew dramatically to about 180,000 women by 2006. 
Similarly, while in the late 1970s there were about 1400 women’s 
intercollegiate teams in the U.S., there are now over 8700 women’s 
intercollegiate teams. (312)  
 Auster compares the birth cohort of one generation to another to see if that 
affected their choice to play ice hockey. One reason for her to look at birth cohorts is 
gender expectations have changed a lot over the years. Auster also considers “enrichment 
hypothesis, Habitus, and recreational capital” as factors into how females make decision 
about choosing a sport (312). The “enrichment hypothesis” suggests that women will 
recognize they have more choices (in sport and in everyday life) because of the people 
who surround them and influence them. Pierre Bourdeiu’s “Habitus” is included in 
Auster’s study and is described as “the lens through which individuals see the world as a 
result of their experiences and the experiences and attitudes of those around them” (318). 
Lastly, her study includes “recreation capital” which is a term Auster uses to explain why 
women would chose to play a sport statistically dominated by men: “I define recreation 
capital as that which is needed to both have a preference for a particular leisure activity 
and be able to transform that leisure preference into actual participation” (319).  
 As mentioned above, the women sampled were separated into birth cohorts: early, 
middle, and recent (321). The “Early” group has players that graduated from 1974-1983, 
“Middle” is 1984-1999, and “Recent” is 2000-2009 (321). The recent group included 
players that had not yet graduated.  
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 The results the survey that asked when players started playing hockey, offered the 
biggest contrast between the cohorts. 96.6% of the “Early” cohort starting playing hockey 
at college, while 52.9% of the “Recent” cohort started playing at the age of 8 or younger 
(323). These results reflect how much hockey has changed for women between the years 
1974 - 2008.  The next part of the study prompted the players to choose why they started 
to play hockey. Here were their options: “My friends convinced me to play, my brother(s) 
or sister(s) played hockey, my mother or father played hockey, liked to skate so it seemed 
like a natural, it was the most popular sport where I grew up, and it just seemed like a fun 
thing to do” (326). Out of all of these questions, the one with the highest response was 
that the sport was just a fun thing to do, 49.4 % response rate (326). The lowest response 
rate was having a parent who played hockey with an 18.8% response rate, however in 
that category; the “Recent” cohort had a 35.3% response rate while the “Early” had 3.4% 
(326). What can be taken from that is that the effects of earlier generations playing the 
sport have already influenced the “Recent” cohort into playing hockey. One question that 
could have been asked was if the National Hockey League games/players had any role in 
their decision.  
 The last part of the survey examines what players wore on their feet while 
playing hockey. This may not seem important, but considering the sports masculine 
background, the responses are significant. The players were asked if they started to play 
hockey wearing figure skates or hockey skates. In the “Early” cohort, 62.1% of the 
players said they started playing hockey in figure skates and 17.2% they still finished 
their collegiate careers wearing those skates (328). The “Middle” cohort had 9.1% say 
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they started out in skates, but when they finished playing all responded to wearing 
hockey skates, while the “Recent” cohort never wore a figure skates while playing 
hockey (328-329).  
 Auster’s study is well researched and the topic is one that interests me, but the 
sampling was too small. Another approach to the study could be examining the economic 
background of the player’s families. The sport has evolved to being quite expensive to 
participate, so an interesting study would be looking at the same cohorts, and see what 
financial resources they had access too. The inclusion of a question to whether any of the 
players had any public female role models could provide interesting results between the 
cohorts. Auster does show that there are significant motivators between the cohorts as to 
why they chose hockey. As hockey continues to evolve, so will the factors for why 
women will choose it, but judging the results from this survey, it must remain fun.  
 There are not a lot of articles discussing female hockey and Title IX, but this 
article does mention how it helped one team in the Midwest find their voice on campus. 
“Women’s Collective Identity Formation in Sports, A Case Study from Women’s Ice 
Hockey” is written by Cynthia Fabrizio Pelak and it looks at collective identity amongst 
the players of a club hockey team at Ohio State University (OSU) in the 1990s. The club 
team at OSU fights for their identity and respect on campus and through collective 
identity they are able to gain respect in the rink and on campus. The female hockey 
players have a common understanding and decide to address the issues they are facing 
together, not as individuals. 
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 Pelak explains that “club” hockey teams on collegiate campuses do not have 
varsity status and therefore are not associated with the athletic department, but are 
typically, affiliated with the student activity services. These teams are not considered 
intramural, but they play games outside of the campus usually against other university’s 
club teams. Because of their non-affiliation with the athletic department, the team usually 
is underfunded and players use their own money to pay for equipment, travel, and ice 
rentals.  The men’s ice hockey team did have varsity status and had their own private 7
locker room at the campus rink where the women’s club team played.  
 When the club was started in the early 1990s, the players learned right away that 
the rink was a place for male hockey players as they were given late evening practice 
times and were not even allowed to dress in the locker rooms (100). The early years for 
the club team were faced with boundaries and they were treated with the excuse that 
because they were the new team at the rink, they would have to put up with sub-standard 
treatment; poor ice time, no promotional space, dirty locker rooms, and even derogatory 
remarks from arena staff (102). Because of these boundaries and isolation, the team was 
able to form an identity; realizing that they needed to stick together because that is how 
they could be heard.  
 The club’s leaders were familiar with Title IX court cases; particularly that of 
Colgate University. Colgate’s case resonated with the leaders because they were able to 
see parallels between Colgate’s club team and their team. Colgate’s women’s club hockey 
 I know this because I have played against over a dozen club hockey teams in the USA and know a lot of 7
players that played club hockey in college. 
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team won a court decision in 1989 after they filed a Title IX lawsuit against the school 
because they were rejected varsity status after applying for it (104). The clubs leaders 
saw this opportunity to help increase their current situation and decided to draft a 
proposal to the school administrators in 1994: 
Because the women’s ice hockey club is affiliated with the University, we 
deserve low rates on ice time...The women’s ice hockey club should have 
fair scheduling with other University clubs and have priority over non-
university affiliated groups...We feel that when the men’s and women’s 
programs are compared, it is obvious that gender equity does not exist. 
(104-105)  
 The response from the school was heard within three months. The team was 
granted access to more ice time and even at discounted rate; however promotional space 
and locker room access was denied (105). The club would eventually get more than what 
they initially asked for in 1994 as one of their coaches, Kay, decided to use her legal 
knowledge of Title IX and gender equity legislation to help raise the club’s status to 
varsity. After steady lobbying, Kay was able to get the athletic department to not only 
agree to add a varsity women’s team in 3 years, but to give the club $50,000 annually 
over those three years to help alleviate the costs of participation (106-107). Pelak is quick 
to point out that the environment of college athletics in the mid 1990s was under a lot of 
public scrutiny with Title IX lawsuits. In fact, months before the announcement of adding 
a varsity women’s hockey team, the school was hit with a million dollar lawsuit from a 
former women’s varsity head coach. The lawsuit also included a women’s national 
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organization getting involved and publicly criticizing the schools unfair stance and 
female athletics (107). Another factor that played into the decision by the athletics 
department was that a new rink was being built on campus to house the basketball and 
men’s ice hockey programs. The date of completion was 1999, the same year the 
women’s varsity team would start playing (108). With the new rink set to open, the 
women’s team would have the old rink all to themselves.  
 Pelak’s article offered insight into collective identity and how it affects women’s 
sports. She says it best when she states: “Ironically, the club’s outsider status encouraged 
the development of a gender consciousness among players and led to a gendered 
interpretation of the club’s negative experiences at the rink” (111). The unfair treatment 
by the athletics staff and rink patrons was another example of women trying to find 
legitimacy in hockey. Not only have females sought to penetrate the masculine domain of 
a hockey rink, but some have even gained entrance into the male’s game of professional 
hockey.  
Women in Professional Hockey – Penetrating the Male Border 
 Women’s hockey in the 1990s was thrust into the spotlight not only for the 
International Ice Hockey Federation’s first Women’s World Championships and Winter 
Olympics, but because of a goaltender named Manon Rheaume from Quebec, Canada.  
 Nancy Theberge wrote an article about Rheaume in 1995 titled “Playing with the 
Boys: Manon Rheaume, Women’s Hockey and the Struggle for Legitimacy.” The article 
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examines women’s hockey struggle for legitimacy and public recognition the sport gets 
by having a women enter the men’s realm of professional sports.  
Rheaume became the first female hockey player invited to an NHL training camp 
and play in an exhibition game in 1992 (Theberge 1995). She was sent the minor leagues 
after her tryout and became the first female to sign a professional contract with a men’s 
team, after signing with the Atlanta Knights in 1992. She moved around to different 
minor league teams over the course of the next few years, but her impression on the 
hockey world will surely last forever.  
 One key issue faced with Rheaume’s “success” in the hockey world, is what 
women hockey players are struggling with, identity and legitimacy. With her ‘breaking 
in’ to male professional hockey, the argument is that women’s athletics are only 
legitimate by the standards set by males (Theberge 1995). So while it is an 
accomplishment for Rheaume, Theberge agrees that women’s hockey is left fighting to 
try to legitimize their sport on their own terms; not by males. Theberge mentions another 
issue that Rheaume faced was her being used a publicity stunt, that a female playing 
hockey is a novelty – a view echoed by multiple women hockey players in the article. 
However, Theberge doesn’t necessarily dismiss this claim despite the team Rheaume 
signed with was the Tampa Bay Lightening and that team had never played a regular 
season game in the NHL. 
 The irony is lost on the media as Theberge provides examples from the media 
proclaiming her professional venture a success for women hockey players. The media 
attention is good, but players that are interviewed in this article mention that there are 
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very few women that could play at the level and that some state they would prefer to have 
their own league to play in (Theberge 1995). 
 This article on Manon Rheaume is another case of the mass media portraying a 
‘rag to riches’ story. Theberge explains this hype in her article with interviews from other 
women hockey players and how they feel about Rheaume’s success. The attention 
garnered from Rheaume was ironic, but also gave female hockey players an idol quite 
possibly for the first time.  Furthermore, the media attention received by Rheaume was a 
step in creating the new male gaze.  
 Hayley Wickenheiser is arguably one of the greatest female hockey players in the 
world. Hailing from a small town in Saskatchewan, she made the Canadian women’s 
national team at the age of 15 and has gone on to have one of the most successful 
national team careers. Her career includes: six gold and one silver at the IIHF World 
Championships, and three gold and one silver at the Olympics. She also participated in 
the Sydney Summer Olympics on the Canadian softball team. Following in her 
teammates footsteps, she became the first female to register a point in a men’s 
professional hockey game while playing in the Finnish second division (Hayley 
Wickenheiser). In her book Gold Medal Diary, Inside the World’s Greatest Sports Event 
she writes about the time leading up to and during the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics. 
Through her journal, accounts of the differences between the male Olympic team and her 
team are discussed as well as media hype and physicality in hockey.  
 The book primarily looks at her day-to-day routine of getting ready for the 
Olympics, but does offer insight into how she feels about the growth of the game and 
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how the women’s team is treated compared to the men’s team. In order to prepare for the 
Olympics the national women’s team plays exhibition games against male midget age 
(15-17) hockey teams. Hayley states that it is difficult to find teams to play against that 
match their size and skill, and the best match are male midget AAA teams (81). Most of 
the games are close in score (with the women’s team winning), but one game in particular 
stands out due to the derogatory comments the women’s team faced. Not only were the 
comments terrible in taste, but the game was rather physical when Hayley putt a player in 
a head lock after being rubbed out along the boards (80). The incident made the national 
news primarily because the player Hayley chose to put in a head-lock was the brother of 
a famous NHL player, but also raised questions about women hockey players playing 
against adolescent boys.  
 Hockey Canada is the governing body for all amateur hockey in Canada and to 
showcase the teams for the Olympics they hosted a Team Canada day in Calgary that 
featured the sledge, women, and men’s ice hockey teams. Reflecting back on some 
interviews she gave during this event, Hayley points out one she gave to Donna Spencer 
from the Canadian press when she was asked whether the men’s team were upstaging the 
women, “That’s their reality, they’re in a million-dollar business, they’re driving a lot of 
revenue for the game, the profile, the media, the expectations. Our reality is a bit 
different, and we’re just happy to be included” (38). She continues to reflect on that 
interview by going on about how she would love to be paid that much money to play 
hockey and that “one day I hope we’ll [female hockey players] get there” (39).  
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 The issue of different gender standards and expectation is raised at the end of the 
women’s national team gold medal celebrations. What happened was that after the game, 
some of the players left the dressing room and went back out onto the ice to continue 
celebrating. Nothing wrong at first glance, but some members of the media happened to 
be in the building still and noticed that one player was 18 years old and drinking alcohol. 
The player in question however was a resident of Quebec where the legal drinking age is 
18, but in British Columbia the legal age is 19. Like a true leader, Hayley had this to say 
about the incident: “We celebrated like any other hockey team. In the history of the game, 
NHL, Stanley Cup, the same thing goes on-spraying champagne all over the place, 
having cigars, a beer. Get a grip. It’s really crap, it’s sexist, and it’s wrong to make an 
issue of it” (199-200).  
 The Vancouver Olympics could possibly become a catalyst for the future of 
women’s hockey. It was after the game that the media started to discuss the dominance of 
Canada and the USA on women’s hockey and whether women’s hockey should be 
allowed in the Olympics (221). It’s true, since the Nagano Olympics of 1998 Canada has 
won three gold’s and silver, while the US has won one gold, two silver, and a bronze. 
Finland and Sweden have been battling it out for bronze except in 2006 when they lost to 
Canada in the gold medal game. But it is important to gain perspective when looking at 
these numbers. The first men’s Olympic game took place in 1921 (IIHF). When Hayley is 
faced with the argument that their dominance is not good for the sport of women’s 
hockey she says “No, it’s great for women’s hockey. Look at how good our team is. Look 
at the athleticism, the skill level. The rest of the world needs to do the same thing!” (221). 
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She mentions that once she has finished playing she would like to go overseas and help 
develop women’s ice hockey and that “Ideally I’d like to work with the International Ice 
Hockey Federation to help with women’s hockey around the world” (221). 
 Wickenheiser has become one of the most important figures of, not only women’s 
hockey, but women’s sports globally. Her journal from the 2010 Olympics offers a unique 
view from an athlete’s perspective and discusses similar issues from other articles. She is 
not only a hockey player, but also a wife and a mother. She played men’s professional 
hockey only for a short time, but is still considered an amateur. Wickenheiser is a 
prominent voice for women’s sports and will continue to help the growth of the game.  
Towards the Future 
It was 23 years ago that the first IIHF Women’s World hockey championship was 
held in Ottawa with little fan fare and played in small rinks in the area. This year, the 
IIHF Women’s World championship returned to Ottawa and Canadians have proven how 
popular the sport is by setting a new ticket sale record; over 200,000 tickets were sold 
(MacGregor).  The games were broadcasted nationally and played in the NHL’s Ottawa 
Senators arena, Scotia Bank Centre (Podnieks 2013). Women’s hockey is riding another 
wave, but will this yet again be its high water mark and come crashing down? What will 
help propel the sport into the next phase of growth? Something needs to change because 
the world will grow tired of seeing Canada and the USA battling it out for gold.   
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Turkey – Women’s Hockey 
There is no record of when the women’s national team was formed, but their first 
official appearance was at the 2007 IIHF World Women’s Championship Division IV in 
which they lost to Romania 27-0 (“IIHF Past Tournament Championships”).  Despite the 
high scoring losses, the women’s team continued to play and improve. They have 
improved so much that in December 2012, they were promoted for the first time to a 
higher women’s group after defeating Ireland and Bulgaria in a qualification tournament 
that was hosted in a newly built arena in Izmir, Turkey (“IIHF Past Tournament 
Championships”).   8
Despite the sport’s relatively young presence when compared to other countries 
like USA and Canada, there are signs of potential growth in the country. In the IIHF’s 
2011 and 2012 annual report, the total number of registered hockey players in Turkey was 
790. Of that 790, 160 are female hockey players and despite the lack of increase in 
registered players between the years, there is reason to believe there will be growth. In 
the 2011 Annual Report there were only three indoor rinks in Turkey, but the 2012 
Annual Report shows that five more rinks were constructed (IIHF 2012 Annual Report). 
With more rinks, there is more ice time to allow a greater number of participants. But ice 
hockey isn’t a sport traditionally played like football (soccer) in the country.  Why do the 
 Because a lot of countries that have women’s national teams are not on the same competitive playing field 8
as some of the top countries, the IIHF has different ‘Groups’ for world championships. Team’s that win 
these groups win promotion to higher groups. Turkey’s women’s national team has always been in lowest 
possible group. 
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current players play the game and why would new players register? Hockey is foreign 
and has an identity that is western. Its identity is also that of aggression and violence.  
Hockey’s Violent History 
  
Violence has been a part of sports for centuries. The Romans, Mayans, and Aztecs 
all participated in sporting events that featured violent acts that caused bodily harm and 
even death (Goldstein). Hockey not only allows males to use their bodies to separate an 
opposing player from puck possession by physical force, it also allows fighting. If a 
hockey fight was to take place on the street, the participants would most likely be arrested 
for assault; but on the ice, it is not only accepted, but expected. 
 Brian Kennedy links Canada’s acceptance of violence to the Battle of Vimy 
Ridge in World War I. Vimy was the first battle won by the then young country and a 
cliché was started that ‘Canada became a country that day’. He surmises when taking 
about violence in Canadian hockey that “It’s not something we are proud of, but 
something that, as a culture, we must bear, an effect of the lingering trace of Vimy that 
lies underneath our placid exteriors of niceness” (261).  Whether it’s Vimy or not, 
Canadian hockey has always been violent. 
Michael A. Robidoux puts forth the explanation that hockey’s violence is linked 
to Canada’s other national game, lacrosse. Long before the European settlers arrived, the 
First Nation tribes that inhabited Canada played Lacrosse. What drew the European 
settlers to this sport wasn’t just the sport’s aggression, but how the First Nation males 
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“provided an alternative model of masculinity to what they had known in France, one 
where physicality, stoicism, and bravado were valued and celebrated, not repressed as 
was the typical Christian model of masculinity” (Robidoux 2002, 214). This new 
masculinity formed from viewing how the First Nations people played lacrosse. The sport 
was used to settle disagreements and help young males prepare for battles, so death and 
injuries were normal (Robidoux 2002).  
 What about fighting though? Fighting in hockey has been around since the first 
recorded match in Montreal in 1875. Robidoux uses J.W. Fitsell’s recorded accounts from 
The Montreal Witness of that game where one witness was quoted saying, “a regular fight 
taking place in which a bench was broken and other damages caused”(219). Fights 
breaking out in hockey became common and are still common today. Kenneth Colburn Jr. 
(1985) points out in his essay that fighting allows players to govern themselves when the 
referees cannot and that despite appearing to be unsanctioned, the fights adhere to 
unwritten codes accepted by the players. Fighting is the literal act of hegemonic 
masculinity where the object is to physically dominate one’s opponents to either be 
knocked out or cause them to submit. No other major team sport (baseball, football, 
soccer, cricket, bandy, handball, and basketball) in the world allows this type of act. So as 
early as hockey’s existence, hockey became Canada’s violent sport. Robidoux further 
illustrates this statement by using cartoons and quotes from American newspapers that 
appeared in the early 1900’s. He goes on to write, “Hockey displayed men who were 
perceived to be stoic, courageous, and physically dominant: precisely the same images of 
masculinity valued in First Nations culture, and later by Canadian settlers” (220).  
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 This violence is still present in today’s modern game of hockey.  One of the 
ugliest incidents happened in 2004 when the Vancouver Canucks hosted the Colorado 
Avalanche. This game vividly stands out in my memory not only for the incident but also 
because of the electricity leading up to the game. Since I couldn’t watch it because I had 
a game that night, I set up my VCR to record the game. The previous time these two 
teams met saw a Colorado Avalanche player, Steve Moore, take a run and hit the 
Vancouver Canucks star forward Markus Naslund in the face with his shoulder; giving 
Naslund a concussion (Maki).  The General Manager of the Vancouver Canucks at the 
time, Brian Burke, was upset with Moore’s hit and said, “I think it’s a marginal player 
going after a superstar with a head-hunting hit” (“Burke offered contract to Steve Moore: 
documents”).  I watched that first matchup between Colorado and Vancouver and 
remembered looking up the next time the two teams met because there was bound to be 
retribution for Steve Moore’s hit. Little did I know that I was right alongside the many 
other hockey fans that tuned in to the next match. Near the end of that rematch game, 
Canucks losing 8-2, Steve Moore was out on the ice when the Canucks forward Todd 
Bertuzzi tried to engage Moore in a fight but Moore refused. Instead of letting it go, 
Bertuzzi continued to pursue Moore around the ice eventually grabbing Moore’s jersey 
from behind and throwing a hard right-hook punch (aka “sucker-punch”) that knocked 
out Moore almost instantly. Moore crashed to the ice head first with Bertuzzi on top of 
him. What ensued was a full-scale brawl with all the players on the ice becoming 
involved in fights. Moore lay unconscious on the ice and had to be stretchered off and 
rushed to the hospital. He ended up sustaining three broken neck vertebrae and suffering 
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a bad concussion, never playing hockey again (Maki). The lasting effect of that incident 
is still felt today as Moore has a $60 million lawsuit against Todd Bertuzzi that is set to 
start trial sometime in spring 2013 (Westhead 2013). Moore later stated in court 
documents that management perpetrated this incident: “Crawford [Canucks Head Coach] 
took his instructions from Brian Burke, his tough talking boss who also advocates in 
favour of violence in hockey” (Cribb).  This statement had truth to it as Bertuzzi had his 
own lawsuit against the Vancouver Canucks as he claimed the head coach, Marc 
Crawford, instructed him to retaliate against Moore; that lawsuit was closed when the 
Canucks and Bertuzzi came to an agreement (Westhead 2012).  This incident is a great 
example of what lessons and images are given to the public of how hockey is supposed to 
be played: eye-for-an-eye, violence-for-violence.  
 Hockey’s hegemonic identity was forged before the first puck was even dropped. 
It was the Canadian settlers’ allure to the First Nations game of lacrosse and their values 
of this new masculinity that carried over to hockey. Even when the first game was 
eventually played, violence found its place. But that idea of masculinity is being 
challenged, just the world’s view of hegemonic masculinity is changing.  
Turkey – A Secular Islamist State 
  
Turkey became a republic in 1923 lead by the charismatic and visionary 
leadership of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. Ataturk (literally translating to ‘father of the 
Turks’) had a vision for this new republic be more westernized and break away from the 
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Ottoman laws. The Ottoman laws were directly tied to the Sharia laws – religious law of 
Islam. Ataturk wanted Turkey to be secular and with that came more rights for women.  
 The new government formed by Ataturk encouraged women to go to school, seek 
employment, and become a new Turkish republic woman (Atakav, 16). Social change 
was rampant in the cities, however in rural areas progress was slow as traditionalist took 
more time to accept the new freedom given to women. 
 The 1980s proved to be the catalyst for the second wave of feminism in Turkey as 
new women’s rights organizations formed and began to “demand equality in the 
household through cultural changes in men” (Atakav, 18).  During this decade new 
secular feminist groups emerged that began to challenge men’s roles in Turkey’s 
patriarchal society. Violence against women was the key platform for these feminists 
groups. It was also during this decade that Islamist women began to emerge and protest 
the ban of wearing Islamic headscarves at public institutions.  
 The diversity of the feminist’s movements became more prominent in the 1990’s 
as the divide between secular and Islamist feminists widened. American educated Tansu 
Ciller became the first and, so far, only female prime minister elected in Turkey, she held 
office from 1993 to 1996 (“Tansu Ciller”).  
 The 2000’s saw secular feminists play a more prominent role in the public as 
Turkey became more associated with the European Union. Turkey’s desire to join the EU 
meant that its laws would need to be amended and this prompted more activism and more 
political involvement by women (Marshall, 227). It was also during this time that the 
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Islamist women began to voice their concern over western ideas and the feminist 
movement.  
 Turkey’s current political landscape is that of tension and scrutiny. The main 
reason for this tension is due to, much like the feminist issues, Islam. The current ruling 
party, Adalet ve Kalinma Partisi – Justice and Development Party - or AK Party, has 
come under criticism for being anti-secular and wanting to move Turkey into an Islamic 
state (Gol, 795). Ayla Gol’s article “The Identity of Turkey: Muslim and secular” 
examines the secular and Islamic identity issues plaguing Turkey. His article examines 
the accusations against the AK Party for seeking a “’silent’ Islamist revolution since 
taking power in 2002” (797). Despite the AK Party’s open candor about its hope in 
joining the western, Christian identified European Union, there are have been other 
movements by the party that have caused the Kemalist secular groups (after the founder 
of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk) to raise their arms in protest.  One was a year after 
the 2007 election when the “holy trinity of secular establishment – the army, the CHP 
(Cumhuriyet Halk Partsi – People’s Republic Pary) and the Kemalist elite – accused the 
AKP of being the “centre of anti-secular activities” (795). Despite the court announcing 
that there was not enough evidence for a full conviction against the AK Party, the court 
decided to cut the party’s federal funding by half (795). This decision didn’t close the 
door on the secularists’ argument and instead cut the AK Party’s credibility. Secularists 
claimed the courts decision was more proof of the hidden Islamist state motives (795). 
Gol pointed out two such moves in his article; one was the announcement of Abdullah 
Gul as president, and the removal of the “decades-long ban on the wearing of 
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headscarves at universities” (798). The controversy surrounding Gul was that his wife 
wore a headscarf, which, as discussed earlier was important identity of Islam and the 
secular feminist and secular groups wanted to end. Gol argues that Gul silenced his critics 
after delivering a speech to the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly in 2007, the 
first Turkish president to do so, and said, “Turkey is a democratic, secular and social state 
governed by the rule of law”(806). Another argument that Gol uses to show that, publicly 
at least, the AK Party is not trying to move the country into an Islamist state is that during 
the 2007 elections 49 women (29 from AK Party) were elected to parliament (800).  
 In his conclusions, Gol states that “Sociologically Turkey can never abandon 
Islam per se two reasons: it is an historical political marker and an integral part of 
Turkish cultural identity”(802).  It is nearly impossible to unveil whether or not the AK 
Party has hidden intentions of transforming Turkey into an Islamist state, although the 
secularists still argue that Gul being president “puts the mechanism of checks and 
balances between secularists and Islamists in danger when the governing party controls 
the presidency” (806). On surface, according to Gol, the AK Party appears to be 
upholding the secularist ideas laid out by Ataturk. One concern that Gol does point out 
though is the arrest of 86 people that were accused of “forming an armed terror group and 
overthrow the Government by force”(806). This move to prosecute these individuals, that 
included retired army officers and journalists, without evidence was an alarming move by 
a government supposed to uphold secular democracy (806). Gol however fails to 
elaborate more on Turkey’s civil liberties issues, something that has plagued the AK 
Party. The AK Party may not have intentions of becoming an Islamist state, but the bigger 
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concerns are lack of civil liberties and violence towards women. As pointed out in Bahar 
Rumelili’s “Turkey: Identity, Foreign Policy, and Socialization in a Post-Enlargement 
Europe,” these are true issues that continue to prevent Turkey from EU acceptance.  
 Rumelili quickly points out that Turkey has been apart of the European state 
system for a long time with, “the Ottoman Empire’s admission to the Concert of Europe 
in 1856, and continuing with Turkey’s membership of the Organization for European 
Economic Cooperation, the Council of Europe (CoE), the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO), and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE)” (235-236). Even with Turkey’s long-standing history with support of European 
organizations, the country’s 2005 application to be a EU state has been under ridicule by 
parliament members of the European Union.  Civilian rights have not helped Turkey’s 
case. Turkey joined the European Court of Human Rights in 1987, thus allowing it’s 
citizens the right to petition to Strasbourg for violation of their rights (245). The most 
recent figures released from the ECoHR, from 1959-2011, show that Turkey has had 
2,747 judgments against it; 18.5% of the ECoHR total judgments (European Court of 
Human Rights 2013).  There are 47 members of the ECoHR, and Turkey accounts for the 
majority of judgments. He are some of the higher violations found against Turkey 
(European Court of Human Rights 2013) [* indicates highest amount of violations out of 
the 47 member states]: 
• Right to fair trail (729) * 
• Protection of property (611) * 
• Right to liberty and security (554) * 
• Length of proceedings (493) 
• Inhuman or degrading treatment (243) 
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• Right to effective remedy (237) 
• Freedom of expression (207)* 
The last one is of important note for Turkey has strict freedom of speech laws that 
have been under scrutiny by organizations like PEN International and the European 
Federation of Journalists (Siddiqui).  According to the website Reporters without Borders 
annual “Freedom of Press Index,” Turkey ranked 154 out of 179, a drop in 6 after being 
ranked 148 in 2012.  The popular video sharing website, YouTube, has been banned from 
being accessed in Turkey since 2008. The ban was originally placed in May 2008 after 
some videos that were deemed inappropriate regarding Ataturk were posted, but the ban 
was lifted in October 2010 only to be replaced again just days later (Villelabeitia). 
Another act of suppressing freedom of expression has been the prosecuting of political 
cartoonists by Prime Minister Erdogan like British cartoonist Michael Dickinson. In 
2005, Dickinson, wrote in the political newsletter Counter Punch about numerous 
accounts of Erdogan filing lawsuits against magazines that published cartoons of him:  
After successfully suing left wing newspaper ‘Evrensel’ last year for 
portraying him as a horse being led by one of his advisers, in February this 
year he sued political cartoonist Musa Kart for depicting him as a cat 
tangled in a ball of wool in the daily ‘Cumhuriyet’, claiming he found the 
cartoon ‘deeply humiliating’. Kart was fined 3500 dollars on charges of 
‘assailing Erdogan’s honor.’ (Dickinson) 
In response to all the lawsuits and trials of cartoonists in Turkey, Dickinson responded by 
publishing his own cartoon of Erdogan and stated: 
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Although Turkey has been my home for the last twenty years I have 
usually avoided any comment of the political scene here in my own 
collage work, more inspired by the shenanigans of Bush and Blair and 
their cronies, but yesterday I decided to break that rule and show defiance 
to despotism and solidarity with the cartoonists of Turkey by adding to my 
site of collages this picture of Bush and Erdogan, whom he describes as a 
‘personal friend.’ (Dickinson)  
 What transpired from the cartoon was a legal nightmare for Dickinson. The 
cartoon, that featured Erodgan’s head on a dog being pinned with a blue ribbon by Bush, 
did upset Erdogan and charges that were laid against Dickinson finally forced him to go 
to court.  The original case lead to an acquittal in 2008, but in 2010 the state prosecutor 
won an appeal to try him again and this time Dickinson was found guilty and sentenced 
to 425 days in jail; which was later dropped to a fine around 3,000 British pounds (Head).  
But what kind of message does that send to Turkish citizens? Their leader cannot handle 
any criticism or even take a joke, so his response is to lock up everyone in prison. This 
trickles down to every citizen who feels their image (ego) has been insulted and are 
entitled to justice. Dickinson was fortunate though as some journalists have discovered 
that jail time is a very hard thing to escape for writing about things deemed an insult to 
‘Turkishness.” Article 301 in Turkey’s penal code has allowed the government to 
prosecute journalists, cartoonists, and others for insulting ‘Turkishness.” The penal code 
was altered in 2008 after pressure from the European Union, however, as articles have 
revealed, the code has done little to stop the suppression of freedom of speech (Jones).  
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One of the sensitive subjects that quickly finds journalists or activists in hot water with 
Erdogan’s government is the Armenian genocide of 1915. Nobel prize winning author 
Orhan Pamuk and Turkish-Armenian journalist Hrant Dink have been charged under 
Article 301 for talking or writing about the Armenian killings (“Q&A: Armenian 
genocide dispute”). Dink was murdered in 2007 by a Turkish nationalist after his 
challenges to recognize the genocide angered nationalists and the government (Jones).  
One columnist for the Milliyet newspaper in Turkey was quoted saying: “Self-censorship 
now is the basic instinct determining journalist behavior when they write a news 
report” (Jones).  
With statistics and stories like that, it is no surprise that Turkey has come under 
ridicule by the European Parliament. Yes, the country is making improvements and 
progress is being made, but when the treatment of women is analyzed, the country falls 
terribly short (Rumelili, 245). During the 2007 European Parliament debates, Austrian 
MEP Andreas Molzer concluded that “The way women are treated in Turkish society and 
their position in it constitute…yet more proof that Turkey is not a European country and 
will never become one”(Rumelili 2011, 239).  To understand what MEP Molzer was 
upset about, the next section will examine violence against women in Turkey.  
Violence Against Women in Turkey 
  
The World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition of violence is quoted in 
Kocacik, Kutlar, and Erselcan report “Domestic violence against women: A field study in 
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Turkey:” “intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, 
another person, or against a group or community, that either results in or has a high 
likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, mal-development or 
deprivation” (701).  Despite the revisions to the Turkish Penal Code to address violence 
against women, the issues continue to persist in Turkey (Altinay and Arat).  The country’s 
application into the European Union has brought on more scrutiny over its domestic 
violence against women, but as discussed in Sev’er and Yurdakul’s “Honor Killings in 
Rural Turkey,” it is the country’s patriarchal traditions of honor, not the country’s 
religious identity that is to blame for the violence. Through the author’s research, they 
prove that one of the prevalent issues facing Turkey, honor killings, “predate Islam and 
are not consistent with the Qur’an” (966).  
In the last five years, there have been multiple studies researching violence 
against women in Turkey (Kocacik et al., Altinay and Arat, Ergönen et al., Akar et al.). 
All of these studies produced alarming statistics of violence towards women across the 
country. Two of the studies that produced statistics encompassing the country 
geographically were Kocacik et al. ““Domestic violence against women: A field study in 
Turkey” and Altinay and Arat’s “Violence Against Women in Turkey: A National 
Survey.” The first study sampled 695 women from four cities in Turkey; Sivas, 
Adiyaman, Denizli, and Kirklareli. The study revealed that: 
27.5% (191 out of 695) of the women clearly reported that they suffer 
from either physical or psychological violence within their own family. 
Twenty-five women did not want to answer this question. Most (89%) of 
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the perpetrators of violence are found to the partners (husbands). More 
than half of the women have been experiencing violence for four or more 
years, whereas physical violence (battering) is most common, but 
psychological abuse is also quite often exercised. (Kocacik et al., 706) 
Altinay and Arat’s article was one of most widely publicized research studies due 
to its scope of respondents and its support from government organizations like the 
Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK).  This study was 
conducted by having 1,800 face-to-face interviews with women from 56 provinces in 
Turkey between 2006-2007 (21). Here are some of the key results from the study: 
• 50.6% respondents where from arranged marriages (21) 
• 99.9% identified themselves as Muslim (28) 
• 19.1% were illiterate; 41.9% were located in the eastern part of 
Turkey (30) 
• Only 7.2% have received any higher education/university training 
(30) 
• 41.3% always asked permission from husband to visit a neighbour or 
friend during the day (38) 
• 34% said they have been subjected to physical violence at least once 
(39) 
o Of that 34%, 51.3% never told anyone before about their 
experience with physical violence (41) 
o 78% of divorced/separated women responded to experience 
violence at least once (41)  9
• 59.9% felt that by educating men better, violence against women 
could be prevented (61) 
The authors concluded that “one of every three women in Turkey had been 
physically abused by their husband” (64), and that a majority of women do not live free 
 The authors offer their interpretation as to why such a high number of reports for this group: “…women 9
may find it more difficult to speak with interviewers about violence in an ongoing marriage than about 
violence in a terminated marriage” (41). 
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lives, but that they are controlled by their husbands (66).  The majority of the women in 
this survey (92%) want to see the governments and courts penalize the men that practice 
violence (66), and there are examples of the courts beginning to crack down on this.  
Turkey was also part of a precedent-setting case at the European Court of Human 
Rights in 2009. For the first time the Court “held that a State’s failure to protect women 
from domestic violence breached their right to equal protection of the law, and that this 
failure needed not be intentional” (Celorio, 908).  The case was Opuz v. Turkey, and the 
European Court of Human Rights found that Turkish authorities were notified on eight 
different occasions by the applicant of violent assaults against her and her mother (who 
was killed) that included: “stabbings, beatings, and the running over of the two women 
with his (applicants husband) car” (Celorio, 907).  Court cases like this one are improving 
Turkey’s culture and understanding. It is unfortunate that it usually takes the loss of life 
to make people aware of what is going on, but it is helping educate and force people with 
authority to take notice of domestic abuse as not a personal dispute.  
The abundance of literature on hockey in Canada is evidence of the sport’s 
national identity. Canadians are fanatic about the sport because of its roots and how it 
helped shaped our identity. There is plenty of information about how hockey started and 
grew in North America, but there is nothing on its presence in Turkey despite being 
played for over two decades there. What is unique about hockey and Turkey is that 
hockey’s hegemonic masculinity is mirrored by Turkey’s patriarchal culture. Turkey’s 
treatment of women and civil liberties is proof of why the country needs a new male 
identity to emerge and it starts with the new male gaze. The feminists groups in Turkey 
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are disputing amongst each other over different ideas, but their overall message is clear: 
equality for women. Women playing hockey is a way to construct a new male gaze, 
leading to a new male identity.  
Despite it’s two very modern cities, Ankara and Istanbul, beach resorts, and ski village in 
Erzurum, the countries women are less than ideally treated. I knew nothing about this or 
much of the country before I decided to move over there with my girlfriend at the time 
and play hockey. I was naïve and centrally focused during my time in Turkey, but little 
did I realize how much of an impact my time there would have on me. 
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CHAPTER 4: OBSERVATIONS  
 My time in Turkey was frustrating and caused a lot of stress. This was mainly due 
to my ignorance and unfamiliarity with how hockey was played and treated in the 
country. My situation at times was less than ideal: no water, electricity, fridge, or money 
sometimes. Because this experience wasn’t living up to my expectations, my blog 
featured negativity and self-centered remarks. I now can look back on my blog with my 
new lens and realize a lot of my problems were due to my ignorance.  
 To get a new perspective on Turkey I interviewed three female hockey players. 
Two from Canada, like me, and one that has been playing hockey for almost a decade. 
Their views help fill in the holes left from my blog and also help show how far the 
hockey scene for women has come and what is needed to continue its growth.  
My Blog – Initial Observations Through a New Lens 
After graduating from college I knew I wanted to pursue professional hockey 
opportunities in a foreign country. I signed with an agent and put my trust in him to find 
me the best deal possible. After he admittedly messed up a contract in Belgium, he called 
me up and informed me he had an offer from a team in Turkey that would not only sign 
me, but would sign my girlfriend at the time as well. After the initial shock of finding out 
that Turkey not only had a hockey league but a female hockey league as well, we signed.  
Initial Visit and My Identity 
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Anticipating it would be a way for family and friends to follow my life there, I 
started a blog using the Google site Blogspot to chronicle my journey in Turkey. My blog 
became more popular than I anticipated as it had hits from every continent except 
Antarctica.   After revisiting my blog once I started my studies at the University of 10
Maine, I realized how little attention I paid to the unique fact that women in a 
predominately Islamic country play ice hockey. My posts were primarily about my 
experiences and how my hockey season was going.  
My blog was an excellent source of reflection on my trip and experience there; 
however, after revisiting my blog I realized how self-centered my posts where.  I focused 
primarily on my day-to-day activities, showed ignorance toward Turkey’s customs, 
portrayed hegemonic masculinity, and neglected to analyze women’s hockey in Turkey. 
One reason for my lack of description of culture or observations was due to being fearful 
of getting in trouble for saying something wrong. Being aware of Turkey’s Article 301 
and reports on the cartoonist Michael Dickinson was enough to self-censor myself. I was 
afraid of my hockey club, teammates, opponents, and even the government taking my 
posts the wrong way and that would jeopardize my season, limiting my pay cheque, and 
possibly getting me in trouble with the law.  
 Aside from hits in USA, Canada, and Turkey; my blog registered hits from Japan, China, New Zealand, 10
Australia, India, South Africa, Egypt, Russia, Ukraine, Switzerland, Iceland, Croatia, and 19 of the 27 EU 
countries. 
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My blog posts were about my current everyday life, but never provided enough 
historical background of hockey in Turkey.  One reason for this is because there is very 
little written about the history of hockey in Turkey.  
My Blog 
Hockey is Canada and Canada is hockey; the nation not only identities itself as 
the birthplace of hockey but as hockey itself.  I never fully realized this until I was in 
Turkey when a shop owner asked where I was from and I said Canada. He said that I 
must be a hockey player and I agreed with him informing him that I was in Turkey to 
play hockey much to his surprise, as he didn’t even know that his shop was located a few 
blocks away from a hockey rink.  
Canada’s hockey identity is one of the reasons why I wanted to travel and play 
hockey abroad as I always wanted to see how other parts of the world played the game 
that I grew up calling ‘mine.’ When reflecting on my blog from Turkey, I realized there 
was a lot of underlying anger and entitlement in my posts. I particularly focused my 
wrath against the Turkish Ice Hockey Federation (TBHF). My suspicion of the TBHF ‘s 
corruption was proven true in March 2011 when two different websites broke the news 
that the federation president, Akin Kilavuz, was found guilty of misuse of funds and 
sentenced to probation for two months and the loss his presidency (“Ice Hockey Shock/
Buz hokeyinde şok gelişme”). However, I was still ignorant to social customs and culture 
in Turkey.  I let my anger cloud my perspective and instead failed to fully appreciate the 
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opportunity I was given. In one post I say “After playing here and seeing how pathetic 
the TBHF is, I count my blessings that I grew up in Canada and was able to be a part of 
so many great organizations and Hockey Canada. I can’t wait to go home and kiss my 
Hockey Canada jersey.” (Appendix A “April 5, 2010”). Seeing how hockey was being 
governed in Turkey irritated me because, being Canadian, I identified that as an insult not 
only to me but also to my country. Buma echoes my feeling when he writes “…
Canadians symbolically possess hockey in a way that other nations don’t (we invented it, 
are best at it, care most about it, etc.)” (Buma, 4). This idea is explored more in Michael 
Buma’s essay in Dopp and Harrison’s book. Buma examines two books that deal with the 
‘Americanization’ of hockey and how it is a threat to the ‘myth’ of Canadian hockey 
identity. The books relate to the shift of the NHL to being more corporate and Canadian 
teams being relocated to the USA. One of the books examined goes as far as saying that 
the American “assault” on Canadian hockey could be characterized as “rape”(48). 
Furthermore, in Buma’s Refeering Identity, when examining Canadian literature 
discussing Canadians resentment to hockey spreading to America, he writes: “Hockey 
novels often see American fans as unappreciative of the game’s sophistication and 
artistry, and therefore unworthy of possessing or controlling it” (85).  The same quote 
could be said about my blog in regards to my view on Turkey and hockey. I felt that 
Turkey didn’t deserve hockey; that they were abusing the sport that I loved, cherished, 
and dedicated my life too. But my ignorance towards Turkey’s culture caused me much 
anger and resentment. After much reflection and removal from that environment, I have 
realized that much like the men of Turkey reacting in anger towards the new ideas of 
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women’s equal rights and freedoms, I too was embodying hegemonic masculinity 
because I was not comfortable with my environment.  
Nothing is more evident of my anger and resistance towards this new hockey 
environment than some of my posts in my blog.  One post was on December 14, 2009 
(Appendix A) after the longest game I ever played without overtime, over 4 hours.  At 11
the end of the game an opposing player took a shot at me after the buzzer had signaled 
ending the game. Full of rage for partaking in a game like this I wrote: “Already upset 
that I had to be a part of this fiasco of a hockey game I finally lost my cool. My gloves 
instantly fell off my hand like they were 20 sizes too big. I began my mad spring towards 
the 6’2” 220 lbs (sic) forward and manage (sic) to catch up to him just in time to hear him 
apologize in Turkish around 5 times as the linesmen grabbed and threw me to the board.” 
My intentions were to attack this player with my fists and dominate him for shooting a 
puck at me, but really I was angered and embarrassed for this is not what I had 
envisioned my hockey experience to be.  
Violence was very common in the hockey games in Turkey. Several of my posts 
include serious acts of violence that, if they had been videotaped, would have been 
splashed across news outlets in Canada and the USA (Appendix A, “February 12, 2010,” 
“February 27, 2010,” “March 3, 2010”).  One such terrible incident was reminiscent of 
the violent stick attack in 1907 that had a player stretchered off the ice (Lorenz). This 
happened in our semi-final game against a team that we actually shared a bus with to 
 Average hockey game, three 20 minute periods with stop time and ice cleans between the two 11
intermissions, lasts two hours. 
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Istanbul on one road trip and practiced with in Ankara on a few occasions. Here is what I 
wrote about the incident that took place in Istanbul on February 27, 2010: 
A player on the Polis (sic) team felt that he had been wronged in a 
previous incident in the game and decided to seek revenge. So he skated 
up behind one of my teammates and swung his stick and connected with is 
mouth!! Blood splattered the ice as my teammate, in shock, tried to skate 
to the bench before falling to the ice. Pulling his hand away revealed that 
two of his teeth had been knocked out and his mouth had been ripped 
open.  
Besides showing the violent side to Turkish hockey, this incident’s parallel to the 1907 
report shows hockey’s inherent violence. There are no National Hockey League 
broadcasts on television in Turkey (at least while I was living there) and I am sure he has 
never heard of the 1907 Ottawa Silver Seven, yet with a stick in his hand he decided to 
whack another player in the mouth. Ironically, the club we played that night was 
government funded and sponsored by the Police Academy (Turkish: Polis). I was shocked 
what I witnessed and wanted retribution myself but I knew I would be suspended for 
doing anything and wouldn’t be able to play in the championship game the following day. 
The player was kicked out of the game but didn’t receive any supplemental discipline. He 
was even allowed to play in the all-star game a couple weeks later.  Violence was easy to 
discuss for me because I didn’t feel that discussing it would cause any problems with the 
government and hockey federation. So I didn’t directly post my views on Turkish society 
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and people for fear of punishment under Turkeys Article 301 of the Penal Code for 
“insulting Turkishness” (“Q&A: Armenian genocide dispute”).  
 Some examples of my slipping in views on Turkish society included a post about 
a trip to Burger King one night.  While waiting to order a burger, a fight involving seven 
Turkish males broke out in the Burger King lobby. My reaction to this fight was writing, 
“Now this might surprise a lot of you, but after being in Turkey for 6 months I have 
realized that Turks will fight over just about everything. It is routine to see an argument 
and a few punches thrown outside our apartment between drivers in the street” (Appendix 
A, “March 24, 2010”). It wasn’t anything terrible what I wrote about Turkish men, just 
my observation of the incident and what I have become accustomed too; Turkish men 
fighting over everything. The fight started in Burger King was over whose turn it was in 
line to order because line etiquette is non-existent in Turkey.  
 Continuing with my self-censorship in Turkey, not only was I afraid to write about 
things considering Turkey, but I also didn’t write about one unique experience that not 
many people get to experience; an invitation to attend a dinner at the United States 
embassy in Ankara. How we received an invite to the US embassy is linked to a social 
gathering that we were invited to attend at the Canadian embassy and I wrote about it in 
my blog (Appendix A, “January 31, 2010”). During the visit to the Canadian embassy we 
met diplomats and staff from various embassies around Ankara. One such person we met 
and became friends with had just been assigned to the US embassy to review immigration 
visas. What is not general knowledge is that the US embassy in Ankara reviews all 
immigration visas from all Middle Eastern countries, so this individual’s job was a 
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stressful and very important position. She informed us that Canada is well known for 
throwing the best social mixers in Ankara and anyone new in Ankara was immediately 
invited to this social mixer to meet everyone. The Canadian embassy gathering was more 
of a party with Canadian beer, whiskey, and wine flowing like a Rocky Mountain river. 
The US embassy employee extended us an invitation to an upcoming US embassy party. 
With my girlfriend and her teammate being American’s we accepted the invitation.  
Our entrance into the US embassy quickly diminished our impression of a typical 
embassy gathering. Security was intimidating and thorough, and we had to leave 
everything at the security gate (no cell phone, camera, keys, wallet; only allowed to carry 
cash).  At the Canadian embassy I took pictures with my digital camera. The dining hall 
we walked into was quiet and solemn, but full of marine families and well-dressed 
embassy employees. There were no foreign embassy employees present, in fact, from my 
interactions with people in attendance; I was the only one with a different nationality 
present. I felt everyone’s eyes on us and couldn’t wait to leave the place. I wanted to blog 
about the experience, but was afraid to share that fact that I had entered a place reserved 
for Americans, people with high clearance security, or being on the ‘guess list’ like us. I 
felt the need to self-censor myself for the protection of friends and myself. I had entered 
an embassy that was surely the target of many terrorists; I had inside details that if posted 
online, others would know and possibly would like to know that information. My fears 
were justified as a suicide bomber attacked that same embassy in February this year 
(“U.S. Embassy in Ankara, Turkey hit by suicide blast; 1 dead, U.S. officials say”).  
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 I eventually posted some stuff that I had been holding back, but I waited until I 
was back on North American soil before posting it. Those posts came in a three part 
series titled “Turkish Ice Hockey Federation Sucks” (Appendix A, “April 5, 2010”).  I 
concentrated all my pent up frustration due to censoring myself and playing sub-par 
hockey, by my standards, on the federation that is supposed to govern all ice hockey in 
Turkey. I didn’t hold back in these posts and focused on rules, marketing, ice rinks, IIHf 
transfer cards, treatment of volunteers, and even criticized the location and appearance of 
the embassy. I would never have written any of this while living in Turkey and playing 
and I was certain had they read it while I was there I would have been suspended and 
deported. Another incident I didn’t share on my blog occurred during the week before my 
big game against Ankara University in which we tied them 4-4. I had not been paid for 
over two weeks and had no money left. So I wanted to confront our board members at 
their café. There was around six of them sitting at a round table playing cards, smoking 
cigarettes, and drinking tea. They all barely spoke a word of English and my Turkish was 
very rough but the message of my frustration for lack of money got through with threats 
of not playing. When one board member understood what I was saying he stood and got 
close to my face, looked me in the eye and said to shut up, leave, and play. But that 
wasn’t what caused me to keep from posting this incident, as this board member 
proceeded to sit back at the table he lifted his shirt up at the rear revealing a silver hand 
gun tucked in the back of his pants. In Turkish he said this conversation was over and 
went back to playing cards.  In one of my final posts on my blog (once back in North 
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America), I slipped this incident in (Appendix A, “April 6, 2010”) and also included it in 
a letter I wrote to the International Ice Hockey Federation (Appendix B).  
 One subject that I barely touched on was what my study is centrally focused on, 
women’s ice hockey. There is only one post that discusses women’s hockey, and I didn’t 
even write it. The post was on November 8, 2009 (Appendix A) and it was written by my 
then girlfriend. Outraged by the treatment of women in Turkey, she wanted to write 
something about how the women were amazing and underappreciated while the men 
were the root of the problem in Turkish society. I didn’t know at the time how right she 
was as I was perfectly content focusing on my hockey. I posted occasional updates on my 
girlfriend’s team, but they didn’t play that many games while there. Their season started a 
month after the men’s league started and when once the season did start, their games were 
played so sporadically that no one knew when a game would occur until usually just days 
before. This is a great example of how little the federation cared about the women’s 
hockey league. It was an after thought. The men’s playoffs were the most important part 
of the league and the federation could only care them selves with that and then decided 
what the women’s playoffs would be (Appendix A, “March 24, 2010”). That’s how it was 
then, but how is it now? My lack of observations in my blog left a significant hole in my 
research so I decided to interview three female hockey players that are currently playing 




The 2013 Turkish women’s hockey league featured a new women’s only team in 
Erzurum and using my connections, I was able to get interviews with three participants 
residing in the eastern part of Turkey. Their names have been changed to protect their 
identities. Two of the girls, Beth and Lisa, are originally from Canada and this is their 
first time ever visiting and playing hockey in Turkey. Their perspectives were important 
because they can fill in the female perspective that I was much lacking in my blog. They 
share a similar lens as they are from Canada and have the pre-disposed identity that 
hockey is Canadian. The other participant is a Turkish woman, Liz, who plays for the 
women’s national team and coaches as well. She is a very outspoken, well-educated 
woman that isn’t afraid to speak her mind; something most men aren’t used to in Turkey.  
 The overwhelming identity of hockey is Canadian according to these players. 
When Liz was asked what her first impression of hockey was, she said: “the feeling is 
Canada.” Lisa and Beth both started playing hockey when they were five years old. Their 
decision to play hockey was influenced by males. Beth played road hockey with the boys 
on her street and progressed to ice hockey when they started playing, and Lisa said her 
dad wanted her to play.  Liz was also influenced by males to play hockey. She grew up in 
a neighbourhood with Russians and Georgians that already knew how to skate and what 
hockey was. So when a rink was built right in her neighbourhood all her male friends 
began playing and she wanted to as well. While Lisa and Beth said they were treated 
equally in Canada when they started playing hockey, Liz found herself being ridiculed 
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and made fun of by the boys. She was called a “cheerleader” and “waterboy” for the first 
couple of weeks while playing with the boys. However, she persisted and didn’t give up 
playing. She said that she played rough and tough like the boys on her team and scored 
goals. Because of her play, the boys accepted her as a teammate and equal on the ice. Liz 
was able to alter her teammates gaze. They first saw her as a lesser person, not as equal as 
them. But through her play and participation in hockey was able to form a new male gaze 
and prove that she can play just like them.  
 When asked about violence in hockey, Beth and Lisa, felt that hockey wasn’t that 
violent. Beth had been in a few situations where she exchanged punches with players, but 
never actually dropped her gloves. Her response was interesting, as she didn’t think that 
exchanging punches with another player was violent. Liz however, felt that women’s 
hockey in Turkey was more violent than men’s hockey in Turkey. Her reasoning for this 
was due to lack of experienced female hockey players currently playing the sport. I can 
understand her reasoning, but I doubt many women players have slashed another player 
in the mouth on purpose. She says that because men have been playing hockey longer in 
Turkey and have the ability to control themselves and understand the sport more. Women 
haven’t been playing that long and this leads to more dangerous situations and higher 
instances of stick work.  
 Beth and Lisa have had nothing but positive experiences in and outside of the rink 
when asked about their treatments as a being women and women hockey players. They 
were surprised about the support they got from the male board members. They haven’t 
felt like they were treated lesser than men and have impressed everyone with their hockey 
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skills. The support from the male board members is a great example of progressive new 
male gaze entering into the sporting scene in Turkey.  
Liz however has different views. She is viewing hockey not only as a player, but 
as a coach and manager. When asked about equality between the sexes, Liz says straight 
up that she and all women know that they are not equal with men. She said the treatment 
is worst when it comes to hockey. The women’s national team is an “afterthought” and 
they get leftover equipment, uniforms, and practice times. The mentality amongst the 
federation and coaches is that “you can’t do to men what you can do to girls.” She 
elaborated by saying that it relates to how they are spoken too and treated. They are 
cursed and yelled at and disrespected when the officials wouldn’t do that to male hockey 
players. The cursing and yelling could be linked back to the Norwegian study, 
“Prevalence of Sexual Harassment among Norwegian Female Elite Athletes in Relation 
to Sport Type,” that examined the harassment in different sports. That study labeled 
hockey as masculine in identity and had respondents reveal that they were more likely to 
be harassed than other sports (Fasting et al., 380-382). The cursing and yelling is a way 
for the males to establish dominance over the female players, which is what hegemonic 
masculinity is. This is shocking and saddening to hear at first, but the fact that the women 
continue to push through this treatment and play hockey is showing they do not intend on 
backing down. The men’s league and men’s national team is the most important concern 
for the federation. Her example given for this statement is how the men’s league schedule 
was organized and set before December while the women’s league schedule wasn’t 
finalized until February of this year.  
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 Violence against women is still as prevalent as it ever has been in Turkey. Beth 
and Lisa said they were aware of some instances of the poor treatment of women before 
they arrived in Turkey and said it was something that concerned them. However, they 
haven’t experienced or seen any violent acts recently. However, Liz said there are reports 
everyday in Turkey. The acts are not just physical violence, but mental violence and what 
concerns Liz is that it will get worst. Liz feels that the current government is hurting 
women and using religion, Islam, to make it worst. This goes against what Ayla Gol’s 
article that argues that Turkey is not moving from a secular to Islamic state. One example 
she provides is that more teachers are being brought into elementary and high schools in 
her area with religious fundamental backgrounds. And with their backgrounds they are 
forcing girls in school to wear headscarves and follow certain religious groups.  
 On a positive note, the girls both expressed that hockey was a way to give girls 
confidence and empower them. Their hockey club only has one team, a women’s team, so 
all of the resources are funneled to that team allowing exceptional treatment and no 
competing with male teams for money.  Beth and Lisa mentioned some of their 
teammate’s parents with religious backgrounds have expressed concerns with them 
playing hockey, but they still let them partake. Liz spoke of one girl on her team that had 
just started playing hockey this year. She is 15 years old and her parents are very 
religious yet they let her play in all the games and even come to her games to cheer her 
on or give her trouble for not playing well. Probably the most touching and positive story 
is about another girl on Liz’ team that started playing this year. Prior to this year her 
family wouldn’t let her even go downtown by on her own. Once the season has started, 
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her parents have not only allowed her to go downtown on her own, but they have let her 
attend practice late at night and travel with the team to Ankara. Playing hockey gave her 
confidence and freedom that she had never known before. She recently told Liz that 
joining the hockey team “gave her another life and changed her life.” 
 When asked about what is needed to improve the conditions facing women in 
Turkish society and in the rink, Liz had a simple answer, education of men. The men need 
to be educated in order for progress to be made. The country appears, according to Liz, to 
be getting worst and the men are the ones in charge; of the hockey federation and 
government. Educating them about equality and treating women equally are just the 
beginning for Turkey to progress.  
Hope for Future 
  
After the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver, women’s hockey came under 
scrutiny by the International Olympic Committee for the lopsided victories by Canada 
and USA (Spencer). The president of the IOC, Jacques Rogge, “implied threat to boot 
women’s hockey out of the Games if the scores didn’t get closer…” (Spencer). With that 
threat the IIHF came up with $2.1 million (Canadian currency) to develop the women’s 
game in countries that would be vying for Olympic gold in 2014 and 2018 (Spencer). The 
plan came to be called the Ambassador and Mentor Program in which coaches from 
Canada, Finland, Sweden, and USA would work with other countries around the world to 
share their knowledge and management of women’s hockey (“IIHF Ambassador and 
Mentor Program”). To lead this program, the IIHF named Canadian Olympic Hall of 
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Fame inductee and current head scout for the Canadian women’s national team, Melody 
Davidson and Team Canada Captain Hayley Wickenheiser as coordinators (“IIHF 
Ambassador and Mentor Program”). While Turkey wasn’t on the list of nations receiving 
some mentors, the fact the IIHF is kicking in millions to further develop the sport shows 
a strong commitment to continue the growth in women’s hockey.  
 Canada and USA’s growth of women’s hockey is undeniably ahead of other 
countries. The popularity of the sport is growing as well, evident by the most recent IIHF 
Women’s World Championship in Ottawa, Canada. The tournament set a record for the 
highest attended women’s game in the world: 18,013 (Podnieks 2013). But that wasn’t 
the only record set, The Sports Network (TSN) reported that the gold medal game was 
watched by an average audience of 795,000 and that overall at least 3.6 million 
Canadians tuned in at some point to watch the game (“TSN scores record audience for 
women’s gold medal game”). That’s exciting news for not only women’s hockey but 
forwomen’s sports, because the media is such an integral part of constructing our views 
on gender and identity. Broadcasting a women’s game and getting that much interest 
shows remarkable growth and interest in the sport. Of those numbers, there was certainly 
a male audience watching and realizing that women can play the sport and that it is just 
as exciting to watch.  
 One man that needs no convincing is a highly regarded and respected man in the 
global hockey scene: Brian Burke. Burke has been a general manager of numerous NHL 
teams including the 2007 Stanley Cup Champions Anaheim Ducks. He was also GM of 
the Vancouver Canucks during one of hockey’s darkest days in the modern era when one 
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his players, Todd Bertuzzi, attacked Steve Moore from behind and left him with three 
broken neck vertebrae and a concussion (Lawless). ESPNW’s Val Ackerman interviewed 
Burke in April 2013 asking about his views on women’s hockey. His responses were 
surprising and uplifting as I personally viewed Burke as personifying hegemonic 
masculinity. When Ackerman asked what he saw as the differences between men and 
women’s hockey, this was his response: 
If you turn on the TV and women are playing hockey, and you’re not 
paying attention, you don’t realize it’s women at first. And then you 
[notice] the facemasks and the long hair and then you see there’s less body 
contact… So, that’s the only difference when you watch. The style of play, 
the quality of skating, the offensive schemes, the defensive schemes, the 
special teams – there is little difference between men and women. There’s 
some velocity on the shots, that’s a little different…[but] that’s about it. 
They’re terrific to watch. The women have come so far, so fast. It’s a great 
product. 
Brian Burke has become one of the new males needed for women’s hockey to be 
accepted equally. Hockey is giving women the ability to show people that they can play 
hockey, that they aren’t weak, and they are equal; this is why the sport is so important in 
Turkey.  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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
Sports will forever remain an important part of our culture. They help us escape 
from our everyday lives to live vicariously through our teams and idols. They unify 
people from all different backgrounds to construct a collective identity. Sports like 
hockey also have constructed our ideals of what masculinity is supposed to be. Hockey 
has always practiced physical, aggressive acts: from its first registered game to today’s 
games. While there have been some saddening acts of violence like the Bertuzzi-Moore 
incident, the sport is inherently physical and aggressive due to its playing arena and 
equipment. Beth and Lisa do not feel hockey is violent, even though Beth has thrown 
punches in a game. Liz even feels that the women’s game in Turkey is more violent than 
the males. Violence will always be a part of hockey, on both sides. The dominating, 
aggressive male identity that is portrayed and breed through the media is what is known 
as hegemonic masculinity.   
 However, according to theorists like Judith Butler, Simone de Beauvoir, and 
Gloria Anzaldua that identity can be changed and constructed in a different way. 
Hockey’s identity is a great example of change. The sport’s masculine identity is being 
altered with not only women playing hockey, but some even playing male professional 
hockey. Women’s hockey has also become one of the fastest growing sports in the world 
(Spencer).  Their participation and quality of play has altered the identity of not only 
hockey but of traditional ideals of femininity. That constructed identity of femininity is 
not only being altered in hockey, but in Turkey.  
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 Hockey’s history in Turkey is very young, but promising as both national teams 
have managed to move up IIHF groups in recent years. The country struggles with its 
own hegemonic masculinity that is deeply rooted in its traditional patriarchal society. 
Turkey’s identity has been in conflict as it is trying to forge a new identity and be 
included into the European Union. This application process has shined a light on 
Turkey’s troubling issues in regards to human rights; especially the treatment of women. 
The statistic that one out of every three Turkish women have been physically abused by 
their husbands is deplorable (Altinay et al.). Women have not been viewed as equals in 
Turkey, which is why their participation in a sport with a western, male identity is so 
unique and important for change.  
 Hockey is helping women find independence as evident by one of the girls on Liz’ 
team. Their participation is helping continue the progress of equality for they are playing 
in the same rinks as the boys and showing they too can have success internationally. Beth 
and Lisa have had nothing but positive remarks about their experience in Turkey. In fact, 
they said they have been treated better there and received better support than playing in 
Canada. The board members of their team are male and cheer loudly at the games. While 
this is a great start, there is still lots to do for better treatment of women in Turkey and, 
overall, acceptance of women sports. Further research is needed into women’s hockey in 
Turkey and other non-traditional hockey markets to show how the sport is giving them a 
new life and altering gender identity. There is too little information on women’s hockey 
outside of North America as the sport continues to grow around the world. Liz 
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mentioning how one of her players has found a new life with hockey is just the beginning 
of how many girls this sport has or will touch.  
 I am part of the new male movement for, as evident in my blog and background, I 
too was a male portraying the hegemonic masculinity. I was violent in hockey and when 
it came to living in a new country, I acted out in anger because of my ignorance to the 
country’s traditions. The Turkish men mirrored my reaction with their responses to the 
country’s women becoming more independent and free: anger, violence, and aggressive 
behavior. Our masculine identities have been constructed through media and traditions to 
be dominating and aggressive; especially when we feel threatened to lose our assumed 
power and control. My blog reflected my lack of concern for women’s hockey, even 
though my girlfriend and friend were playing on a women’s team. However, here I am 
today writing about women’s hockey and Turkey saying that if I can change my identity, 
so can everyone else. Liz said it best that what the country needs is better education as 
my education has opened my eyes and given me a new lens on women, sports, and the 
world. Women’s sports are witnessing a new growing wave and its up to the ones who 
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Signed with Anka S.K. 
 
Stowe, Vermont - Probably first in hockey history, my girlfriend and I have signed with 
the Turkish hockey club Anka S.K. which is located in the capital of Turkey, Ankara. I 
will be playing in the Turkish Super League (Büyükler Süper Lig) and she will be playing 
in the Women's League (Bayanlar Ligi). 
We are still waiting on our departure dates (probably early November). But I will keep 
updates on any news we receive between now and our departure. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 4:03 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  O C T O B E R  1 4 ,  2 0 0 9  
It is Hot in Istanbul and I Smell 
Istanbul, Turkey – I have arrived in Turkey. It is hot, very hot. I am sitting in a cafe in the 
airport and enjoying an ice cold bottle of water and a half pint of Turkish beer which 
costs me 14.00 TYL ($9 USD). But I need it. I am sweating profusely and I smell bad. I 
dressed warm, not only for the cold weather in USA but for also weight restrictions on 
my luggage. I wore my heavier clothes which was probably a poor choice. 
My trip to Istanbul has been long one which included an unexpected flight out of 
Colorado Springs due to an ice storm that caused the highways to be clogged with 
accidents. But thanks to the diligence of Jody and Doug, they managed to get me a flight 
to Denver safely. I must add that the people who were working the check in lines for 
!  cxxii
United in Colorado Springs yesterday were the most friendly and helpful employees of 
any airline that I ever interacted with. 
My first taste of Turkey came in Chicago when I boarded my Turkish Airline flight to 
Istanbul. Seeing the stewardess’s made me wonder what the criteria was to be Turkish 
Airline stewardess. I question this because every one of them looked like they had just 
stepped out of the pages of Turkish Vogue and into a company uniform. Skinny, lots of 
makeup, and hair done so perfectly I wondered if the airline employed a stylist. But the 
characteristic that convinced me that they were all models was their inability to smile. All 
of them had wore an expression like they expected at any moment a photographer to 
jump out take their photo. Despite the lack of smiles the service was amazing. 
As we reached our altitude the meal service was brought out and we were served a 
chicken and rice, with vegetables dish which included a delicious tomato based sauce. 
There was a baby mixed greens salad (no dressing though) and a green bean salad. But 
the real gem in the meal was my choice of a large glass of Turkish white or red wine; no 
extra charge! I choose the red wine (serap as it is called) which paired well with my meal. 
It was dry wine but had a smooth after taste. After the meals were finished and taken 
away they stewardesses brought out headsets and special Turkish Airline travel kits. The 
travel kits included: a pair of warm socks, eye mask, a pair of ear plugs, a mini 
toothbrush, and a single serving of toothpaste. I plugged in my headset and watched 
Night of the Museum 2 and X-Men Origins: Wolverine. Then I slipped on my eye mask 
and fell asleep. 
I awoke to light chatter and slipped off my eye mask to see that breakfast was being 
served. This included: a small omelette with roasted potatoes, a bun with jelly, and cup of 
fresh fruit. As soon as I was finished eating we landed. 
The heat hit me like I was stepping into a sauna. I, like everyone else that wasn’t Turkish, 
started to sweat a lot. We all made our way to the passport lines but I became a little 
confused as to what to do. One of the stewardesses had briefly explained in broken 
English what to do inside the terminal so I just followed the crowd. It was a very modern 
and updated airport and it could easily be mistaken for any North American airport had 
there not been Turkish advertisements everywhere. So I joined the massive lines that turn 
and swerve and lead us up to the customs window. After slowly moving up to the line for 
20 minutes I was next in line. Nervous and not knowing what to expect I watched as an 
American went to the window and was immediately turned away with the words said to 
him “No Visa.” The customs agent (which seems to be just regular police officers) then 
pointed to the right and myself and many other travellers followed the direction of his 
hand with our eyes. We all noticed that well passed the customs line was another line that 
had a title above it “Visa”. We had to purchase our visa before we went through customs 
or as they call it “Passport Check”. So I made my way to the Visa line to wait for another 
10 minutes and purchased a 90 day visa that cost me 60 USD. Americans only pay 20 and 
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British pay 15 Euro. I then made my way back the passport line and waited another 20 
minutes and got my passport stamped and welcomed to Turkey. 
Now comes the confusing part. I tried to find my luggage carousel on the big monitors 
that are set up and to no avail did I find my flight. So I decided to walk to every carousel 
in the airport. All 12 in fact and I did not see any sign saying Chicago-O’Hare. I tried to 
see if I could find my luggage, but I didn’t see any large hockey bag and sticks. I then 
remembered that the stewardess on the plane mentioning something about domestic 
transfers will have their luggage transferred for them. Or was it that we had to transfer the 
luggage ourselves? After walking back and forth three times across the carousels I gave 
up and headed to the customs check, which turned out to be doors you just walk through. 
Then I headed to the domestic departures gates and here I am now. Finishing my beer and 
getting ready to head through the security check and then find my gate for my flight to 
Ankara. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 6:00 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  O C T O B E R  1 4 ,  2 0 0 9  
Arriving in Ankara 
Ankara, Turkey - I arrived in Ankara dry eyed and sleepy around 8pm Turkish time. After 
waiting at the luggage carousel for 15 minutes with seven other people we soon realized 
that our luggage had not arrived. 
I was not looking forward to having to explain what my luggage looked like in English to 
a Turkish lady after she had just been yelled at by six other Turkish passengers. Luckily 
my general manager was able to walk through customs (which apparently don't exist on 
Sundays in Turkey) and help explain to her what hockey gear looked like. Despite his 
multiple attempts to describe what a hockey stick looked like (he even sketched a stick on 
a piece of paper), we left the customer service rep with a confused expression on her face. 
Anil then lead me to a friend in the parking garage who then drove us to our temporary 
flat in Ankara. While driving the through the beautiful city, Anil explained to me that the 
team might be relocating to Istanbul because of ice scheduling conflicts. The rink here 
doesn't want to give us the practice times we want and Istanbul just completed two new 
rinks. It would be hard to relocate because the team is so settled here. 
So I arrive at my temporary flat that is surprisingly very modern and located in a four 
story apartment building. The place had marble and hard wood flooring, kitchen, two 
bedrooms, bath and large living room (which is my temporary bedroom). This is the 
coaches flat for the season. The players flat has not been purchased yet because the team 
is waiting for a response from the federation on our relocation. 
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I drop off my backpack and laptop by my bed and Anil tells me the Swedes are across the 
street at a pub celebrating Nicholas' birthday. We have cake and beer and share some 
laughs. I realize again that the world of hockey is a small one when we start sharing 
stories. I get to meet the head coach, presidents (husband and wife), other goalie 
(presidents son), and one other Turkish team mate. Then to bed to try to sleep off my jet 
leg and pray that my luggage shows up soon because my clothes are starting to talk to 
me. The Swedes have to stay the night in the flat with us because the hotel they are 
staying in locks at midnight. They share the figure skating coach’s room because he is 
Scotland waiting for the federation to decide on the ice time. Yes, three Swedish hockey 
players sleeping in a queen size bed together. Looks like this will be a close team.  
Posted by tylerbilton at 6:02 AM  
T H U R S D A Y,  O C T O B E R  1 5 ,  2 0 0 9  
Temporary Home in Ankara 
Ankara, Turkey - So here is the temporary home for myself and three other import 
players. It is in a great location (4 blocks from the rink) and about 1km from the gym. 
This is the coaches flat for the season and they have the rooms while we sleep in the 
living room. My bed has the Playboy blanket. The president thought it would suit me 
because I am from America. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:53 AM  
S U N D A Y,  O C T O B E R  1 8 ,  2 0 0 9  
A Night Out in Ankara, Not so Cheap. 
Ankara, Turkey - A Friday night in Ankara is a happening time. The city is very alive 
with a mix of the young and old celebrating the end of the week. Anil's friend, Aybeniz, 
invited myself and the three swedes to join her and her friends to celebrate her birthday. I 
was curious as to what customs and different traditions young Turks have when 
celebrating a birthday so it was an easy decision to go. 
So we caught a taxi from our house and managed to fit: Anil (my General Manager), 
Cagil (his brother and other goalie on team), Nicholas (Swede), Pontus (Swede), Daniel 
(Swede), and myself into a taxi car. Thats right, 6 people into a small taxi. We got 
dropped off about 2km from our destination because traffic was so bad (it is 9pm!). As 
we start walking everyone in our group notices how much nicer the homes and the cars 
are. Every vehicle parked outside a cafe or restuarant is a BMW, Mercedez, or Audi. Anil 
tells us that this is the street were all the embassies are located and all the diplomats and 
wealthy political officials spend their Friday nights. 
We meet up with Anil's friends and walk to a small pub. It is here I discover the traditions 
of a birthday in Turkey; karaoke. That is right. All Anil's friends wanted to do was have a 
beer, cake, and sing karaoke. It was also here in this pub that I discovered that drinking 
alcohol in Turkey is a luxury. A pint of Guiness is 10 USD, a glass of Turkish red wine is 
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9 USD, and a bottle of Turkish beer (Efes) is 8 USD. So the Swedes and I purchased one 
drink and listened to the karoake. It was a shock to myself and the other pub patrons 
when an American performed the most amazing version of Frank Sintra's "New York 
New York". We all thought it was the CD playing, but it wasn't. This guy sang without 
barely looking at the monitor and taking sips from is martini during the breaks like a true 
professional. 
It was a nice experience at the pub with a mix of languages being spoken; German, 
Dutch, English, and of course Turkish. I counted 4 other cakes go by with sparklers when 
it was close to midnight and Daniel and myself decided to catch a taxi back to the flat 
while the rest of the group was heading to club where a rock band was playing. I later 
discovered that this was a good idea because the club was so full that the swedes couldn't 
even lift their beers to their mouths and they left as soon as they arrived. 
Here are some pictures of the night courtesy of Facebook. 
The first photo is of Aybeniz (in white). Then Pontus, Aybeniz, Elif, and myself. And the 
last photo is of the group. 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 10:07 AM  
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W E D N E S D A Y,  O C T O B E R  2 1 ,  2 0 0 9  
Hockey? 
 
Ankara, Turkey - Yes, my trip to Turkey has a purpose and that is to play professional 
hockey. But myself and the swedes are waiting for decisions to be made. The most 
pressing decision is if the season will be played in Istanbul, which just had a new rink 
built, or the schedule will be like last year with games played in Ankara and Istanbul. 
Another decision that needs to made is our practice times. Our team wants prime practice 
time and lots of practices. These decisions have to be made by the Turkish Ice Hockey 
Federation and for the past week and a half the Federation says that a decision will be 
made tomorrow and tomorrow keeps coming with no decision. 
This is why we are in our temporary home, living with our head coach. If we do not get 
the practice and game times we want, the team will move to Istanbul. The problem is that 
there is a law in Turkey for sports clubs that when they rent living accommodations the 
club has to pay for the entire year up front. So the club wants to be 100% sure of the 
schedule and practice times before a decision is made. This is a little frustrating but when 
I signed the contract I understood that I would have to leave all expectations in North 
America and travel with an open mind. This has been very helpful as I am discovering 
what patience means. It is hard though because the swedes have been here for almost four 
weeks and their patience is empty. 
Hopefully by Monday, a final decision will be made. Another private club (most hockey 
teams are government run and funded here) has said that if something isn't resolved soon 
that myself and the other import players can practice with their club so we can get some 
ice time. 
As soon as I hear something, I will let everyone know. Until that time, I am going to 
enjoy all that Ankara has to offer; and this city is beautiful. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 7:19 AM  
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S A T U R D A Y,  O C T O B E R  2 4 ,  2 0 0 9  
Politics 
 
Ankara, Turkey – I have been putting the puzzle pieces together to help create the picture 
that is the problem for my team. Anka SK has had some unfortunate luck lately and a lot 
of the problems come down to politics. These problems have prevented us from moving 
into our new flat and also getting practice time. But there has been some good news. I 
was told today that the schedule has been finalized! But still no practice time for us. And 
here are some reasons.  
 
Last season Anka brought in some import players that I will not mention who they are 
and what countries they are from, but say that they didn’t represent their countries well 
and left a black eye on the Anka organization. The incident of course has mixed views 
from both sides but the gist of the incident was that there was a bar brawl that was fuelled 
by heavy drinking and ignorance on both sides. The result was a completely demolished 
bar, trips to the hospital and police involvement. Anka paid for all damages, which was 
very high. What happened next is a little fuzy in some parts but from what I have pieced 
together is that a member of the Turkish Ice Hockey Federation (TBHF) wanted to 
resolve the situation fast and quickly issued the Anka import players their release papers 
and told them to leave the country because the police were getting involved. Anka 
withheld the players paycheques due to their departure and the damages caused at the bar 
and at the players flat. This caused the players to file complaints with the International 
Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF) for no payment and some other complaints they had once 
they returned to their countries. The member of the TBHF then instituted a hold on Anka 
from bringing in replacement import players and Anka couldn’t compete with the rest of 
the teams and soon fell to the bottom of the league.  
 
During the season there was a lot of tension between Anka and the TBHF and some other 
incidents occurred that forced Anka to take the TBHF to court. Anka won the court 
decision and some of the TBHF members were replaced, except for the one individual 
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that issued the import players their releases, he stayed on. It is important to note that 
Anka is one of only two private teams in the Super League. The rest of the clubs are 
funded through government programs and have do not have to worry about money 
problems. The government of Turkey gives the TBHF money to operate and give to the 
private clubs. There are other private clubs in Turkey, but they don’t have Super League 
teams and no government teams operate youth clubs, only the private clubs do so it is 
important to keep the private clubs well funded because the future of Turkish hockey 
relies on them. Anka has built itself into a strong Super League team and club in Turkey. 
So strong that they hold more votes than any other team in the Federation, which means 
they can be viewed as a threat to the TBHF.  
 
This summer the TBHF issued new rules allowing Super League teams to carry a 
maximum of five import players but only three can be on the ice at one time (should be 
interesting to see how they police this during a game). So Anka signed myself, three 
Swedish players (two played Division 1 last year), and a Russian. The Swedes have been 
here for over four weeks (not their fault but false information from their agent), I just 
completed my second week, and the Russian arrives tomorrow. The head coach who is 
from America and has very extensive coaching resume in Europe, has been here since 
early September. Practices have started for the other Super League clubs except for us 
and the other private club (who holds the second most votes in the Federation). The only 
time have seen the ice while in Turkey has been walking to the rink to sit in the stands 
and watch painstakingly as other teams practice.  
 
In September all the Super League teams had to have their papers brought in for import 
players (passports, contracts, etc.) so the league can start processing transfers. My Coach 
and GM brought all the proper documents into the member of TBHF for processing on 
the proper date (one of the only teams to bring ALL the proper paperwork). The member 
that was responsible for receiving the documents and forwarding them is that very same 
member who sent away the import players last year. So the papers were never sent in. 
Anka was fined a lot of money by the TBHF for not sending in the papers in time which 
arrived somehow a week later by certified mail. Anka has refused to pay the fine and this 
has caused the TBHF to delay on getting practice times arranged because the problem has 
been slow to resolve. Anka has also brought up the fact that the member of the TBHF that 
tampered with the papers could be charged by the police but they don’t want to do that 
because that would just cause more problems and embarrass both sides. So with that 
threat and the fact that Anka has the strongest voting power; a person would think that the 
problem would be resolved quickly but not in Turkey. The clubs are a little reluctant to 
join with Anka to go against the TBHF for two reasons: fear and our import players. 
Teams and some Federation members are hoping that this process drags out long enough 
that I and the other import players become fed up and leave. This would cause Anka to 
have another losing season and more importantly lose some of their voting power.  
 
The Swedes patience is a little thinner than mine since they have been here so much 
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longer, but we are hoping something happens soon. Anka is trying their best to look after 
us. We have three amazing meals a day at a little cafe, a nice place to stay (a little tight 
since it is the coaches flat), beds, hot water, washing machine, wireless internet, gym 
memberships, and a beautiful city. This week the President of Anka took me to the flat 
they are close to purchasing for the players. It is huge: five bedrooms (two with walk in 
closets), two bathrooms, two floors, four stories up, fully furnished kitchen, two 
balconies overlooking the neighbourhood, and a huge living room. In the meantime, the 
Swedes and I bide our time between the gym, playing cards in the cafe, and walking our 
neighbourhood hoping that we will practice next week. We have been told that Monday is 
a decision day and if I hear anything before than I will post it! I cannot wait until we play 
because now I want nothing more than to crush every team we play and win the 
championship. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 7:18 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  O C T O B E R  2 8 ,  2 0 0 9  
The Waiting Game 
Ankara, Turkey - My club, Anka SK, has served the Federation (TBHF) with papers to let 
them know that they are taking them to court. This happened on Monday (Oct. 26) and I 
haven't heard too much news since then. What I do know is that all leagues in Turkey are 
suspended until the judge makes a decision or the matter is settled outside of court. I feel 
that a decision should be made within two weeks considering that judge has already made 
a decision on the matter last year and the Federation never honoured that decision.  
 
This pushes the start of the league back a couple of weeks, but as soon as the decision is 
made practices can start and Brittany and I can start coaching as well as getting ready for 
the season. Because of this delay the Swedes are heading home to try to find something 
temporary or permanent. The Russain forward has delayed his flight so he will arrive 
Nov.26. 
 
That is all the news right now. As soon as I hear more, I will post it. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 6:16 AM  
F R I D A Y,  O C T O B E R  3 0 ,  2 0 0 9  
Brittany Has Arrived!! 
Ankara, Turkey - Brittany arrived last night after her long trip from Boston to Frankfurt 
to Ankara. Her flight was a little late so our driver gave Brittany her first true Turkish 
expereince; the thrill of driving with no speed limits. Our driver is an expereinced 
ambulance driver and managed to turn a trip usually takes 20 into 9. It is important to 
note that he was going so fast because he was late for his work meeting.  
 
So Brittany met the Swedes and the Swedes then flew back to Sweden to pursue other 
hockey opportunities because they couldn't wait any longer for the season or practices to 
start (been here for 5 weeks). Brittany and I decided to take a trip to the Turkish Riviera 
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since everything is hanging in the air and we have no permanent living accomodations. 
We will be staying in Bodrum for 5 nights at a little hotel on the water. The timing 
couldn't have been more perfect because the president and his wife have sold their flat 
and are moving into a new flat on Monday. The flat they purchased is fully furnished and 
they needed a place to store their current stuff. So after breakfest, the flat that Brittany 
and I are sharing (coaches flat) became stuffed wall-to-wall, ceiling-to-ceiling with boxes 
and furniture.  
 
Still no update as to when the season will start. I will post more when we arrive in 
Bodrum! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 4:33 PM  
M O N D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  2 ,  2 0 0 9  
The Bodrum Not Usually Seen 
 
Bodrum, Turkey - We arrived in Bodrum late last night (11pm local time). After a couple 
of phone calls to our otel (not a spelling error that is how it is spelt) they finally came and 
picked us up at the otogar (bus depot). Our room is quite cozy (small) but it has a double 
bed and a ensuite bathroom. The bathroom however includes the shower and toilet in the 
same room, so you can shower and do your business at the same time! 
Bodrum is a city known for its night clubs and all night bars. The slow season just started 
so most of the clubs are closed or are complete empty. The temperature is 17C and the 
locals are wearing touques and winter jackets! So needless to say the city is relaxed and 
quite. We spent the day walking all the main streets and window shopping. We found a 
great cafe that has fixed lunches for 6 YTL (very cheap). It includes rice, eggplant/meat 
stew, and a delicious yogurt based garlic and vegetable soup (see picture at bottom). 
Actually, our total cost for meals today was 20 YTL (14.30 CAD). Just to state that again, 
that was for both of us!!! 
After dinner we found a Scottish pub that had draught beers for 3 YTL. Tomorrow we 
hope to visit St.Peter's Castle (built around the Crusade time). 
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Before I go, I want everyone who knows Kara Leene to tell her to come Turkey. Hope to 
see you soon Kara! 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:56 PM  
T U E S D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  3 ,  2 0 0 9  
Found this, Wanted to share 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:37 PM  
T U E S D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  3 ,  2 0 0 9  
Turkish TV Show, Fish, and Celine Dion 
Bodrum, Turkey - For lunch today we decided to walk to the place we ate yesterday, 
Kirmizi Cafe. On our walk we happend to walk right on set of a popular Turkish TV 
show that was filming today. We don't know what it was called or who the stars were, but 
we were told it was popular. 
Once seated for our meal our waiter asked us where we were from. We explained that we 
are living in Ankara but originally from Canada (pronounced in Turkish Kanata). He took 
our order, set lunch menu, and walked away smiling. Soon we heard Celine Dion blaring 
over the speakers as our waiter turned on Celine's greatest hits and kindly smiled at us 
from the back room. When our lunch was brought out it included an amazing bean based 
soup and a plate with fried fish and mixed salad that included parsley and spearmint. I 
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have included a picture at the bottom to show you and yes we at every last bit of it! I have 
also included a picture of the TV show being filmed. 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:39 PM  
S U N D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  8 ,  2 0 0 9  
Back in Ankara, Back to Reality 
Ankara, Turkey - We are back in our coaches flat that is now shared 
with our club president, his wife, his son (our GM), and their other son (other goalie). 
The president has sold their place and is using the money to pay for the lawyer to keep up 
his fight against the Federation. The have another apartment that they have put a down 
payment on but cannot move in yet.  
 
So the update; the league has been scheduled to start today. It will be interesting to see if 
any games will be played today because it will be announced tomorrow that the league 
will be suspended (court order by the judge) and the games played today will not count. 
Now the big decision as to whether Anka is right or the Federation is right should be 
decided this upcoming week (so we have been told). Hopefully Anka wins, they get some 
money, allowed to play in the league, and we can move into our new players flat! We 
have heard that other teams have also voiced opinions against the Federation and they too 
have been declined participation in the leagues they participate in. Seems like the 
Federation is creating some enemies so hopefully Anka will win as the teams on their 
side grow. But it does seem like it is a classic 'David vs. Goliath' scenerio. The Federation 
has lots of money and political connections and Anka is little resources and just the truth 
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to go on.  
 
Tomorrow we are supposed to find out more information so hopefully it will be good 
news! But it is currently 18'c (close to 70'F) so today we are going for a nice walk. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 7:54 AM  
S U N D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  8 ,  2 0 0 9  
Turkish Women... 
Are truly amazing, and the only reason this country is still running. While society is very 
macho, and interactions between men are a continual pissing contest, truly it's the women 
who keep things running smoothly. I have only been here a very short period of time, but 
thus far every woman I have met has been exceedingly kind, helpful and funny, while the 
men have all been macho, loud and obnoxious.  
 
Take our new adopted house mother ( the president of our club's wife). They moved in 
the day before we left for bodrum, and has since cooked every meal. She has a tiny 
kitchen, no oven, and only one working stovetop burner (conditions that make me 
shudder to think of cooking in). And yet somehow she makes wonderful, tasty, and 
healthy meals each and every time. Meals that she serves us, will not eat until we are all 
happily stuffed, and then refuses to let us help her clear the table or wash the dishes. And 
speaking of dishes, as the kitchen sink is the size of a cereal bowl, she waits until the end 
of the day and washes them all in the BATHTUB. yes, bathtub. and yet during dinner 
yesterday, she made sure I had a different bowl for every soup and salad I ate, as well as a 
place and 3 different utensils. If I had to do the dishes in the bathtub, you bed each person 
would get one bowl and one fork, no more.  
 
Then there's Sybel and her mother, who own the restaurant (in the loosest sense of the 
word) that we were/will be eating all our meals once the president and his wife move out. 
They serve us delicious food that they make in a tiny kitchen in the basement, always 
with a smile on their faces. Sybel speaks no English, and I no Turkish, and yet I like her 
quite a lot. She has a great sense of humor, is very lively, and is definitely a wonderful 
cook. And yet, again, she is only thanked by us! Anil doesn't even acknowledge her 
existence. And then the unfortunate times when her boyfriend comes around, she is an 
entirely different person. He is sullen, egotistical, and very possessive of her, and she 
becomes much quieter and subservient when he is around.  
 
My final examle just happened at breakfast a few hours ago. Daria, one of my teammates 
and a friend of the family, stopped by, as apparently she often does. When we were seated 
for our breakfast, she started SERVING US. I was flabergasted- she was a guest in this 
house, and yet it was perfectly normal for Her to serve US. AND Tyler told me that she 
sometimes cleans when she comes here. Again, all without thanks or appreciation.  
 
Tyer and I both agree that all this nonesense with the Federation is, at the real heart of it, 
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a result of the machismo of Turkish men and their innability to ever admit they might 
possibly be wrong. If only the men in this country could take a lesson from their 
wonderful, unapreciated wives. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:06 AM  
S U N D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  8 ,  2 0 0 9  
Super League Has Started? 
Ankara, Turkey - Tonight, officially or unofficialy, the Turkish Ice Hockey Super League 
(ya a mouthful) started. Brittany and I have caught a period from each game so far and 
we have not been impressed.  
 
I know you are wondering why the league is starting and our team isn't even in it. Well, 
the Federation is up to their tricks again. They feel that if they hurry up and start the 
league that Anka will drop the case and see that they can't win. So what this is right now 
is a game of poker between the Federation and Anka. The Federation is at the table with 
stacks upon stacks of chips while Anka has one stack (its lifes savings). Anka is holding a 
Jack of Diamonds and a Queen of Diamonds while the Federation is holding a Queen of 
hearts and a King of Hearts. The Federation doesn't think Anka has the balls to play the 
game (take them to court) so they raise up a few chips, Anka meets the bet (gets a lawyer, 
files the papers). Then comes the flop; King of Diamonds, 10 of Diamonds, King of 
Clubs. 
 
The Federation decides to raise one more chip (starting the season tonight), believing that 
Anka wouldn't dare risk any more money it has to win this game. Wrong. Anka matches 
the raise. Next comes the turn; Queen of Diamonds.  
 
Now Anka is sitting in a nice position: 10, Jack, Queen, King of Diamonds; almost a 
Royal Flush (best hand in poker). All it needs is an Ace of Diamonds and it is a done 
case. However, sitting on the table are two Kings. Anka starts to think what if the 
Federation already has two Queens and the river card comes up King of Hearts? Anka has 
two Kings but the Federation could have a full house. The Federation then raises all the 
chips that Anka has left. Anka takes a deep breath and goes all in.  
 
Brittany and I have been told that the river card won't be shown until sometime next 
week (hopefully Monday). But from what we have been told they believe they will get 
the Ace of Diamonds. All I know for sure is that the Federation is corrupt and polluted. I 
have been reading some posts in the Internation Hockey Forums and I have yet to read 
one good thing about this Federation!  
 
I discovered to day that after a recent IIHF World Championship that all the players were 
forced to give back their jerseys. Not shocking to some, but consider this: all the jerseys 
for the Turkish national team are GIVEN to the Federation from the IIHF sponsor 
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(usually Nike). Doesn't cost the Federation a penny. Now these players just represented 
their country (and they are more patriotic then a southern American) and they want to 
keep their jerseys to hang their wall and show their grand children one day. Sorry, no. The 
Federation takes them and, this is speculated a by few, to sell privately.  
 
It is a shock that the Federation hasn't been overturned or at least somebody has stepped 
up to fight against them. Oh wait, somebody just did, Anka. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:39 PM  
F R I D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  1 3 ,  2 0 0 9  
The Bıg Move 
Ankara, Turkey - So ıt ıs offıcıal Brıttany and I have sıgned wıth Başkent. Anka has 
loaned us to the team for the season so we can start playıng and gettıng paıd. My fırst 
game ıs supposed to be thıs sunday but my transfer card has not be processed yet by the 
IIHF. But Brıtt and I have moved ınto our new flat whıch ıs very large and ıs shared wıth 
one of my teamates Dımıtrı who ıs from Ukraıne.  
 
The new flat came ınto Başkent´s posessıon after one of the owners passed away 
(hopefully not ın the flat) but the place ıs decorated very ınterestıngly. We spent most of 
the nıght packıng away many old tacky stuff but the room ıs massıve and we have a 
lıvıng room to hang out ın. There ıs also a TV wıth 3 englısh channels; BBC News, BBC 
Entertaınment, and CNN World News. I wıll upload pıctures once we get our ınternet set 
up ın our house; hopefully soon.  
 
Tonıght ıs my fırst practıce wıth team. Practıce ıs at 12:25am! I had a lttle skate yesterday 
afternoon and had the board of governors and presıdent ın the stands to watch me among 
others who had heard that there was a Canadıan goalıe comıng to the ıce sessıon. Felt lıke 
a rare specıes at a zoo.  
 
Cheers! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 12:33 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  1 8 ,  2 0 0 9  
BAŞKENT YILDIZLARI S.K. 
Ankara, Turkey - Paperwork is almost completed. Hopefully tomorrow Brittany and I 
will have our work visas processed by the Police and we will be official members of 
BAŞKENT YILDIZLARI S.K.; which is english means Capital Stars S.C. My first 
professional hockey start will be Saturday night against the 2nd place club Kocaeli (my 
club is currently tied for 3rd). Things in the new flat are slowly getting better. We still 
don't have a refrigerator, but luckily it is cool enough outside that we can leave our food 
on our balcony. A fridge should be here in 2-3 days along with internet but in Turkey we 
know now to multiply those numbers 2.  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Team is supposed to have another import player arriving from Ukraine tomorrow night in 
time for our 12:25am practice. Baskent has also singed an American player who is living 
in Istanbul with his girlfriend so he will commute for our games. He will not be in the 
match this weekend because he flew back to Washington D.C. to get his gear.  
 
Found out today that the Federation has pushed Brittany's league start back to Dec.13. 
Thinking it might have to do with Anka SK's court case because they are still trying to get 
a women's team in the league.  
 
Last practice was interesting since nobody from my team showed up but myself and 
Dimitri (my roomate from Ukraine). There were 4 other players that showed up but they 
were from a Division 1 team and they looked like they just started skating this year. My 
club's third string goalie who plays on the Division 1 team came on with his father in just 
skates and blocker and glove. When I took a break in between drills Dimitri and I were 
doing, I felt like somebody was touching my skate and pad. I look behind me and notice 
that the goalie and his dad were poking at my pads and checking to see how sharp my 
skates were! They don't speak a word of english so I felt like a lab rat under the 
microscope. Dimitri and I had a good laugh about that after skating away with Dimitri 
poking me with his stick saying "A real Canadian? You fake? I have never seen a 
Canadian before."  
 
As soon as we get the internet set up in our house I will post some photos to show 
everyone where we are living. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 4:38 PM  
T H U R S D A Y,  N O V E M B E R  2 6 ,  2 0 0 9  
First Pro Game 
Ankara, Turkey – My first professional hockey 
start almost never happened. The Turkish Super League schedules its games on Sunday’s 
so all six teams play right after each other. This seems like a strange idea and it is 
especially when the games last longer than three and half hours and the schedule only 
allows for two and half hours to play the game. Therefore the only game to start on time 
is the first game of the evening. My game was scheduled to start at 7:30pm which most 
players on my team assumed would not start until after 8:30pm. 
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I arrived at the rink with my two Ukrainian roommates, Dimitri and Andrii, at 6pm 
thinking we had plenty of time to get ready and catch some of the game going on. When 
we arrived at the rink it was rather quiet and there was no game going on. The opposing 
team that we were going to play was already in their dressing room getting ready since 
they bussed in from Kocaeli (outside of Istanbul). I headed into my team’s dressing room 
only to find one other player. He speaks English so I asked him why the other game 
wasn’t going on. He informed me that ŞİRİNTEPE S.K had to forfeit the game against 
POLİS AKADEMI because this game was just added to the schedule this week and the 
team couldn’t get a bus in time to make it to the game. Six players drove in to try to play 
but the Federation said no. I wasn’t too shocked by the news because after being in 
Turkey for two months nothing really surprises me so I started my pre game ritual and 
headed to the stands to tape my sticks for the upcoming match. Once I had finished and 
entered my dressing room I noticed another player had arrived along with my player/
coach and he was in a heated discussion in Turkish with what looked like a Federation 
person. I took my seat and stared at the verbal confrontation happening beside me. That 
was when the backup goalie entered the room. A skinnier version of Mike Richter 
complete with a 1980’s helmet/cage combo, he spoke English and was moving to Disney 
World next year to complete an internship for his Tourism Degree. He sat next to me and 
also took interest in the discussion and after 30 seconds of listening he turned to me and 
said “You better start getting ready. We are on the ice in 15 minutes.” 
Shocked, I replied by stating that it was only 6:15 and our game started at 7:30 so warm-
up was at 7. By the time I finished my sentence he was already putting his jock on and 
getting his skates ready. Without looking up he said that this what our player/coach is 
arguing about. The Federation is moving the start of the game to 7 so warm up is now at 
6:30. Taking a look around the dressing room I noticed that there were only 5 players and 
2 goalies, not enough to play a game according to the league rules; must have at least 12 
players and 2 goalies to play a game. Most of the players on my team are used to the 
games never starting at the stated time had not planned to arrive until 7. So I started 
fumbling with my equipment trying to through it on like a firefighter heading out for his 
first call. By the time I had gotten my skates on four more players had arrived and began 
to throw their gear on like myself. By the time my pads were on the whole team had 
arrived and half were heading to the ice for warm up. 
I got my chest protector on and noticed that I had no jersey in my stall. I call out to my 
player/coach and he begins to fumble in the jersey bag while saying that the team didn’t 
have time to get my jersey ready so I have to wear an old jersey. He pulls out an XL 
jersey with the number ‘3’ and the name ‘Selçuk’ on it. I pull the jersey over my head and 
that’s as far as I got. It is far too small for me. My player/coach laughed and after I failed 
to find the humour in it I gave up and took it off. One player commented with a frustrated 
look on his face “Welcome to Turkey Super League.” 
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Dimitri pulls a razor out of his bag and says to cut it. I slice away frantically realizing that 
I am losing valuable warm up minutes. After a few strategic slices I manage to pull the 
jersey on but looking and feeling like a stuffed animal. Despite the limited movement in 
my upper body, I trudge on and I make my way to the ice. 
The warmup music was some terrible Turkish techno, but no matter the music or location, 
whenever I step on an ice surface, it feels like home.  Taking my first lap around our half 
of the ice I glance up at the clock to see how much time I have left for my usual 20 
minute warm up. The clock says 18 and I think to myself that is awesome, I have 18 
minutes left. So I go for another hard skate and grab a stretch all the while I feel my 
teammates staring at me. I head towards the net after my stretch and my team captain sets 
up some pucks in front for my warm up. He just finishes putting the last puck in place as 
the buzzer goes. Confusion rushes over me as everyone begins to exit the ice and just as 
quick as the confusion hit me it disappears as I remember in Europe the clocks count up 
not down like in North America. So what I really had was 2 minutes to warm up. My 
captain fires two shots at me and then the ref blows his whistle and begins to yell in 
Turkish. We head off the ice back to the room. 
The game starts without further interruption and my first professional game goes on. 
Despite taking a mental nap the entire second period and giving up two soft goals, I 
played well. We win the game 6-4 largely in part to Dimitri’s 4 goal 2 assist performance 
and the newly signed 6’5” Andrii on defence. Our next game is supposed to be this 
Sunday November 29 but there might be a conflict because there is a Muslim holiday this 
weekend. 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 11:31 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  D E C E M B E R  2 ,  2 0 0 9  
Another Vıctory 
Ankara, Turkey - Sorry for the delay between postings but it is hard not having the 
internet at our flat and trying to type on Turkısh keyboards ıs a bıt of a challenge.  
 
My team won 9-1 on the weekend. Despıte the hıgh score I was kept very busy ın the 




After the game the water stopped workıng ın our flat and dıd not start workıng untıl 
Tuesday. It was a Muslım holıday here and the water ın flats are operated on pre-paıd 
cards and once the card runs out, no more water. So the water department was not open 
untıl Tuesday. It was ınterestıng to fınd out how much you use water for everyday use. 
Thıs also meant that the toılet dıd not work eıther.  
 
But ıt ıs workıng now and we got money for food and I got paıd for my recent game. So 
today ıs another good day! Oh but practıces have been cancelled untıl today because the 
Zambonı broke down Sunday evenıng after the last Super Lıg game was played! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 2:38 PM  
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2009 
Update on Anka SK 
Ankara, Turkey - Well a decısıon was fınally made yesterday ın the court case between 
Anka SK and the Turkey Ice Hockey Federatıon. Before I announce the decısıon I wıll 
add that ıt seems Brıttany and I were kept ın the dark on a lot of thıngs and ıt was 
blessıng that were able to sıgn wıth Başkent when we dıd.  
 
So the decısıon came down hard on Anka. In Turkısh ıt would be saıd "Anka yok." 
Meanıng Anka nothıng. The Federatıon won and not only won but the Anka board ıs no 
longer allowed to control Anka and the Turkısh Government ıs now ınvestıgatıng Anka. 
So somethıng strange was goıng on behınd close doors and Anka was not completely 
honest wıth us.  
 
I do feel bad for Anka. The presıdent and hıs wıfe have very lıttle money left and they are 
lıvıng ın a small flat wıth no hot water and no frıdge. The presıdent stıll has hıs full tıme 
job though as a hıgh school teacher. But there has to be a reason why nobody ın the 
league or ın the hockey world of Turkey lıkes Anka. I have yet to hear one good thıng 
about Anka.  
 
No games thıs weekend. Team ıs supposed to have a new ımport player arrıvıng 
tomorrow from Russıa. He wıll be lıvıng on the sofa ın the lıvıng room untıl our team 
fınds us a new flat because we also have two more players arrıvıng asıde from hım. The 
team sıgned a Canadıan player also but he ıs havıng troubles fındıng a tıcket to Turkey. 
He has to be here by Monday or Tuesday so he can get hıs paperwork fınalızed because 
he has to play at least 6 games durıng the regular season ın order for hım to play ın 
playoffs.  
 
The other player arrıvıng ıs an Amerıcan gırl who ıs frıends wıth Brıttany´s frıend Kara. 
Kate wıll be fıllıng ın the last ımport spot on the womens team. Thıs ıs why we need a 
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new flat; 4 players rıght now wıth 3 more arrıvıng thıs week and only a 3 bedroom flat 
rıght now.  
 
I wıll let you know when we move ınto our new flat! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 11:41 AM  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook 
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This is a really cool blog man, I will definitely follow it. I'd love to hear about oppurtunities to play or 
teach hockey in another Country. 
ReplyDelete 
M O N D A Y,  D E C E M B E R  1 4 ,  2 0 0 9  
Final Score 34-1 
Ankara, Turkey - I know what you are thinking, how did I manage to let one goal in?! 
Believe me it is a lot easier than you think. It was in the second period, I was dreaming 
that the game was over and then coach decided to put out our 4th line that just started to 
skate last year. It was a disaster that ended with quick breakaway and my pads sticking to 
the ice preventing me from sliding leaving a tiny little hole to slide the puck in. But I was 
glad they scored, made the game a little more exciting.  
 
So the team we played against was Kocaeli Sirintepe SK and they are a team that was 
thrown together at the last minute and has no import players. Not that import players 
would help because the team is just horrible. They played the game with 9 players. The 
only positive is that they have a good young goalie but he broke his hand in the first 
period from a slapshot from our import D-man Andrii Gorovyi (score was already 9-0, 
but should have been 18-0). So the team had to dress a forward as a goalie because their 
other backup is injured.  
 
This became the longest game of my career without overtime. The game lasted over 4 
hours!! I faced 12 shots, if you can call them that. The only real shot I faced was the 
breakaway. The game became very dirty in third period with our import forward Dimitri 
taking a high stick in the mouth chipping his touth and splitting his lip. But the highlight 
of the game (for the fans, not just me) came after the final buzzer. Sirintepe's 'goon', I use 
that termn loosely because he nothing more than a scared man child when confronted, 
took the puck when the buzzer went and took a slap shot at me that hit me in the chest. I 
wasn't paying attention to shot coming as I was looking torward the bench to greet my 
team mates when I felt a puck hit me in the chest. Already upset that I had to be apart of 
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this fiasco of a hockey game I finally lost my cool. My gloves instantly fell off my hand 
like they were 20 sizes too big. I began my mad sprint towards the 6'2" 220 lbs forward 
and manage to catch up to him just in time to hear him apologize in Turkish around 5 
times as the linesmen grabbed me and threw me to the boards.  
 
My teamates came up to me and were saying 'calm down' and 'what is the problem?' 
None of them realizing what had happend. The ref came up to me and asked me to calm 
down too and I asked him "Are you going to give him a penalty or suspension?"  
His response was "What would that do?"  
 
I just laughed and grabbed my stuff and headed off the ice, surprised that nothing more 
had come of that incident. Remembering my junior hockey days as I walked back to the 
dressing room, I just couldn't put it together why my players had not stuck up for me or 
even lifted a finger towards the player who had not enough class to take the loss and 
leave it at that. But I remembered in Turkey that everyone is talk and very little action. 
Men constantly argue and as soon as someone steps in their way to 'hold them back' that 
they become even more tough and pretend to try harder to get at the person. I have seen 
this many times, especially in games. I believe that even if they introduced fighting into 
the Super Lig that you might seen one fight a game, and that fight being between import 
players.  
 
But on the bright side, our team finally got new jerseys. The colours do no match our 
teams red pant and helmet sceme but at least the jersey fits, I got my number (61), and 
they spelt my name right on the back.  
 
Next game is not until January but Brittany and our newest roomate Kate might have 
their first game this weekend! Oh and our flat has a horrible mold problem and Brittany, 
Kate and myself are all crashing in the living room right now until the team finds us a 
new place. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:06 PM  
S A T U R D A Y,  D E C E M B E R  2 6 ,  2 0 0 9  
Team Apparel 
Ankara, Turkey - I have been meaning to share this with everyone for a bit so here it is. 
This are our team issued game day apparel. Not your typical game day attire in North 
America, but it is very comfortable. The big winter jacket looks like it just came from the 




Posted by tylerbilton at 1:12 PM  
S A T U R D A Y,  D E C E M B E R  2 6 ,  2 0 0 9  
Team Jersey 
Ankara, Turkey - So here are our new team jerseys. Brittany's is exactly the same as 
mine. You will notice that the colours are no where near our previous jerseys. The reason 
for this is our club is getting a new president and he comes from a city on the Black Sea 
called Trabzon. One of the big four football (soccer) clubs is from Trabzon and it is his 
favorite team. So one of the stippulations for him becoming our president was that we 
had to change our team colours to Trabzonspor Football Club's colours. The manager 
managed to fit in one of the clubs original colours, orange. However the men's team looks 
horrible now because we have red helmets and red pants. 
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Posted by tylerbilton at 1:20 PM  
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 2009 
Turkish Super League 
Ankara, Turkey - Found a link for the Turkish Super League so all of you can keep 
updated on standings and allows more information on the league. The link is on the right 
side of my blog under 'Hockey Links', 'Turkish Super League'. It is a Wikipedia page, but 
it's in English! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 2:54 PM  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook 
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Wow, dude that is an awesome picture. I'm really interested in Hockey in other countries. It is a 
dream of mine to play hockey in every country that plays. I will definitely add Turkey to the list! 
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S U N D A Y,  D E C E M B E R  2 7 ,  2 0 0 9  
Turkish Women's Hockey League Link 
Ankara, Turkey - Found the Women's League Wikipedia website. Hopefully it will be 
updated during the season to keep everyone updated on Brittany and Kate's games. The 
link is below but it is also in my 'Hockey Link' tab on the right. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkish_Ice_Hockey_Women%27s_League 
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Posted by tylerbilton at 12:20 PM  
M O N D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  4 ,  2 0 1 0  
Brittany and Kate's First Professional Game 
Ankara, Turkey - The lady's first pro game finally took place on Saturday January 2, 
2010. Baskent took on the 2009 Women's League Champions Milenyum SK. It was an 
exciting game to watch and the lady's played their best, but the Milenyum team proved to 
have too much depth for Baskent and the final score was 8-2. Kate scored her first 
professional goal on the night, a wicked wrist shot top shelf from the slot. Brittany 
proved her defensive prowess facing five 2-on-1's during the game and stopping them all. 
The next game for the Baskent women's team is scheduled for January 9 vs. ABBA SK. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:44 AM  
M O N D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  4 ,  2 0 1 0  
Canada Connection 
Ankara, Turkey - After waiting for my GM to 
find two players to fill our import spots for a month and having no success, I decided to 
send an email to my agent to see what he could find for us. So last week two new 
Canadian players arrived.  
 
Blake who is from Burlington, Ont. arrived via the German 4th league and previously 
played for Lawrence University (NCAA) and University of Ottawa (CIS).  
 
Andrew is from Ottawa, Ont. and comes to Baskent via Partisan of the Serbian league 
and previously played for Hamilton College (NCAA).  
 
Now if all the Turkish players could come to practice on a steady basis, I think we will 
have a great team! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:46 AM  
M O N D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  4 ,  2 0 1 0  
Turkish New Year's 
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Ankara, Turkey - New Year's in Turkey is a big deal. It is like Christmas and New Year's 
wrapped in one massive present. What we consider Christmas decorations, the Turks 
consider New Year's decorations. Which is why I started to notice 'Christmas' trees and 
men wearing Santa hats on New Year's eve.  
 
Our club, Baskent, invited us to one of our sponsors place; a cafe located at the rink 
called 'X-House'. The sign out front gives the impression of a strip club, but when you 
walk in, it is completely stripped bare of anything but chairs and tables. The entire board 
of our club brought their families to enjoy in a large meal that the president helped 
prepare.  
 
It was a nice meal but the real bonus was all the beer and Raki (Turkish alcoholic drink). 
After a few drinks the president and his sons showed us a traditional dance from the 
region that he is from (Northeast, on Black Sea). Then we all joined in and learned how 
to dance like a Turk. It was quite easy and a lot of fun. In Turkey, I am a good dancer.  
 
Once New Year's struck, Brittany, Kate, Blake, and myself headed to the Ankara 
University women's import players apartment. We were joined by members of other 
teams as well and socialized till about 4 or 5am. It was a very memorable New Year's. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 9:01 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  6 ,  2 0 1 0  
A Quick Canadian Exit 
Ankara, Turkey - Woke up this morning to the sunlight pouring through the massive 
window in our new flat. Kate, Brittany, Coach, and myself have finally moved! But there 
is no hot water, no cooking ware, and only two rooms have proper working electric 
outlets. On the positive side, there is no mold, we have a new oven, new fridge, and a 
new washing machine (with missing attachments).  
 
Brittany and I have been placed in what used to be a living room in the new flat. Great 
that it is large, but unfortunate because it faces a busy road (traffic all night), the curtains 
are sheer and do not fit the window, and the room is too big to warm up properly.  
 
After going out for breakfest I get a call from my GM to bring the new Canadian players 
to our sponsors cafe to sing their contracts. So I head over to my old moldy flat, their new 
flat, to get them. I get buzzed in and walk up the stairs to the door to be greeted by my 
GM who is painting over the mold in the bedroom.  
 
"Where are Blake and Andrew?" I ask.  
"They with you." He says.  
"No they are not, why else would I be here to pick them up?" I reply.  
"They tell Dima they sleep your house yesterday night." He insists.  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We don't say anything but look at each other confused because he can see on my face that 
they didn't come over to Britt's and my new place to spend the night.  
 
"Where are they?" He says with his usualy smile that hides his confusion.  
 
I immediately head to the cafe at the rink so I can use the internet and check my emails. 
No messages. Check facebook, no messages. I email my agent and Blake and Andrew.  
 
 
GM calls me again and asks if where are the Canadians. I tell him I have no idea, but I 
told him they probably left. Two nights ago the contracts were shown to Blake and 
Andrew and they said they wouldn't sign the contracts until the mold problem was fixed 
at the house. So mold problem wasn't fixed and they held true to their word.  
 
Hours later I get an email from my agent, Blake, and Andrew informing us that they left 
in the middle of the night to head to Finland for a tryout. Relieved they are ok, I have to 
thank them for giving the Turks the true definition of what it means to stay true to ones 
word. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 5:04 PM  
F R I D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  1 5 ,  2 0 1 0  
New Players 
Ankara, Turkey - So the team finally found two new players to replace the Canadians. 
The Latvian, Jurijs Klujevskis, played in the 2006 World Junior Championships that were 
held in British Columbia (Canada won Gold and Pogge was in net). He was playing in 
the second level in Russia (below KHL) when his team ran out of cash so he was 
transfered to another club. That club didn't play him because of some politics, so he 
wants to finish out the season playing instead of sitting in the stands. He becomes a free 
agent next season so I can play anywhere in Russia or the Belarus league.  
 
The second player is a defensemen from Slovakia, Michal Tomasik. He played in Turkey 
two years ago, but I do not know where he was playing this year. He also played two 
years in France and a season in Slovakia.  
 
I will be meeting the new players today at practice. Brittany plays her second pro game 
this Sunday against Ankara University. Kate is not allowed to play because Sunday's 
game is a make-up game that was cancelled in December and since Kate's paperwork 
wasn't ready for that game, she cannot play in this game now.  
 
My schedule has changed, again, with my next game being played on Wednesday at 1pm. 
Yes, 1pm. I expect to have no fans at this game since everyone will be in school or 
working. However, every other Super Lig team will be travelling to Istanbul this weekend 
to play in the brand new arena there. Interesting. 
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Posted by tylerbilton at 9:31 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  2 0 ,  2 0 1 0  
It Seems There is a Communication Problem 
Ankara, Turkey - So my scheduled game today at 1pm vs Polis was cancelled last night. 
Turns out the hockey Federation didn't get the memo that the curling Federation has the 
ice booked in Ankara for the next 5 days to host a tournament (yes I was shocked too 
when I heard that Turkey has curling). So my next game MIGHT be on Saturday against 
Ankara University, in Istanbul. Yes, two teams from Ankara travelling to Istanbul to play 
a game. I would be upset with this, but after skating on the horrible ice here in Ankara, I 
would love to travel 5 hours to play in a brand new rink with new ice. I hear that the ice 
actually stays frozen for an entire game and doesn't turn to slush!! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 10:00 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  2 0 ,  2 0 1 0  
Game on Saturday 
Ankara, Turkey, - Just got word that my game on Saturday in Istanbul will be against 
Polis, not Ankara U, at 6pm. My team will either be leaving Friday evening or early 
Saturday morning by charter bus. Just waiting for the Federation to finalize the travel 
details. Should be an interesting trip! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 12:51 PM  
S U N D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  2 4 ,  2 0 1 0  
Snow Storm in Istanbul and Another Win 
Istanbul, Turkey - What a road trip! First the bus we took was a 22 seat mini-bus that 
didn't have enough room to store our bags on the bottom so half of the bags were thrown 
inside the bus. Second, I managed to pick the seat with the heater located at it; and just so 
you know the Turks hate being cold. Third, we travelled to Istanbul which was in the 
middle of being hit by the worst winter storm it has seen in almost 100 years. The 
weather was so bad that EVERY sporting event in Istanbul was cancelled this weekend, 
EXCEPT hockey matches. A 4-5 hour trip quickly turned into 6.5 hour trip which doesn't 
sound too bad, but when you are travelling with the clubs board members who can't go 
for 30 minutes without smoking it can get annoying. Oh, and the board members smoke 
on the bus! After one hour I finally got up told the president that if he smokes on the bus 
one more time that I am not playing in today's game. That got the message across since I 
was the only goalie they had for the game. 
After being stuck in traffic trying to cross the Bosphorus Brindge for an hour, we entered 
Europe and found our little Kofte place for our pre-game meal. Kebap and rice, with 
some tea. 
Back on the bus and off to the newly opened arena which is located right behind the 
Walls of Constantinople, which still stand today and surround the old city of 
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Constantinople. The new arena is just what you would expect in a rink; good ice, good 
boards, clean dressing rooms, and nice seating. I was so impressed that I would be happy 
playing every game in this rink for the rest of the season. Just the thought of having to 
practice in Ankara again makes me feel sorry for my goalie pads, who are being worn 
down so fast that one would think I have been using this gear for 10 years. 
The game was very close one, with the score finally opening up in the second half of the 
third period. 2-2 after the first, 5-4 for us after the second, and final score was 11-5 for us. 
We were actually down 4-2 early in the second, but battled back. The Polis team put on 
an all out attack in the second, but we managed to hold onto the lead entering the third 
period. A string of penalties against the Polis helped us get ahead and earn the win. 
Back on the bus and heading back to Ankara for some slippery roads and more smoking 
(couldn't come up with another threat since the game was over). After leaving for Istanbul 
at 8:30am we arrived back in Ankara Sunday (today) at 6am. Again I couldn't sleep the 
entire trip back, but I am so happy that have my PSP and and Ipod. 
Next game might be on Wednesday against 1st place Ankara, but again rumours are 
floating around that the game might be changed. Here are some pictures! 
1 - Polis teams bus, 2- Our Bus, 3- Bathroom brake, right after president (short man with 
mustache) used the women's restroom, 4- Cars trying to go up the hill from the 
Bosphorus Bridge5- Crossing the Bosphorus Bridge, officially entering Europe! 6- Going 
through the Walls of Constantinople towards the rink 
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Posted by tylerbilton at 12:14 PM  
S U N D A Y,  J A N U A R Y  3 1 ,  2 0 1 0  
Ain't No Party Like A Canadian Embassy Party 
Ankara, Turkey - On Thursday, Kate, Brittany and myself were invited to the Canadian 
Embassy by one of the coaches that we have become friends with here. He is friends with 
a girl who is friends with some people in the Canadian Embassy and apparently every 
second Thursday the Embassy has a social mixer and invites other foreign diplomats and 
embassy workers. So we got our names on the list and headed to the Embassy. After 
going through security and we headed into a room that was set up like a standard bar and 
was greeted by the head of embassy security who is a big hockey fan and used to coach a 
!  cl
girls team here in Ankara. After speaking with him (he is from Ontario) we headed to the 
bar to see what we could get.  
 
We were so happy to see that they had bottles of Moosehead Lager (from New 
Brunswick), Molson Ex, Canadian Whisky, and Wine from Ontario and British 
Columbia! So for the next 4 hours we drank and socialized with diplomats and embassy 
workers from France, USA, and of course Canada. When the Canadians discovered that 
there was a professional hockey player in the building, it was pretty easy to strike up 
conversations with anybody from Canada for myself  
 
At first, I found it funny that being a professional hockey player here in Turkey that I 
only get recognition when I go to the Canadian Embassy, but then I realized that only 
Canadians truly appreciate hockey players.  
 
I look forward to the next Canadian party! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 10:44 AM  
T U E S D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  2 ,  2 0 1 0  
Baskent Wikipedia Page 
Just wanted to post this link so people can see the roster and keep updated on scores and 
schedule on my team and Brittany's team. Her team's roster isn't up yet and probably won't be for 
this season, but the score and schedule is at least. 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ba%C5%9Fkent_Y%C4%B1ld%C4%B1zlar%C4%B1 
Posted by tylerbilton at 12:02 PM  
T U E S D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  2 ,  2 0 1 0  
The Game Where I Saved Over 70 Shots, Final 
Score 4-4 
Ankara, Turkey - This was, so far, the best game I 
have been a part of in my professional career. Our opponents last weekend were Ankara 
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Univeristy; the club with the most money, most political pull, 5 Swedish import players, 
and some of the top Turkish players. They are first in standings and we are second. 
Baskent had already played Ankara at the beginning of the season before I joined them 
and lost 14-5.  
 
I almost didn't play in the game because of a money dispute I was having with my club 
and it took the president of the club and his translator coming to my flat an hour before 
the game to convince me to play with the promise of not only paying me the money they 
owe me, but paying me a little more for wins.  
 
So I showed up to the rink and got ready to play in a game that I new it would be one 
sided since our top two Turkish players were not allowed to play in the game because the 
Army wouldn't release them for the game (very very strange business over here). This is 
strange because it is a law that players are supposed to be released for athletic events.  
 
The first period had me facing between 22-28 shots and we were up 2-1. Second period 
brought on more shots, nobody was counting in the second, but I know I faced more than 
the first. We finished the second up 3-2. The third period was an all out attack on us and 
we managed to hold them back until fatigue took effect on our club we took some 
penalties. Ankara managed to tie the game with a screen/tip shot. 2 minutes later Ankara 
took the lead with a nice walkout shot that left a rebound in the air and one of the Swedes 
(Wallin) whacked it in mid-air. After that we had a goal disallowed and with 20 seconds 
left in the game the ref calls a penalty shot for us when one of the Ankara players 
allegedly knocked the net off. One of our Ukrainian players, Dimtri took it and scored to 
tie the game. Our fan section (which was the largest of any game, see the photos) went 
nuts! (I have the video of the penalty shot). So we tied the game and in the third period I 
faced 29 shots!  
 
Next game for me is on Feb.7 in Istanbul against 3rd place Kocaeli. Brittany plays her 






Posted by tylerbilton at 12:22 PM  
F R I D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  1 2 ,  2 0 1 0  
Don't Let The Score Fool You, It Was A Close One 
Istanbul, Turkey - My undefeated steak continued with a 8-5 win against our 
future first round playoff opponent, Kocaeli BB. It was a very dirty, highly 
penalized game that included two match penalties happening in the first 5 
minutes of the game. Our newest addition to our team, the Lativian, came 
under an all out attack after scoring the games opening goal. Being 
outnumbered 2 to 1, our import defensemen Andrii jumped in only to be 
quickly jumped and thrown to the ice. While trying to get up, the Kocaeli 
goalie skated out of his net and kicked, YES, kicked Andrii in the back. This 
triggered my natural Canadian hockey instict to defend my team mate so I 
began a mad sprint to the other end only to be knocked out of my trance by 
the threaten screams from my coach. The memory crept back into my head 
that I am an import player and entering into a fight with an opponent would 
just give the Federation the option of throwing me out for the rest of the year 
and the next one. Also, if I get suspended, I don't get paid.  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Andrii gets ejected and Kocaeli's goalie gets ejected. This wouldn't pose 
such problem for us if it wasn't for the fact that we only had 3 dmen for the 
game. Turns out, the Federation decided that our other import defensemen, 
Michal from Slovakia, wasn't allowed to play because 'his player card wasn't 
finished in time'. So with 2 dmen left, we found ourselves down 2-1 after the 
first period.  
 
The second period was close one but saw us come out ahead 4-3 (many 
thanks to our coach tearing a strip off us during the intermission). After a 
penalty riddled third for Kocaeli we managed to come out ahead and win the 
game.  
 
After the game we said goodbye to Michal as he departed back to Slovakia. 
The club decided there was no point in him staying in Turkey since he 
cannot participate in the playoffs because he didn't meet the 5 game 
minimum needed for import players to participate in the post-season.  
 
My next game is tomorrow (Saturday Feb.13) in Istanbul against 2nd last 
place Ankara BB. Oh and to get there my club is sharing a bus with the Polis 
club since they play after us against Ankara Univeristy. Should be an 
interesting trip.  
 
Brittany's next game is on Sunday Feb.14 against Ankara University. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 2:59 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  1 7 ,  2 0 1 0  
A Winning Weekend 
Ankara, Turkey - My game on Saturday was a sleeper seeing us win the game 17-2. Yes, 
two goals by me, but in my defense, I had no defense. One of those games where 
everyone just wants to score and defense is not a thought. So facing a few 2 on 0's and 2 
on 1's, a couple of goals are bound to go in no matter how bad the other team is. So thats 
my defense.  
 
However, it was the trip up and back that was more interesting. My team shared a bus 
with the Polis club since they played after us. According to my club (take their words 
with a grain of salt), the Federation has not released the funds to the clubs in order to pay 
for the bus trips to Istanbul. Whatever the case was, we had to cram into a bus with an 
opposing club and if that wasn't the icing on the cake; after the game our junior players 




After waiting for the Polis to finish their game, we managed to leave Istanbul at 1:30am 
and arrived back in Ankara at 7:30am.  
 
Brittany and Kate's game was a great one, with them coming out ahead 6-3. They played 
against Ankara University and the last time these teams met Ankara won the match 8-0.  
 
The next game for Brittany and myself are, unfortunately, on Saturday. My game is in 
Istanbul against last placed Sirintepe. This will again be a horribly boring game and it 
will probably last 4 hours, which doesn't sound too bad, however the game is supposed to 
start at 9:30pm!  
 
Brittany and Kate's team will be facing 1st placed Milenyum on Saturday and should be 
an exciting game. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 2:49 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  1 7 ,  2 0 1 0  
Road Trip to Istanbul Photos 
Ankara, Turkey - Here are some photos I forgot to post of our trip to Istanbul to play against 
Kocaeli SK (Feb. 7). 
 
PHOTOS: (1)- Finally a BIG BUS! (2)- The one thing that keeps me sane on these trips, my PSP 
(3)- Just a sign (4) - Driving through Izmit 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 4:13 PM  
F R I D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  1 9 ,  2 0 1 0  
!  clv
Import Olympics and a Earthquake 
Ankara, Turkey - Yesterday was the first ever, maybe last too, Import Olympics. Brittany 
and Kate were the event organizers and it was a day filled of drinking and good laughs. 
The North Americans introduced American college drinking games (beer pong, flip cup, 
etc.) while the Swedes taught us shot gunning a beer is not something they do regularly 
(me too).  
 
The evening ended with a spectacular electrical storm that lasted for over 3 hours. 
Lightening bolts stretched across the sky and some striking right into downtown Ankara. 
We had a decent view of the storm from our top floor apartment.  
 
After the storm, I was watching a movie on my laptop in bed when everything started to 
shake as if Brittany was jumping on the bed. Realizing quickly she wasn't (she was out) 
and it was in fact an earthquake, my Vancouver Island elementary school earthquake 
training kicked in and I bolted for the closest door frame. Just as I reached it, the quake 
shook a glass off my desk and smashed all over the floor. The shaking stopped and I ran 
onto the balcony to see my coach on his balcony at the other end of the apartment. We 
shared a quick laugh and went inside.  
 
Coach and I sat in the living room and shared some stories of disasters. Personally never 
being in a disaster, coach shared his experience of the earthquake he survived in 1980 
when he was coaching in the Italian Serie A Hockey League (top league in Italy). Over 
2,000 people died and he managed to escape his crumbling apartment with his baby son 
clutched to his chest.  
 
The earthquake we experienced lastnight probably wasn't even a 5.0, but it was a good 
way to help the heart skip a beat!  
 
Just wanted to add that the weather for the past week has been amazing. It has been above 
15'C (60'F) this week! Winter, so far, has consisted of a combined 1.5 weeks of 0'C and 3 
days of snow. That was the quickest winter I have ever experienced. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:48 AM  
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F R I D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  1 9 ,  2 0 1 0  
2010 Super League All-Star Game 
Ankara, Turkey - The date has been finalized, March 13. 
The Turkish Super League All-Star game will have Team Europe play against Team 
Turkey. I don't know what team I am on yet, but I think I will be on Team Europe. It will 
probably be the biggest event for hockey in Turkey, yes bigger than playoffs. The game 
will be broadcasted on TRT and there will be a guest appearance by Turkish Pop Star Nil 
Karaibrahimgil (see YouTube link for one of her music videos). http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7KhsLve4d0E 
(Sorry to those Turks who still haven't figured out how to get around the YouTube ban in 
Turkey; Yes YouTube is illegal in Turkey)  
 
After the game, Nil will be performing a private show at a club for the players and fans 
who attend the game! I will find out if the game will be streamed live on the internet. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 9:29 AM  
M O N D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  2 2 ,  2 0 1 0  
Olympic Sorrows 
Ankara, Turkey - I thought it was bad enough not being able to watch the Olympics, but 
waking up this morning to my coach informing me that Canada lost to USA last night 
(this morning here) was an even bigger slap in the face!  
 
Oh well, I found a website that streams game online BUT my club, Baskent, hasn't 
hooked up our internet in our flat like they have promised for the past two months. 
However, they have managed to purchase a three bedroom apartment, furnish it with 
office equipment, and here's the kicker, hook up internet in their office. This all happend 
within a week. Nice.  
 
So my plan is to get a key to their office so myself and whoever wants to join in, to go 
!  clvii
and watch the Olympic hockey games from 1am-5am (that's when they are broadcasted 
live here).  
 
On a positive side I finished the regular season undefeated and earning my first 
professional shutout. My team finished tied for first place, but head-to-head we will 
finish second for playoff standings.  
 
Brittany and Kate played first placed Milenyum on Saturday and pulled out a 1-1 draw! 
Kate only played a period after suffering a hip injury. Brittany played almost the full 
game and I heard she blocked the most shots in Turkish hockey history (according to me 
of course).  
 
Playoffs start on Saturday with my team facing Kocaeli BB (who beat Ankara University 
9-6 this weekend!!). Finals are on Sunday with both games taking place in Istanbul.  
 
Brittany and Kate have the week off since their playoffs will not start until after this 
weekend. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 12:49 PM  
S A T U R D A Y,  F E B R U A R Y  2 7 ,  2 0 1 0  
Playoff Update 
Istanbul, Turkey - Semi-Finals happend tonight and we won 8-1! My club has used all the 
remaining funds to get us a sweet hotel 5 minutes away from Hagia Sophia in the tourist 
area of Istanbul.  
 
Of course like true Turkish Hockey Federation style, there was drama leading up to the 
game. It was discovered that Kocaeli BB (3rd seed) had been playing a player with an 
illegal transfer card. So the Federation decided yesterday to take points from Kocaeli 
having them sink down to the 4th seed spot while bumping up Polis to the 3rd seed.  
 
So we played Polis (team we shared a bus ride with on a previous occasion, and actually 
practised with on Monday) tonight and it was a pretty close game until the third period 
when penalties got the better of Polis. The game ended with a horrible incident that 
wouldn't stand in anywhere and would cause a full scale brawl. A player on the Polis 
team felt that he had been wronged in a previous incident in the game and decided to seek 
revenge. So he skated up behind one of my teammates and swung his stick and connected 
with is mouth!! Blood splattered the ice as my teammate, in shock, tried to skate to the 
bench before falling to the ice. Pulling his hand away revealed that two of his teeth had 
been knocked out and his mouth had been ripped open.  
 
Nobody on my team, afraid of suspension, was able to retaliate. But, on to the next game. 
The Turkish Super Lig Championship is tomorrow night at 8:30pm. Winning team gets a 
cash prize! 
!  clviii
Posted by tylerbilton at 7:23 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  M A R C H  3 ,  2 0 1 0  
Championship Streak Comes To An End 
Ankara, Turkey - Well, my run at having three Championships in 3 years was stopped on 
Sunday. My club couldn't put together two consecutive solid games and we were 
outplayed all over the ice. Shots were 48-10 for Ankara University and the final score 7-3 
with one empty net goal.  
 
After the first period the score was 2-1 (for AU) and after the second the score was 3-3. 
The game was full of penalties and I have share this one story in particular. Before we left 
for our game on Friday night, our 'captain' had a meeting with our GM. I use the term 
'captain' loosely because he has only played 1 game during the second half of the season 
and attended 3 practices the entire season. During this meeting the captain demanded 
more money or he wouldn't come to the games in Istanbul this weekend. The GM 
laughed and said no get out of here. We played Saturday without him and did well (like 
we have done for the entire second half of the season), so it was a shock when Brittany 
and I headed up to the restuarant in our hotel for team breakfest and who is sitting at a 
table with his wife, our captain! The club felt that we needed the extra body and decided 
to meet his salary demands and paid for his trip up to Istanbul. That was fine but what 
really upset me was what happened in the first period. After a whistle one of the AU 
players said something to him and he replied with a head-butt. The ref didn't see but the 
linesmen did and went to the ref. So the ref came to the bench to get our captain who had 
taken his seat. And what happened next still shocks me, the captain jumped up from his 
seat, dropped his gloves, and grabbed the ref by the collar and started shaking him!! Well, 
that was it for him. My club was forced to kill off a 5-on-3 for 5 minutes which allowed 
AU score a goal.  
 
The icing on the cake of this incident was at the end of the game during the medal 
ceremony when the Federation president presented the club with the trophy and the 8,000 
Turkish Lira cheque, who accepted but non-other that our captain wearing a Team Ireland 
jacket (he is Turkish).  
 
Overall, the game was a war. I don't mean a war like in usually hockey terms, I mean it 
was war fought with no respect shown by either team. Blood was spilled on the ice, so 
bad that the zamboni had to come out and clean it up. The player is ok, he just shattered 
his cheekbone.  
 
On a happy note, the season is over and I completed a full season of professional hockey! 
I also walked away with a couple of awards. I was awarded Goaltender of the Year and 
League Most Valuable Player.  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I will post a lot of photos from the games and my pre-game tours of Istanbul soon. 
Brittany's playoffs start sometime soon. The Federation hasn't released the schedule yet, 
but rumour is that some games will played this weekend. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:19 AM  
T U E S D A Y,  M A R C H  9 ,  2 0 1 0  
Fenerbahce Game in Istanbul 
Istanbul, Turkey - Went to Istanbul this 
weekend to catch a Fenerbahce football match. The top league here in Turkey is called 
the Turkcell Super Lig (Turkcell is a cellphone company) and most of the country either 
supports 1 of 4 clubs; Fenerbahce, Galatasaray, Besikitas JK, or Trabzonspor. One of the 
reasons for the support of only 4 clubs when there are 14 in the league is because those 
are the only clubs to have ever won the league championship. Every year the 
championship belongs to one of these clubs primarily because they are the wealthiest. 
My friend, Efe, has season tickets to Fenerbahce through his work and invited to catch 
my first top flight football match. It was amazing. The atmosphere was unforgettable, 
despite the horrible wind chill, I savoured every moment at the game. 
Fenerbahce won the game 1-0 over Antalyaspor and I have to say that I am hooked on 
football now. 
Fener travels to Ankara this weekend to play one of the local clubs, Genclerbiligi. 
Brittany and I will be supporting Gencler this weekend has I have connected with two ex-
pats (a Scot and a Aussie) who live in Ankara with their families and each support one of 
the local clubs (Ankaragucu being the other club). Together they run a blog about football 
in Ankara called "The Round Ball in Ankara". I recommend checking it out! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:31 AM  
T U E S D A Y,  M A R C H  9 ,  2 0 1 0  
Update on Life in Ankara 
Ankara, Turkey - Yes, there was an earthquake in Turkey and yes we are all ok. The 
earthquake didn't effect Ankara, but unfortunately it hit the eastern part pretty bad. I have 
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heard that the death toll is over 50 now and the area hit the most is relatively poor and the 
homes are made of concrete and mud. Sad news indeed.  
 
Some other news to report, my club hasn't paid us in two weeks! The Turkish Ice Hockey 
Federation apparently has no money to release to the clubs (can't figure where the money 
has gone...... someone elses pockets maybe?). So no money from the Federation 
apparently means no money for us! This has resulted in the water at our apartment being 
shut off for two days (but by a miracle coming back on without the club paying!). The 
previous week had us without electricity for a couple of days.  
 
Today (Tuesday) is supposed to be the day we get our food money for the week so I hope 
and pray that some money will come our way. Otherwise I wonder how our board 
members think we can survive on no money for another week!  
 
Also, the Turkish Ice Hockey Federation is doing another great job of planning the 
women's ice hockey playoffs (sarcasm). Two weeks have gone by and only one game has 
been played, in Istanbul. So Brittany and Kate, and every other women hockey player in 
Turkey is waiting for the Federation to figure out what the playoff schedule is going to 
be. Hopefully they figure it out soon, otherwise we could be here until May! By the way, 
they only had the entire season to figure out the schedule!  
 
So thats my rant for the day. Thank you for reading. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:52 AM  
M O N D A Y,  M A R C H  1 5 ,  2 0 1 0  
TV Show, Newspaper, All-Star Game, Barcelona 
Barcelona, Spain - That is correct. Brittany and I just checked into our posh hotel in 
Barcelona. It has been a crazy week in Ankara. On Thursday Brittany and I went to 
Istanbul to film an interview for a English TV show called 'Crossroads'. It is broadcasted 
all over Turkey and also live via webcast (link will be below). The interview lasted 45 
minutes and was filmed in the new rink in Istanbul. It will be airing live on Friday 19. I 
will find out what time so everyone can watch it.  
 
I also did a newspaper interview for the English newspaper, The Daily News. Here is a 
link to the article:  
http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/n.php?n=-2010-03-14  
 
The All-Star game took place on Saturday night and it was a big event. My team, Europe, 
beat Asia 9-4. Good crowd and even better after party at the 312 Arena.  
 
Before the All-Star game Brittany and I decided enough was enough with our situation in 
Ankara and decided to take a early trip. We have been fed up with our club not paying us 
all the money they owe us and the Turkish ice hockey federation dragging their knuckles 
!  clxi
about planning the women's league playoffs. So we decided to take a holiday to 
Barcelona for 7 days.  
 
I will post more updates on the happenings of Barcelona later! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:50 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  M A R C H  1 7 ,  2 0 1 0  
TV Show Interview, Friday March 19 
Barcelona, Spain - Found out when the TV interview I did will be broadcasted live via 
webcast at this link:  
http://www.6news.com.tr/en/live/  
It will be broadcasted on Friday, March 19 2010 at 19:00 (7pm) Turkish time. So it will 
be on at 1pm EST and 10am PST.  
 
Enjoy! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 11:42 AM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  M A R C H  2 4 ,  2 0 1 0  
Patience is wearing thin in Ankara 
Ankara, Turkey - Despite being gone for a wonderful week, we have returned back to all 
the previous problems we were facing. Problem number 1: Club still owes us money 
from the last games we played and food money. Problem number 2: This sort of coincides 
with problem 1, but the Turkish Ice Hockey Federation has not released the funds to the 
Super League clubs to pay the players; but my club is still not off the hook because we 
have sponsors and board members with money and somehow they managed to financed 
the purchase of a nice office complete with beautiful office furniture. Problem number 3: 
The Turkish Ice Hockey Federation still has not announced the women's playoff 
schedule!! Unreal. Problem number 4: Club still has not booked our flights home.  
 
Anyhow, the weather is beautiful here with the temperature topping 20'C! Definately 
short and sandal weather. Now if we had some $ we could afford to buy some food to 
have a picnic outside.  
 
The club has however managed to find some money to pay for my Latvian teammate, 
Jura, to go back home. Rumour is that the two Ukranian players are heading home 
tonight too. Hopefully that means tomorrow we will get some money!!! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:35 PM  
W E D N E S D A Y,  M A R C H  2 4 ,  2 0 1 0  
Punch up at BK 
Ankara, Turkey - Brittany and I, being a little short on funds, headed to Burger King to 
get a value meal and we got a better deal than we expected. Not only did we get two juicy 
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burgers, but we were entertained with a fight in lobby at BK while waited for our meal. 
Now this might surprise a lot of you, but after being in Turkey for 6 months I have 
realized that Turks will fight over just about everything. It is routine to see an argument 
and a few punches thrown outside our apartment between drivers in the street. Our street 
is a narrow street, yet it is a two way street and cars frequently meet head to head with 
neither one willing to back up to let the one go by. So this turns into an argument and 
more frequently than expected, punches being thrown. Now, another thing I have learned 
about Turks is that they don't fight fair. It is NEVER a one on one fight, usually two 
people start it but the numbers increase immediately.  
 
This was the case tonight. Started with a little argument over who's turn it was (no such 
thing as line etiquette here) and it turned into a 4 on 3 fight, right in the middle of the BK 
lobby. Unreal. But it ended quickly and Brittany and I went ahead and ordered our 
burgers. Just another night in Ankara. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 3:45 PM  
MONDAY, MARCH 29, 2010 
Censorship in Turkey 
Ankara, Turkey - Just look at this photo and see 
what is strange about it..... figure it out? Yep, the strange cartoon flower on her finger that 
is on fire. Well that is a cigarette and any form of smoking is censored in Turkey. The 
government believes that by doing this will help eliminate the smoking problem here 
because literally 98% of the population smokes. The 2% that don't smoke probably 
stopped because they have cancer.  
 
Some shows have flowers to cover tobacco products, while others just blur it out. So 
instead of raising prices, implementing taxes, or just checking for ID's on the youth at 
stores, the government censors tobacco products on TV. You have to laugh at this and 
seeing in TV just adds comedy to any show. However, the government does not censor 
nudity on TV, yet the sight of a girl in shorts here is enough to drive men crazy. Another 
strange thing in Turkey. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 5:19 PM  




Joe PatroniAugust 28, 2010 at 5:52:00 PM ADT 
We were just in Turkey and I was stunned at the number of smokers. Then we saw Jaws and there 
was the cartoon flower in Brody's mouth as he threw chum into the sea. Yeah, that'll stop all them 
children from taking up the habit their parents do non-stop in front of them--they'll see that really 
cool people on TV put cartoon flowers in their mouths. 
ReplyDelete 
2.  
Joe PatroniAugust 28, 2010 at 5:53:00 PM ADT 
Thanks for the screenshot, BTW--I've been trying to find a youtube clip so people will belive me. 
ReplyDelete 
S A T U R D A Y,  A P R I L  3 ,  2 0 1 0  
Sweet Escape!! 
Boston, MA, USA - We did it! We are on American soil safe and free from the Turkish 
Ice Hockey Federation and our club Baskent. 
It was unfortunate, but Brittany and I had to make her departure a very secretive one. 
After our trip from Barcelona we remembered how the other half of the world lived and 
treated other human beings and realized that how horrible we were being treated. So we 
made a quick decision to get home ASAP. Another reason for us to leave was that my 
family has had some bad news and I needed to get back to be with them. When we 
approached our club about allowing Brittany and myself to get back to America, they said 
no. The club would would only honour my contract if Brittany stayed behind to complete 
her playoffs. A valid point, but we had no idea when the playoffs would be played or 
when they would end and we couldn't handle living below the poverty line trying to find 
money to pay for food everyday. Yes, if we didn't have a credit card, we would have been 
going everyday with no food!!! Despite that our club claims that we are 'family' and the 
just want us to be happy, they wouldn't give us the money that they promised to us. 
So we told a little lie and said that Brittany would stay if the club honoured my contract 
and bought my departure ticket. But honestly, how could I leave my new fiancée behind 
with this club that treats less than humans! So Brittany used her credit card to book her 
own flight back and we just prayed that we could be on the same flight back. 
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On our last day in Turkey we had a meeting with the president to try to get all the money 
that was owed to us (food and game money). We invited one of the Swedish players from 
Ankara University to be a witness to what our lives were like everyday playing with 
Baskent. After the heated meeting, our Swedish friend was shocked at how they talked to 
us and how much patience had to have. He said that he had a hard time not getting up and 
reaching over the presidents desk and not punching him in the face! 
We managed to get some of the money owed to us having to knock off more than we 
wanted so we could get some money in our pockets to get home. 
After having a little farewell party at our place, our friends and coach went to get some 
early morning soup and it was during their drunken departure that Brittany made her 
escape. We grabbed all her stuff and found a taxi in the street and I sent her off to the 
airport. Previously that day I had tried to tell the club that I had a friend that would give 
me a ride to the airport in the morning, but they insisted on having one of our board 
members take me to the airport at 6am (my flight was at 9am and it takes 45 mins to get 
to airport). Brittany snuck out around 5am so I waited in the apartment for my ride to 
show up. And it never did show up. After calling the board members cell phone for 45 
mins, I decided I'd better just jump in a taxi and get to the airport. 
Flight went well, only problem was at customs in Chicago when they detained me and 
said I was going to be deported back to Istanbul because there were some problems with 
dates assocaited with my student visa from last year. But after an hour of searching they 
found the proper information and cleared my entrance into the country (was sweating 
bullets for few minutes in the detainee room!). However we missed our connecting flight 
to Boston, but managed to get a later one. 
While waiting for our flight we checked our emails and used Skype to call her family to 
let them know that we were going to be late. Upon checking our emails we recieved one 
from our roommate (Britt's teammate) telling us how her day was. Kate decided to stay in 
Turkey, just because she has nothing else to do right now and plans on travelling through 
Europe for the next 3 months. Well the club was not happy about the departure we made, 
which we expected. But what shocked us and hurt Brittany the most was that the club 
promised that they are going to send people after us and the one board member that was 
going to pick me up for my flight said "Her life is finished." Yes, no lie. A death threat 
from a hockey club in Turkey. How very classy. 
Anyways, we are so glad to be back. I promise to start revealing more information about 
what life really was like over there and share things that honestly I was too afraid to say 
while on Turkish soil. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 2:02 PM  
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MONDAY, APRIL 5, 2010 
Turkish Ice Hockey Federation Sucks - Part 1 of 3 
 
There, I said it. Something that so many people are afraid to say in a public forum will 
say it on a regular basis in any rink in Turkey to their friends or teammates. Why does the 
Turkish Ice Hockey Federation (TBHF) suck you ask? Well, I will fill you in my views as 
to why the TBHF sucks.
First off, let’s look at their logo. Look familiar? Well it should because it is a horrible 
knock off of the IIHF’s logos (see below). Way to be original. 
Every time I have visited the TBHF offices (5 times) I have been lead into a room with 
the same scenario every time; two members sitting in front of their nice computers, in 
their cozy chairs, at their designer desks, and drinking tea. That’s it, drinking tea. One 
time I came there to see the vice president getting physiotherapy on his knee, while he 
was sitting at his desk drinking tea. Every time I have visited the office, I got the feeling 
like I was annoying by causing them to do work, whether it was read a document or sign 
off on something. Never have I once seen the president around, but that could be because 
he was upstairs in the embassy like building in his private office. That’s right the TBHF 
offices are housed in a house that requires you to be buzzed in. Not only that, but sitting 
out front of the TBHF headquarters are two phone booth like glass cases with two 
mannequins dressed in equipment with one wearing a Turkish ice hockey jersey and the 
other one wearing nothing (see photo below). Funny, because there is a shortage of 
affordable hockey gear in Turkey and there are two full sets sitting in glass cases in front 
of the TBHF offices. 
Transfer cards. Honestly, how hard is it to do a transfer card? Apparently really hard for 
the TBHF because they didn’t process mine in time for the second game of the season so 
I couldn’t play and missed a paycheque. Simple error, right? Maybe not, I was told that 
they sent the card to Hockey Canada only to find out when I contacted Hockey Canada 
that they had not received my transfer card yet and was waiting to sign it immediately to 
send back. Another funny issue was when our friend Kate came over and ran into a slew 
of transfer card problems (primarily due to my clubs blunders) however, when USA 
Hockey said everything was good to go, TBHF wouldn’t accept their confirmation. It 
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took our coach to march down to the office and do what he is good at, yell, for them to 
accept the card and let her play in the weekend’s game. 
Scheduling a hockey season can be a hard task. However, when there is only one rink 
being used and only 6 teams in the league, I can’t imagine it being all that hard. But leave 
it the TBHF to make it the most annoying process in the world. My family would ask me, 
what was my schedule? I would have to respond, ‘I don’t know’. Because I didn’t and 
nobody else knew either. To find out when we would be playing we would have to check 
the website every Wednesday to see if we had a game on the weekend! Some weekends 
we did, and some we didn’t. Some weekends we would have a game, only to find out that 
the rink was being used for a curling or figure skating event! Great job communicating 
with the ice rink! 
The second half of the season ended up being played in Istanbul, but every week we 
would wait and see if we were making the trip to Istanbul for a game. This is one of the 
most annoying things about the TBHF. They promised the reimburse the clubs all the 
money for food and bus trips to Istanbul but the clubs have barely seen a dollar from the 
TBHF for that. So because the TBHF hasn’t given the clubs the money promised, the 
clubs don’t have money to pay their players! The first road trip to Istanbul was during a 
horrible snow storm. It was so bad that all sporting events in Istanbul were cancelled 
(football, basketball, volleyball, etc.). Our club tried to cancel the trip, but the TBHF said 
that if we don’t make the 7 hour trip to Istanbul and play in that game, then the club 
would be suspended! By the way, we made that trip to Istanbul to play against another 
club from Ankara. 
This is the end of Part 1 of my rant, but let me clarify why I am writing this. When I 
arrived in Turkey, I saw so much potential for the sport of hockey to flourish. But after 
seeing how things are operated in Turkey, it was crushing to see how the Federation has 




Posted by tylerbilton at 10:45 AM  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook 
2 comments: 
1.  
AnonymousSeptember 30, 2010 at 9:42:00 AM ADT 
I love these posts, but I am in Turkey if you know what I mean. Ummm, Turks have many strengths, 
but foreigners are not high on their priority list in my opinion. And hockey is a foreign sport to them 
(I cant say anything about hockey there as I know nothing about it). So you can say that they have 
a different perspective about how serious to take the thing (I am guessing). Anyway, hope you 
enjoy Canada, kiss the soil for me and hope you can remember the positive from your Turkish 
vacation. I stress vacation, I think we, my wife and I, have had a great time here. Oilers forever! 
Homeward bound in October! 
ReplyDelete 
2.  
AnonymousNovember 15, 2010 at 10:06:00 AM AST 
i hear you dude. i'm living in turkey, and i must be one of the 3 or 4 hockey fan in this 75 million 
people populated country. interesting eh? well, turkish people loves spending time with shitty 
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football. as for me, i am a basketball player and we are way better at basketball than football 
(world's 2nd greatest, you may know), and i wish we had a background in hockey too. i mean, we 
suck at football, we suck at hockey, then why play football, right? play hockey and get at least a 
little better at it. but unfortunately, in turkey, hockey is like curling, nobody even knows it, and if they 
know it, they dont give a shit. only thing we can do as hockey fans is moving to sweden lol. go 
linköping! 
ReplyDelete 
M O N D A Y,  A P R I L  5 ,  2 0 1 0  
Turkish Ice Hockey Federation Sucks - Part 2 of 3 
 
Here is Part 2 of my rant about why the Turkish Ice Hockey Federation (TBHF) sucks 
and needs to be replaced. 
Some of the rules the TBHF enforced this season was shocking. The ice rink in Ankara is 
horrible. No other way to put it, but it is crap. It is run by a bunch of guys who have no 
idea what an ice rink is, let alone how to properly maintain it. For example, in one end of 
the ice there is a 5-9 cm gap between the boards and ice. Yes, cement is showing and it is 
so big that pucks frequently slip right underneath the boards or get stuck. Yet, despite 
playing on this horrible ice, a TBHF official had the guts to come into our dressing room 
before a game threaten our team with a suspension because one of our players helmets 
didn’t have the same colour as the rest of the team. 
Hockey is about the players. Somehow the TBHF seems to forget this because myself and 
every other import player to play in this league this year feels TBHF feels that hockey is 
about the TBHF. Don’t believe me? Go the to the TBHF website (www.tbhf.org.tr) and 
just look at the pictures. See a recurring theme? Yep, pictures of the president and the 
president with the rest of the TBHF brass. Every week on the TBHF is like a new edition 
of ‘Where’s Waldo’, except Waldo is replaced by the TBHF president and he is usually 
pretty easy to pick out. This isn’t just on the website either. Walk into the ice rink in 
Ankara and you will be greeted by a huge mural of the national men’s team and smack 
dab in the middle is the TBHF brass. Look closely and you will see players BEHIND the 
TBHF members. I’m sorry, but go to USA Hockey or Hockey Canada’s website and do 
you see a picture of their presidents front row and center in every picture? When Team 
Canada wins a gold medal in a championship does the president run onto the ice and 
move players out of the way so he can be in the picture? NO. Oh and another thing, after 
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the championship game this year my team got together to have one last team photo and 
guess who budged in? Yes, believe it, the president of the TBHF. What an ass. 
Marketing a sport that is unfamiliar to a country is crucial for its survival. So why not 
market the top league? Not once this season did I see a poster or any announcement of 
any games anywhere. When the playoffs were announced that they would be played in 
Istanbul (two games, one weekend) not one form of advertising was in place. Nobody in 
Istanbul had a clue that there were even Super League games being played there for the 
second of the season! Got a son or daughter that wants to play hockey? Great, but don’t 
go the TBHF website, it won’t tell you crap about how to join or how to get started. 
When is the next Super League game being played? Don’t go the Federation website 
because it won’t tell you anything. Oh but the website will tell you what the president has 
been up to lately. 
There are currently no coaching clinics in this country. How can the TBHF expect to 
develop talent to help bring the national teams into higher levels if they don’t develop the 
youth with properly train coaches? They just don’t care. More concerned about their titles 
and prestige then they care about the sport of hockey. It really makes me sick to see how 
they are abusing a great sport for their own personal gain. 
 
 
Posted by tylerbilton at 10:52 AM  
M O N D A Y,  A P R I L  5 ,  2 0 1 0  
Turkish Ice Hockey Federation Sucks - Part 3 of 3 
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Here is the final part of my rant about why the TBHF is a joke. 
I am about to share some inside information and I hope this won’t get that person in 
trouble, but it is something needs to be shared. Turkey hosted the Under-20 Division 
World Junior Championship this winter in Istanbul. One of the countries teams coach (a 
Canadian) was very strict on his player’s hydration. The IIHF has rules in place that each 
player is supposed to be provided with certain amounts of water per day. After the first 
day the coach approached his assigned Turkish representative/guide about the players 
only getting a third of what the daily requirement was. The representative then went to 
the Vice President and informed him of the issue. The VP said to the representative to go 
back and say it will be taken care of and next time to just say that whenever they have 
any issues. Shocked, the representative asked it the problem was going to be fixed and 
the VP simply said no; because they have a buffet dinner every day, let the players drink 
all the water there. By the way, have you ever tried to drink over 3 litres of water with 
dinner? Neither have I. This said representative also was promised financial 
compensation for loss of job time to help out with the team. It has been 3 months now 
and he hasn’t seen a cent. 
The Super League allows each team to carry up to 5 import players (players without a 
Turkish passport) and only allows 3 on the ice during a game. However, when the players 
come here and have problems with their club i.e. not getting any money, the TBHF does 
nothing to help them. The TBHF will not lift a finger or each put down their cup of tea 
when a player has a problem with its club. So who can a player turn to? Not the IIHF 
because its not their jurisdiction to govern a countries league, so who? Nobody but the 
TBHF, but they don't care. For example, women from Slovakia was recruited by the Polis 
team at the halfway mark of the women's season. She played her 50% of the games that 
was thought to be required by a import player in order to qualify for the playoffs, but the 
TBHF ruled that a women's player needed to play 51% of the regular season games in 
order to participate in the playoffs (yes the TBHF regularly changes the rules whenever 
they feel like it). So now the women is stuck in Turkey because her club won't pay for her 
flight back to Slovakia because they feel she isn't worth anything to the club anymore 
since she cannot play in playoffs. She goes to the TBHF, but they won't do anything and 
she has no credit card to get home and her family can't pay for her flight. What can she 
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do? I have been told that she is reporting this to the IIHF in hope that something good 
will come, but all she can do is hope. 
My personal opinion is that import players shouldn't be allowed to play in Turkey. What 
is the point really? They are far better than every Turkish player, yet get targeted brutally 
every game with cheap hits and expected to be gods in the league yet get treated like 
subclass humans by their clubs, the TBHF, and even citizens in the community. I think 
imports should only be allowed in the TBHF. Yes, get rid of all the money greedy, power 
seeking, no-clue-what-hockey-is TBHF and replace them with people from other 
countries who know and care about hockey. I mean, the TBHF couldn't even keep 
William 'Buzz' Schneider in their organization. The TBHF also had a great Canadian 
coach a couple of years ago but didn't have the decency to tell him why they wouldn't 
renew his contract and instead just ignored him. Even when he was coach and selected 
his team for World Championships, the TBHF would have the final say on who makes the 
team! 
With all this being said, I would not be surprised if I will be suspended next season. Yes, 
the TBHF regularly suspends any players, coaches, staff, etc. who says anything bad 
about the TBHF. Sounds a little like a Big Brother. But too long people have been afraid 
to go against the TBHF, but I can’t understand that because the power is in numbers. 
Without the players and coaches, there would be no TBHF! Without any games being 
played the TBHF members will have a hard time padding their wallets with cash and 
saying that the clubs just took all the money and decided not to play. The players deserve 
so much better here, but they will never get it with a Turkish Ice Hockey Federation 
unfortunately. Like I said before, the TBHF should be ashamed at what a mockery they 
are making of such a great sport that has touched the lives of so many people like myself. 
After playing here and seeing how pathetic the TBHF is; I count my blessings that I grew 
up in Canada and was able to be a part of so many great organizations and Hockey 
Canada. I can’t wait to go home and kiss my Hockey Canada jersey. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 11:06 AM  
TUESDAY, APRIL 6, 2010 
Heading Home, Turkish Hockey Summary 
Cape Cod, MA - This week has been a hard one with the flight back, the club issues, and 
my grandmother passing away (main reason I flew back to North America and left my 
club). After that I am flying back to British Columbia! Will be nice to finally get home. 
Of course more news to report from back in Turkey. My club, Baskent, is threatening to 
file a report with the IIHF about my fiancee and I leaving Turkey the way we did. But I 
will be writing a letter to the IIHF myself about how horrible we were treated, the poor 
living conditions, the mess the TBHF (Turkish Ice Hockey Federation) has created; so I 
am confident that I have a better case than them! Not to mention I left for a family issue 
and they refused to let my fiancée come back with me because of the family issue. 
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Turkey is a beautiful country with very unique features and I highly recommend visiting 
Istanbul or the Turkish Riviera. I don't recommend visiting Ankara, one of the most 
boring cities anybody could live in! Eating in Turkey is amazing as the cuisine there is 
unforgettable. A majority of the people there are welcoming and helpful. However, I don't 
recommend going there to play hockey. 
So on the hockey note I leave with this list of what not to expect when playing pro 
hockey in Turkey; 
Don't Expect: 
- to be paid on time 
- to be paid at all! (keep credit card handy in case you get hungry, meals not guaranteed) 
- to be provided with black mold free housing 
- to always have running electricity (expect to go at least 4-5 days without electricity) 
- to always have running water (keep at least 10 6 Lt jugs full for when club won't pay 
bill) 
- to play more than 12 games for the entire season 
- to ever know when those games are going to be played 
- to ever have good officiating 
- to have all the players show up to practice (expect only 6 to show up) 
- to only practice with just your players (expect random players from other teams to drop 
by) 
- to ever practice before 11pm 
- a game to be shorter than 3 hours 
- a game to ever start on time 
- the Turkish Federation to know what hockey is 
- the Turkish Federation to even care to learn what hockey is 
- the Turkish Federation to know what marketing a game means 
- fans to show up to games 
- the rink to safe enough to play a game on 
- the Zamboni to work 
- the ice to be smooth and not have rolling hills 
- the ice to cover the full playing surface (expect gaps by the boards showing concrete) 
- to be treated fairly and as an equal (especially if you are female!) 
- to finish the season without going to the hospital (especially import players!) 
- to not be kicked by a player or goalie (like my d-man found out one game) 
- Turkish players to be tougher than figure skaters (stretchers are as common as sticks at 
games) 
- not to be suspended by saying anything bad about the Turkish Federation 
- to have more than 3 pucks for practices 
- not to be threatened to play a game or not take money (had a gun shown to me and 
death threats) 
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- to have a good season when you sign with any club EXCEPT Ankara University (STAY 
AWAY from ANKA SK and BASKENT YILDIZLARI) 
But what you can expect is: 
- to make friends with all the import players 
- discover which Turkish person you can trust 
- to have memories that will last a lifetime! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 12:39 PM  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook 
3 comments: 
1.  
AnonymousApril 7, 2010 at 6:59:00 PM ADT 
hey mate. I have a question about an import player you played with in turkey. He wants to play for 
my team and I have a few questions about him regarding his playing ability. If you could email me 
on vpatrol@aol.com, it would be appreciated. Cheers,Vince 
ReplyDelete 
2.  
AnonymousSeptember 30, 2010 at 10:03:00 AM ADT 
To work well in Turkey you have to remember some cardinal rules: 
a)do not critize Turks, it just gets them mad. 
b) do not at any time criticize anything that reflects badly on the 'dignity' of the country - Turks take 
that uberseriously. Especially if you have foresight, insight, any sight into how to make it better, as 
that will be misunderstood, see (A) 
c) In the West there is a saying, paralysis by analysis. In Turkey, it is the opposite. a little opaque 
comment, but I am in the Aegean now pal, figure it out. Schools in Turkey are great! 
d) Turks in some parts of Turkey are very angry how the country has become so, well, money 
orientated (you get it I hope) and so are disappointed in their jobs and career prospects. But things 
are much better than before I hear from everyone around me. So therefore, practice makes perfect 
is a good thing. The barbers here are great, work very hard. What was your job again? 
ReplyDelete 
3.  
AnonymousNovember 15, 2010 at 10:27:00 AM AST 
i want to say a few words as a turkish semi-professional basketball player. 
every sports federation in turkey sucks except the one for football, cuz everybody loves that lame 
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game, like they are any good at it. 
 
hockey is frightening turkish people cuz they (actually we) are not so open for new stuff, anything, 
from sports, to new life styles, you get my point. 
 
the reason why federations suck is because of the lame-ass, liar government. they love politics so 
much, but when it comes to actually doing something, they just disappear, vanish. that's why turkish 
people are not good at so much sports, cuz we dont have any oppurtunities, cuz of the 
government. whatever. 
 
turkish people like being called good names, and they are not very tolerant to bad names, dunno y, 
its our nature, lol. 
 
hockey wont get any better in turkey because government thinks that they wont gain any money 
out of it. if they thought they could, they could improve the league and everything like 
abrahamovich did with chelsea fc, you know that i mean. 
 
and ankara is better for students. no beach, no sea, no sun, numerous universities. not a good 
place to live after the age 23. yet we have good schools, barbers, restaurants and such. 
 
now, i'm in debrecen, hungary. and believe me, this place sucks even more when it comes to 
hockey (not the country, the city). phew that was a long comment. to make a long story short (too 
late), you must be a football or basketball player to be treated good here unfortunately. no hope for 




MONDAY, APRIL 12, 2010 
A Sign of Respect 
Beautiful Vermont - Being back on safe and neutral soil I feel more confident about 
writing things that I wouldn't safe to write about in Turkey. One reason for this is that 
Turkey has very strict laws on what can be said about the country, the prime minister, the 
flag, and the found of Turkey; Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. For example, recently a British 
cartoonist, Michael Dickinson, who has been living in Istanbul for over 2o years was 
recently charged with 'insulting the prime minister' by putting the PM's head on a dog in a 
political 'cartoon' collage. So what is the penalty for such a crime? Glad you asked, three 
years in prison!! Correct, you cannot insult the prime minister. Not only is he in trouble 
but Turks and even visiting tourist who access Dickinson's collage on the internet while 
in Turkey could also face prison time. The government also bans YouTube in case you 
haven't read about that on my blog already. And this is a country that wants to be a part of 
the EU and they don't even allow freedom of the press? 
Anyways, the real reason for this posting is to show how much Turks adore their founder, 
Atatürk. On the anniversary of his death, 9:05am November 10, the entire country has a 
moment of motionless for him. Yes, believe it. The entire country comes to a halt for one 
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minute at the exact time of his death. Cars, people, everything but the planes flying 
overhead stops and cars honk their horns and police cars fire up their sirens. 
This November 10, Brittany and I headed to the bottom of Atatürk's mausoleum (which 
was only 5 minutes from our place) to witness this and I made a video to share with 
everyone. 
So here is the video. Notice how the people are just standing still where they were when 
the minute started. It was surreal to actually be there and see this. Such an amazing sign 
of respect for a very influential and intelligent leader. 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:45 PM  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to Facebook 
2 comments: 
1.  
AnonymousMay 8, 2010 at 2:15:00 PM ADT 
Wow. I respect your open views and I especially respect the fact that you didnt let money hungry, 
greedy fukers like the brass at TBHF ruin some of the positive aspects this country may have to 
offer. I especially appreciate your views and love for the game. We grew up in a country where 
Hockey provided a reason to get together, created teamplay and taught us and many other kids 
respect. Respect towards our country, to our teammates, to the sport itself. Unfortunatly Turks 
don'T have the right mentality for the game to flourish here, because it is too much for them. 
Hockey takes alot of skill, game knowledge, team effort and co operation, and again respect. Turks 
don'T have any of these qualities to begin with. Im not saying all Turks, Im saying enough of them 
to ruın great things that should happen here but never do. Long live the sport of hockey, and 
perosnally, Same as the government here, TBHF does not deserve to exist, or have such wonderful 
opportunities such as Canadian coaches/players, or Americans trying to better the game for them. 
Everyone here has unfortunately corrupted their minds with dollar signs, and power. People will sell 
their mothers on the streets here in order to get some fame and money. Its disgusting. 
ReplyDelete 
2.  
tylerbiltonMay 12, 2010 at 8:12:00 PM ADT 
Thanks for your kind words and speaking the truth. I can't agree with you more on the TBHF and 
the hockey scene in Turkey. There were times that I wish I had the power to take away hockey from 
them because I was so saddened at how they continue to abuse the sport that myself and so many 
other people in the world love. 
ReplyDelete 
W E D N E S D A Y,  M A Y  1 2 ,  2 0 1 0  
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Everything comes to an end 
Creston, British Columbia - Sorry for the lack of posts this month, but I have come back 
to my native land and province, Canada, British Columbia. Feels great to be back in a 
country that worships hockey like its a religion. Actually, ask a lot of Canadians and they 
will tell you that it is their religion. 
Well, after much contemplation I feel that my playing career has possibly come to an end. 
After my very interesting season in Turkey, I feel that it is possibly time to move on in 
life. Not saying that I am quiting hockey forever, but I think I will be hanging up the pads 
and mask. 
However, that being said, I am still hoping for a chance to play with Ankara University in 
the Continental Cup this September (anyone reading this, pass this on to Ankara's coach). 
But I could just be dreaming since I can already tell that either Baskent or Anka (one of 
the clubs own's my rights and I don't know who right now) will definitely demand an 
outrageous amount of Lira from Ankara for my services. 
I can always dream though. If by some chance I can play with Ankara University, then I 
will officially announce my retirement from professional hockey. So for now, I guess I 
will just be 'semi-retired'. 
Brittany and I will be moving to Halifax, Nova Scotia in August since she has been 
accepted into Dalhousie's graduate program. We are looking forward to another chapter in 
our book, but hopefully not too dramatic like the one we just had in Turkey!! 
I will continue to post more information on Turkey and hockey when I get the chance, 
just hard since I don't have internet where I am right now! 
Posted by tylerbilton at 8:13 PM  
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Appendix B: My Letter to IIHF 
International Ice Hockey Federation 
Brandschenkestrasse 50,  
Postfach, 8027 Zurich, Switzerland 
To Whom This May Concern, 
This letter is in response to a possible letter of complaint about me (Tyler Bilton) and my 
fiancée and death threats from our ice hockey club in Ankara, Turkey; Baskent Yilidizlari 
SK.  
For the 2009-2010 ice hockey season we played for the Baskent Yilidizlari Women’s 
Super League and Men’s Super League teams.  We honoured our contracts for the entire 
season until the end, whereas our team did not honour our contract from the beginning. I 
finished my season and participated in every game through the playoffs; however my 
fiancée and I couldn’t handle living and playing for Baskent any longer after my season 
finished and she broke her contract with the club; leaving before playoffs started.  
There are several reasons for our early departure; one of them was that my grandmother 
became very ill and her life was coming to an end (she passed away during our flight 
back to the USA). I had to return home, and my fiancé’s season unfortunately was not 
finished but she wished to see my grandmother. I told my club to book my ticket home 
(which is what they agreed to pay for in my contract) and informed them that Brittany 
would be leaving, but as she hadn’t finished her season would be paying for her own 
ticket home.  They proceeded to tell me that if she left, they would not honour my 
contract and pay for me to return home to see my grandmother one last time. As I will 
explain there was no way I would leave Brittany in Turkey.  Therefore she was forced to 
lie to our club, because I could not afford to pay for my flight home, and say that she was 
staying so they would purchase my ticket.  She and I both left Ankara on April 2nd to 
return to the US, and we will never regret our choice to leave. 
During the course of our season with Baskent, we repeatedly experienced a breach of 
contract.  According to our contract we were to be paid 150 US Dollars for every game 
we played and we were to be paid directly after each game that we played in.  Our club 
had a difficulty paying us the night of a game, so we came to an unofficial agreement that 
they had three days to pay us our game money.  There was exactly one time during the 
season in which they paid us within three days of a game played.  And I must elaborate, 
my regular season consisted of 10 games, and post-season consisted of two games.  The 
womens’ season consisted of six regular season games.  Over a time period from 
December ’09 to February ’10 Brittany and I played a combined 16 games.  There was 
only one occasion over those 16 games that we were paid without having to ask our team 
repeatedly for the money we were owed; for every other game played we had to demand 
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our paycheques from the club.  On top of having to argue for every paycheque, according 
to our contract our team had to provide us with food.  We came to an agreement that they 
would pay us 70 YTL per week per person for food (10 YTL per day).  We were supposed 
to be given this money every Monday; we were never paid for food on a Monday.  Every 
week we had to fight with our club just so we could eat. The club would never pay us on 
time and would withhold paycheques for weeks at a time, causing us to use our credit 
cards to pay for food. Due to the delay of payment, I would have to threaten non-
participation in games just so they would pay us money that was owed to me and my 
fiancée. After one particular heated argument with a board member after two weeks of 
not receiving money owed I was shown a silver hand gun, and I immediately stopped my 
plea to get money on that occasion because I felt threatened.  
Another serious problem we experienced with our club was housing.  The initial housing 
provided to us was unsanitary, as our room had a black mold (Stachybotrys chartarum) 
problem and the club refused to acknowledge the problem. We were forced to live in the 
house despite the mold problem getting worse and needing professionals to clean it for 
almost six weeks, while our club was aware of this problem the entire time. The club 
eventually found new housing for us that was adequate, but not soon enough to prevent 
both myself and my fiancée from becoming ill for two weeks as a result of the mold.  
Another problem with our housing is we had to go without water, electricity, and gas on 
many instances due to the club not paying bills. In order to use bathroom facilities we 
would have to find stores to use during the day and either use a park as a bathroom or 
hold it during the nights.  We were not able to cook, because we had no water, causing us 
to spend more than our allotted 70 YTL per week because we were forced to eat in 
restaurants.  We were forced to shower at the rink or at friends’ apartments during the two 
different weeks our water was shut off.  Over 100 YTL worth of food was ruined between 
the four people living in our apartment when our electricity was shut off for four days.  
We sometimes felt like refugees in our home.   
As stated there were many circumstances for our early departure, but these were the main 
ones. Yet another cause for our departure was not the fault of Baskent, but lies in the 
Turkish Ice Hockey Federation. Once my season was finished, my fiancée had not played 
a game for four weeks. At our time of departure, she had not played a game for six 
weeks, and the Turkish Ice Hockey Federation had no schedule in place for her playoffs 
and there was no sign of them starting anytime soon. As stated we were only paid for 
games played, and we were only sporadically getting money to pay for food, and at the 
end of the day we could simply not afford to remain in Turkey any longer. 
To summarize, at the end of March 2010, we decided we had had enough of being treated 
less than human beings. The club still had not paid us all our money owed for over five 
weeks and when I heard about my family member becoming ill, we decided we needed to 
get home. Baskent board members objected and wouldn’t pay for my flight home (despite 
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it being in my contract) unless Brittany stayed for playoffs. I was not going to leave my 
fiancée behind in Turkey especially since the club had not been paying us regularly and 
there was no idea as to when her playoffs would start or even end. So I lied and said she 
would stay if they paid for my flight back to America. The club purchased my ticket and 
my fiancée purchased hers with her credit card. After another meeting that included some 
heated words, we managed to get some of the money that was owed to us on the evening 
before my flight left. My fiancée managed to get a flight that left at the same time as 
mine and we snuck out of our house and to the airport early morning on April 2, 2010.  
Upon arriving in Boston we checked our e-mails and Brittany had received one from one 
her teammates stating that the board members of Baskent were very upset because 
Brittany had embarrassed them by leaving; in fact they stated to her teammate that they 
were going to send people after us in America and Canada to hurt us. One board member 
even said “her life is finished.” The president of the club also said that he was going to 
write a letter to the IIHF to ruin our careers.  
Neither of us is interested in continuing our professional careers after such a horrible 
experience we had playing for Baskent SK in Turkey.  However I hope that this letter 
reaches the right hands and that this will help shine light on the circumstances for our 
early departure and thus causing Brittany to break her contract, because her contract had 
been broken on a number of occasions by Baskent before her early departure. Thank you 
for taking the time to read this and I hope that this message can be passed onto other 
potential ice hockey players seeking employment in Turkey, because what we 
experienced is unfortunately not the exception, it’s the rule for import players in Turkey.  
Tyler Bilton           
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BIOGRAPHY OF THE AUTHOR       
 A native of British Columbia, Canada, Tyler continues his travels around the 
world in search of new experiences and stories to share. If he is not in a hockey rink 
watching a game, he will be on the ice coaching. And if he is not coaching hockey, he is 
writing about hockey.  
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